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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is basically to identify tho

language f'unc'bi.ons most commonlyused by junior secondary school

teachers of English in the classroom. In addition, the study aims

at identifying the linguistic errors that occur in the language

functions and along with this it attempts to show which language

functions the teachers find most difficult to handle and whioh they

mani.pul.a+e with ease.

Four government junior second8~y schools were selected for

the study. From tho twelve teachers of English working in these

schools eight were selected and recorded while teaching English in
tho classroom. The reoorded lessons were then transcribed and

analysed on the basis of the system of analysis developed by

Sinclair and Coulthard (1915) vri..tha slight modification made by

this researcher.

The results of the analysis of the findings showed that the

mosf commonLanguage functions used by these teaohers wore:

a) Asking questions (Elioiting and Re-elioiting) whioh took

59.3% of the lesson time;

b) Ex:plaining, Exempl.i.f'yi.ng, summarizing (Informing in general)

which took' 26.1% of the lesson time;

c) Giving instructions and orders (Directing) whioh took 9.3%

of the lesson time;

d) Opening and olosing the stages of tho lesson (Framing and

Focusing) which took 4.57~of the lesson time; and

e) Checking students' understandine of the Leason which took

0.8% of the lesson time.
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The results also showed that there wor-e511 errors

(granunatical and pronunciation errors) which woro classified into 11

categories. Of theso errors, 39.5~~ were identified in Elicits, 36.4%

in Informs, 14.2% in Directs, 6.6% in Boundary exchanges, and 3.3% ':

in Checks. Further, it was fotmd that the ratio of errors to

exchanges is much greater in Informs than in anyone of the other

exchanges. There were nearly three more errors in every Inform

exchange than in everyone of the ollher exchanges.

In addition, the results showed that the functions of

explaining, summarizing, evaluating (in general explaining meaning

or putting over information) and giving instructions were the most

difficult ones for the teachers to hanclle while asking questions

(particularly re-eliciting by nominating or prompting or looping)

and ohecki.ng students' understanding wer-ethe onos tho teachers

fOlli~deasy to manipulate.

On the basis of the findings it was recommendedthat junior

secondary school teachers of English need to be given appropriate

training in these language f'uno'bi.onsparticularly in the functions

concerned with explaining meaning or putting over information,

rephrasing and simplifying unanswer-edelicits, and giving

instructions. In addi,ti011tit was recomended that improvements

should be made in the textbooks in a way that would minimize

teachers' over-reliance on them and proviae enough chanoes of using

these language f'unctions as frequently and meaningfully as possible.
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Chapter One

1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the Stugy

In the Ethiopian governmerrtschool system the junior second-

~r school is tllO level at l-lhichl!hglish begins to be used. as a

mediumof instruction.

I t is generally believed tha:t both students and teachers

face problems pertaining to the la.nB\lB€e.Although their comments

are not backed by statistice.l data or tests, quite a lot of

Ethiopian and foreign experts of education adm:i.t tha.t students'

Ehglish l.a.nguaeeperformance in the junior secondary school is

hiGhly inadequate. John Rogers (1967) critically observes that

after four years Qf inadequate teachil16 of !!belish, it is doubt-

ful that most gTadeseven students are lineuistically capable of

studying every subject (except Amharic) in Ehglishe

The problems at 111ejunior secondary sohool can oertainly

oontribute to the problEmslater in the higher hvels. t~lore

frequently than before tea.chers at the junior secondary schools

and above are heard complaining about students' poor perfol'll'.anoe

in Ehglish. Similarly, ma.nystudents are heard adJIitting frankly

that their poor academic performance is due to predominantly

their t1eakEhglish la.ngua.geoommand.The studies madeso far

(for example: Abdulkadir Ali 1983; Getacwm Fanta.ye 1984;

TelK>ldeGebreyohannes1988) on college and secondary school

students confirm these viet-me

But the studies madeso far concentrate on students and

look a.t the problem from the stud.ents.f side. Pew attempt to look



at the problem from the teachers' side. It is no wonder-that this

is so because as Cheryl 1. Champeaude Lopez (1989) points out,

to~~ the emphasis in education is on -the student as the focus of

learning. Yet, she stresses tha.t the teacher is the person

specially trained to guide the student and help him achieve his

goaJ...

This resea.rcller strongly believes that a lot of research

into the classroom needs to be conducted in order to find out \-,hat

goes on in the la1lo'"1"\la.tiecl.ascroora, Only whenlie have a knOt'lledge

of this can we be in a better posinon to prepare corrective

measures to improve conditions in the languaee classroom.

LooldnCinto the teacher's classroom la.n~e in particular

can provide useful information concerning the problems pertainine

to the teaching of En(;lisho Paul Lennon(1988) says that languaee

teachers for their part have a \-1ea1th of information that has not

been exploited yet. This uea.lth of information is due to the fact

that most of the c1assrocmhour as A.D.IDwa.rdsand V.J•Furlong

(1978) indicate, is used up by the teacher in giving out inform-

ation, instructions, reproofs, and asaessmerrtn, etc. Studies in

classroom interaction (for example: Bellaok et alt 1966; Flanders

1970) obo''1that teachers' ta.lki~ time is far greeter than _. +r r-:

students' time. This is particularly true for the Ethiopian ~

teacher in the Ethiopian governmentschool cl sroom(Tewolde,1988).

In discussing the role of the teacher in t~y's ~e

classroomt Champeaude Lopeznoteo the follo\-rl.ng:

Todayknol'lledeeof the lillo~stic otru::ture
of the latlt,."'ltageis only one of the require-
tnQnts of a. good language teaoher. Tea.chers



should also have a broad background lmo\-~
ledge of the social environment that
influmlces their students, different p~
e;o&;ica.l techniques beinG taUG'~ltf and
techniques for dia{)"l1ooingcertain psycl!o-
10C~cal characteristics of learners ••••
Languageis a form of comr.nnrl.cationamong
individualo in o, specific social context.
But even more than tlcat la.rJ.f;"'tlageis a l'Ja3'
of thinldnc; and processing information
(1989:5).

This clearly implies the quectnon ulrich research should anSltler:

Do language teachers have the knol-rledceof both the formal and

the functional aepeote of the la.I1.G\lB.ge?or do they equally

recognize the importance of t·lhata lm10'\l.agedoes(function) as

well aa \'that it is(otructure)? This and ::rl.milarquestions call

for an investic;a.tion into the classroom langua.geof the teacher

- en endeavour 'trllrichthic r-eaearch aims at.

Therefore, tlrie; study is desi.gned to identify the le~e

functions most COTt'lmonly WJed l~ the junior aocondary sohool

teacher of Ehg1ioh in the classroom. An attempt t-Jill also be

made to identify major lint;s"uiotic errors, if any, that occur in

the lane;uo.cefunctions.

1.2 Si{Snificance of the study

This study is sicnifica.nt because the results can be used

as a basis for makinGdecisions on the sort of Ip-llg'Uage to be

taught \'1hentraininG teachers. I t also indicates the sort of

language courses such teachers can teach at the level of their

interlanguage. In addition, the stud,y can serve as a sprinel:>oa.rd

for malcinefurther in~tigation into th.e claaoroom lanG"UaGeof

the tca.cher.
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1.3 Soape of the Stud.y

Tb1e ritudy conoentrates on idel1tif~ri.nebasically the language

functions most commonlyused by the eight teaohers of English in

the eie;ht lanauaee lessons recorded by the researcher in the tour

junior secondary schools of Asella. arre, namely, Aaella, Chilalo.

Gonde,I teya..

The study also attempts to provide a aide-ahow of the

linguistic errors that IDa¥correlate to the laneuage funotions

useds The errors refer to grammatical errors and a.lso errors in

pronunciation. i.e. mispronunoia.tionof words that cause

difficulty in understanding"

In connection to this it "Jill also showl1hich funotions the

teaohers find most difficult to handle and whioh they can operate

,nth ease.

1.4 Limitatiol1s of the study

The·most ohallenging constraint faoed by the researcher was

the size of the corpus. The eight teachers ",ere recorded for

thirty minutes each "lhile teachine English. The recorded eight

lessons were then transcribed and a.na.lysed.This was a job whioh

required muchextra time and ovenrork.



Chapter Two

2. Review of Related Literature

2.1 I ntroductio,!l

The attempt to identify the language functions most commonly

used by junior secondary school teachers of :Ehglish and the effort

to indicate the linguistic errors that occur in the functions

involves tho ccnsideration of works done in discourse analysis

(particularly that of Sinclair and Coulthard, 1915), classroom

interaction, and error analysis. Discourse studies and classroom

studies dependent on them can provide us with a description of

what goes on in the classroom" In other words, to be able to find

out the types of language functions teachers use in the classroom

it is necessary to review some of the relevant works in discourse

analysis. Similarly, in order to examine what goes wrong from a

linguistic view-point it is necessary to consider studies made in

error analysj s. The main concern in this study being the teacher's

classroom language, that is, how to describe and correct it, we

need to consider both \vhat goes on and what goes wrong linguistio-

ally 0

The researcher has endeavoured to explore some of the import-

ant contributions made by some of the experts in the areas mention-

ed above. Their ideas are briefly treated belm"l. However, no

research has been done with the aim of identifying the la.ngu.a.ge

functions most commonly used by junior secondary school teachers

of English in Ethiopian schoolso Neither has any study been done

on identifying the linguistic errors of these teachers. In that

sense it could be claimed that the present research is an original

work.
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2.2 Discourse Studies

No Coulthard (1977) in his tIntroduction to Discourse

Analysist mentions that attempts were made earlier by linguists

like Firth (1951), Harris (1952), and Mitchel (1957), but it was

not until after the dawn of the 1960s that actual work in discourse
a.na.lysis began.

The man whose ideas helped to lay the theoretical base was

J.L. Austin (1962) who distinguished two types of verbs:

performative verbs, i.e. verbs whioh perform actions (for example.

'I apologize ••• ; I warn •••• ) and constative verbs, i.e. verbs which

describe or record a fact.

But later Austin dropped his idea of the distinction between

the verbs and considered all verbs as performative. He listed

three acts that a speaker may perform within any one utterance.

These are: the looutionary act (uttering the wor-d with its

referenoe), the illocutionary act (the act performed by uttering

the word), and the perlooutionary act (the effective result of the

aotion).

Austin saw the first two acts as having the same force. He

was then able to distinguish between the sentence form and the

act - a distinction which is essential for analysing classroom

interaotion and di.soourae , R.B~ Hicks (1983) notes that this
makes the study of language look at the whole speech act rs:t:her

than just the formal sentence.

J.R.Searle (1969) who developed and modified Austin's ideas

applies the speech act theory as a basis for the analysis which
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describes the communication process. He points out that the speech

act is the basic unit of communication and ~he conne~tion between

the speakers words, his intention, and what the listmer under-

stands is the basis of the speech act. Where the conmction between

these and the utterance fails, breakdown in communicaion occurs

due to lingui sti c inadcquaci es , Hi cks '1983,:' ronf'i.rmsihat wi thin a

situation of non-native speakers breakdowns in commum ata on can

occur due to ignorance of rules.

Searle (1969), therefore, provides us with a fundaental way

of seeing language out of which develops most of the worl, in

linguistic studies of interaction such as Sinclair and Co\thard

(1975) whose system of analysis is used in this study by t~

researcher.

In relating the speech act theory to the classroom Hi~

(1983) remarks that if one is to understand the speech acG as

exemplified in tho language classroom, it becomes ess~ial to

study not only the interaction but also the linguistic errors that

may lead to failure in the act. This view strongly ref~ects the

underlying basic characteristic of the present study even though

the scope of the study is limited to the idcntificaton of language

functions and linguistic errors that ~Ave major roles in the class-

room language of junior secondary school teachore of English.

2.3 Language Functions

In dealing with the question of the functions of language

M.A.KoHalliday (1973:7) begins as follows:

A functional approach to language means
investigating how language is used:trying
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to find out what are the purposes that
language serves for us, and how we are able
to achieve these purposes through speaking
and listening, reading and writing. But it
also means morc than this. It means seeking
to explain the nature of language in
functional terms: seeing whether language
itself has been shaped by use, and if so,
in what ways - how the form of language
has been determined by the functions it
has evolved to serve.

This view of Halliday clearly and briefly shows the functional

basis of ihe origin and development of language. In addition, it

implies that langUage functions constitute tho most bask component

of discourse. I t is true that any form of discourse (written or

spoken), whether in the classroom or elsewhere, calls for one or

more types of language functions that are realized through the

intQl"weaving of linguistic units in various functionally meaning-

f'Il.1 fashions.

This question of language functions or in the words of

Sinclair and Coulthard context-dependcnt meanings have been treat-

ed in different ways by various linguists. Sinclair and Coulthard

(1975) cite Bloomfield (1933) who observes that the statement of

meanings is a weak point in language study and thus he undermines

the importance of language functions.

On the other hand, Doll Hymes (1972 :xviii) sees the problem

of language functions as a challenge and an opportunity for the

advancement of linguistics itsolf. He says that progress in

understanding language in the classroom is progress in linguistic

theory.

Hymes (1972 :xii-xiii) argues that understanding how

language is structured is not so important as understanding how
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language is used. He further expands his view that for language in

the classroom what we need to know goes far beyond how the grammar

of English is organi zed as something to be taught. I t has to do with

the relationship between a grammar of :Ehglish and the Wa;!S in which

English is organized in use by teachers and students.

Funbher , Hymesstresses that understanding language in its

social context requires understanding the meanings that social

contexts and use of language have for their participants; and

students of language are to a large extent in the same position as

participants in the classroom in this matter.

Hymesconcludes that the functions of language in the classroom

are a special case of the general problem of the study of language

in its social context.

Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) mention the attempt made by Katz

and Postal (1964) to build the illocutionary force or function of

sentences into deep grammar. This is based on the analysis of the

sentence 'You will go' which can be interpreted as a command

equivalent to 'I order you to go' or as a declarative statement.

In addition, Sinclair and Coulthard mention the role modal

verbs play in determining the function of an utterance. They cite

Boyd and Thorne (1969) who discuss the illocutionary force of

sentences containing such verbs. v-lhatBoyd and Thorne say is that

the semantic deep structure of declarative surface structures is not

always that of a statement. For instanoe, they argue that the modal

verb 'will t is an indicator that the illooutionary force of the

sentence is a prediction.
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Sinclair and Coulthard say that although the deep structure

provides part of the meaning of an utterance and a basis for all

occasions of use, it is not necessary for the complete meaning of

an utterance to come from the deep structure together with the

lexical meaning. They add that isolated sentences serve little

purpose, if any, and a large part of the meaning of a sentence

must always be determined by its context which realizes the

function of the language.

Let us now briefly see the various language functions some

linguists have identified and see ho~ the ones identified by the

researcher relate to the others. Of course, not all the functions

identi fi ed by Ralli day, Wi lkins t Coulthard, and Van :Ek can. be

found in the language used in the classroom. On the other hand,
all the language functions mentioned by Sinclair and Coulthard

(1975), Hughes (1981), and Sinclair and Brazil (1982) do refer

meiili11 to the language used in the classroom. So, their works in

particular do throw light showing the need for more investigations

into the functions of language in the classroom. Th~ these works

are relevant to this study in so far as they deal with the

identification and a.ne~ysis of language functions.

2.3.1 Classifications of Language Functions

As discussed in the preceding pages, language is basically

meant to serve various functions. This is well expressed by various

linguists such as E.Sapir (1966:2,5,36), M .Copi (1966:27-31),

Halliday (1973:7; 1975:37; 1985:xiii), Widdowson (1978:52), and

Norrish (1983:2) just to name a few.

'I.
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Halliday in particular, in his t Explorations in the Func-

tions of Languaget (1973), discusses in detail the fact that there

are vari ous functi ons which language serves. He says that the

demandswemakeon language as speakers and writers, listeners and

readers are indefinitely manyand varied. Hefurther points out

that this functional plurality is builtin the structure of language

and forms the basis of its semantic and syntactic (grammatical and

lexical) organization.

Onthe basis of his functional approach he interprets the

origins of language developmentas the learning of a set of func-

tions, each with its associated meaningpotential. Henotes that

the system is a functional one in which the concept of functions

of language for the child is synonymouswith that of use while for

the adult the two are distinct. Based on this view he provides us

with two classes of categories of language functions that

characterize child and adult language systems.

In the first class there are seven categories of language

funotions which characterize the child's language. Theyare listed

in the order of their developmental sequence. Thosefunctions are

briefly outlined as follows:

1. I nstrtunental : includes the expressions of desire. I t is

also referred to as the t I want•••• t function.

2. Regulatory: refers to the use of language to regulate the

behaviours of others. I t can be equated ,vith the function of giving

direction in the corpus. For exampl.e , f Noany talking; take your

place •••• ' (see AppendixI - H: )•

3. Interactional: includes moaningssuch as generalized
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greetings, 'Hello', 'Pleased to see you', and responses to call

and the like. In the corpus of this study this function can be

matched with the functions of responding to nominates and the ex-

pressions 'Good morning' and 'Good afternoon'.

4. Personal: refers to functions involving the expressions of

personal feelings, participation and withdrawal, interest, pleasure

and disgust. In the classroom language of the teachers in this

stud.Y such f'unc'ti.ona usually accompany the functions of evaluating

which follows a student's response. For example, 'Sleepy, are you.:

sick ?t This is an expression of disgust made when a student gave a

wrong answer (see Appendix I - H: ).

5. Heuristic: refers to tho function of asking questions. At

the early stage it begins with questions like 'What is your name?'.

Later it develops into the whole range of question forms. It refers

to language as a means of investigating reality, a way of learning

about things. This can be compared to the function of eliciting and

checking in the corpus.

6. Imaginative: refers to the function of language whereby

the child creates his own environn:ent - a world ini tially of pure

SO'Wld but which gradually turns into one of sto:r'Yand make-believe

and let's pretend, and ultimately into the realm of poetry and

imaginative writing. Halliday refers to this function as 'let's

pretend' function of language.

7. Representational or Lnf'ormabi.vej rafers tb the giVing of

information. I t is the realm of the declarative aff'irmative and the

declarative negative. This is the same as the f'Wlction of informing

in the corpus.

Of these seven functions the initial ones are instrumental,
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regulatory? interactional, and personal; these are then followed

by the heuristic and imaginative functions which are then followed

by the representational or informativee

Each item in the language is a simple context expression pair

and there is no level of linguistic form (no grammar). Wilga Rivers

(1981:192-4) comments that this analysis can act as a useful guide

for teachers of a second or third language who wish to provide their

students with a well~honed instrument that they can use for all

kinds of purposeso She further observes that although the adult uses

these simple functions for the most part in combination in macro-

functions, understanding the acquisition of the mechanism of the

simple functions is essential if use of the new language is not

to remain confused and mysterious.

In the second class there are three broad categories bf

language funotions. These are referred to as macro-functions which

take the form of grammar. Halliday observes that the grammatioa.l

system provides the mecr~ism for different functions to be combined

in one utterance in the way the adult requires. He further notes

that the innumerable social purposes for which adults use language

are not represented directly one by one in the form of functional

components in the language system as are those of the child.

These three macro-functions 01' ;global functions as McDonough

(1981:78) calls them, are: 1) the 'Ideational' whioh expresses

content and which not only specifies the available options in

meaning but also determines the nature of their structural organi~

ations; 2) the 'Interpersonal f which expresses the relationship

that the speaker sets between himself and the listener in
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particular, the communicative role he adopts of informing, question-

ing. greeting, and persuading and the like; 3) the 'Textual' which

is instrumental to the other two functions whereby language is

enabled to meet the demands that are made on it. I t is concerned

with the intornal organization of the sentence and with its meaning

as a message both in itself and in relation to the context.

Halliday's classifi.ation provides us with the idea that

language can be classified into the various functions it is meant

to serve. I t is perhaps the first systematic classification of

languaee into its various functions based on research directed

towards investigating tho developmental acquisition of the various

functions in children as well as in adults. Although the aim of

Halliday differs from that of this researcher, his work does

indicate that some of the major language functions this researoher

has identified could be labelled under some of the funotions

Halliday has identified., particularly his macro-functions. In tho

light of this view his work is relevant to this thesis.

Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) identify three most commonly

known language functions - statement, question, end command. These

functions are realized in declarative, interrogative, and imperative

forms. They point out that the relationship between these functions

and forms in actual language use is more flexibloo For instance, a

declarati ve form can be used to make a request or- give a command.

D.AoWilkins (1976:44) proposes six types of language functions

1) judgement and evaluation 2) suasion 3) argument 4) rational

inquiry and exposition 5) personal emotions 6) emotive relations,

He then subclassifies each function; for example, argument inoludes
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information asserted, information sought, information denied,

agreement, disagreement, and concession$

Wilkin's proposition is critisized tocause of certain short-

comings. For example, some of the categories overlap while some of

the realizations sound odd. Besides, there are no suggested

realizations for the functions 'sympathy and flattery'. Of course,

Vlilkins himself admits that in the light of further research his

proposition can be refined.

Coulthard (1911:154) cites one of the earliest published

courses Abbs .£i.!l:l. (1975) in whi.oh the language functions that are

recommended to be taught to students are given. These include:

identifying people and places; expressing personal tastes, emotions

moods, and opinions; giving information; making suggestions; and

eiving advice.

J.A.Van Ek (1985:25,37-9,45-9) gives us a list of seventy

five lang~e functions for the 'Threshold Level' under the follow-

ing six categories: 1) imparting and seeking factual information

2) expressing and finding out intellectual attitude 3) expressing

and finding out emotional attitude 4) expressing and finding out

moral attitude 5) getting things done (suasion) 6) socializing.

Van Ek admits that this list is by no means exhaustive and adds

that it is unlikely that one can draw up a complete list. Further,

he says that at higher levels more functions will be added.

G.S,Hughes (1981:9-11) pro\~des us with a list of language

functions related to classroom management grouped under key
headings and expressed in terms of what the teacher should be able
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be useful to Teacher Training Institutes in the preparation of

syllabuses aimed at teaching classroom competence.

The laneuaGe functions Hughes identifies appear to be more

relevant to this thesis because they refer directly to the classroom

language of L2 teachers. So, his map of the functions is summarized

as follows:

-1. Giving instructions (instruct, control pupils'

behaviour )

A. ORGANIZAT[ON - 2. Sequencing (sequence lesson, chock, introduce)

3. Supervision (direct attention, warn)

1
-1•Asking questions (on specific tasks and fre~ly)

B. I NTERROGA T[ON
2. Replying to questions (confirm verbally, give

feedback in drills)

[

1. llletalanguaee (define, paraphrase, summarize,

C. EKPLANAT[ON - instruct for excercisos)

2. Reference (give factual information, comment)

.[1. Affective attitude (express anger, interest,

D. INTERACT[ ON - appreciation, etc.)

2. social ritual (express greetings, apologies,

thanks, etc.)

Sinclair and Brazil (1982:22), in dealing with 'Teacher Talk',

point out that classroom activities make different seleotions from

the possible kinds of language functions. They summarize the various

language functions teachers use in the classroom into four classes

as follows:
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1. telling thines to pupils: this includes giving information,

describing things, explaining process, demonstrating experiments and

effects.

2. getting pupils to do things: includes ordering them,

instructing them in how to do tlungs, and organizing the teaching-

learning process.

3. getting pupils to say things: includes questioning and

probing for answers, stimulating various kinds of talk, involving

pupils by getting them to commit themselves.

4. evaluating thinGs that pupils do, i.e. acknowledging their

responses and eiving them indications of their progress and

a chi evomon+s ,

Sinclair generalizes that most of the time the teacherts

acti vi ty in the EFL classroom is verbal and falls wi thin one or

more of the types 1-4 mentioned above.

~lliilethe throe macro-functions of Halliday can embrace all

other classes suggested by the other language experts including

the functions identified by this reseaxcher, the functions of class-

room language identified by Hughes (1981) and Sinclair (1982)

provide us with a more specific classifioa,tion of functions closely

related to the ones identified. in this study. \~'hatis not clearly

known in Sinclair's classification is whether he has completely

ignored the" functions of checking, framing and focusing or

included them in the third and first classes respectively.

To provide a comparative view of the various classifications

of the language functions identified by the above mentioned

language experts the language functions are shown in Table 1.
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The purpose of this comparison is to enable us to see whether the

functions identified in this study are completely unrelated and new

or just similar in any '!;,ray.However, as indicated. earlier, the major

concern of this study is limited to finding out the kind of languago

functions used by junior secondary school teachers of English and

not to make a comparative analysis of the classifications of tho

-
language functions.

Table - 1

A comparison of the language functions
identified by the above mentioned experts

. , .I "';

I Functions concerned Functions r Functions IdentifiEd by
! with informing concerned .with concerned with
i . asking Qs. ~j.ving command.
I Ste.toment Question Command Sinclair EltlQ. i)
Infcrm Eli ci t &, Check Direct I Coulthard(197S

.Instrumental, Lrrbcn Houristio ! Regula tory Halliday( 1973/5)
active, personalJ~
Imaginati ve , Info
ative.

Judgement and evalu- Rational Lnqui, Suasion vIiJldn~(1976)
ation, Arg'Uffient, Per ry and c:x:posi-
sonal emotion,Emot- tion.
i ve relation. ,

trmparting infoI'f":_ .
I t'"' lk(1975!85)Seeking inform Suasion

ation, EXpressing ation, finding
,intellectual, emao;;:, out 'intellect-
itio~al and m07'al. , ua.I , emotional I
,attl. tudes jSocl.e.h~ .. and moral
ling-. atti tudes.

~ dantifying people I clentifying 1,laking sU{;'SCs- ADbs~.('75
and plaoes, Ex::press- people and ; tions t Oi ving as cited by
,int; tastes and erne- places. advice. toul thard (1977)
~ions i MaJdng suggoe
tions t Gtvinf.': advi, ce ,

SoquencB, Elcplain, Interrogate I nstruot , {Hughes(1981 )
ntern.ct. supervise. I,

tolGe1i students
,.

Sinclair ( 1982)Inform students and Get students to
evaluate their work.! say things. I do thinG'S. i -
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I t can be seen from TablG-1 that in general giving or passing

information holds the largest amount of time of the functions which

language is meant to serve. However, whether this holas true for the

classroom language of the teachers in this corpus is something that

must be confirmed from the results of the analysis&

2.4 vJorks on Classroom Language and Interaction

Since the middle of the first half of the 20th century, th~e

has been a growing interest in what goes on in the olassroom

specially between the teacher and his students. Consequently, a lot

of research has been conduted to systematically analyse teacher-

student interaction in the classroomo

R.B.Hicks (1983) divides all classroom studies on th~ basis

of whether they are descriptive or have a strong correotive purpose

arising out of the description and according to tho unit of analysis

used. Table-2 shows the divisions.

Table - 2
Studies of Classroom Language

, I
lTime based cate,g-oriesLinR'tlisti caHv based oate,gorios, II f liragg Sinclair and Coulthard,

I DeSOriPtiVe!
Bel lack, Fanselow

! Flanders Barnes
Crrective

Moskowi tz Stubbs
I I

Let us now briefly review these studies.
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2.4.1 Flanders Time-based iUlal;s:i.s

Flanders' system of analysis has its origin in education

rather than linguistics and is more concerned with describing what

is happening in the classroom in ordor to improve on it.

The system is based on a three-second time interval. The

observer who is using this system divides the lesson into threo-

second intervals and classifies eaoh three seconds aooording to the

ten categories shown in Table-3. The observer oan analyse the lesson

as it happens. Seven of the categories refer to the toache~ wlule

two of them concern tho student. Tho last one refers to the

condition of silenoe and oonfusion.

The system is evaluative rather than descriptive and hence it

is useful in evaluating the teaohing porformance from the view point

of the teacher's olassroom behaviour.

Table - 3

Flanders' Ten Categories

1• accept feeling
Tl?ACHER ~.praise or encourage

3it accept or use idea of pupils

4. ask questions

TALK 5. lecturing
6. g~ving direotions
7. cri tisi zing or justifying

authority
PUPIL 8. pupil response
TALK 9. pupil initiation

sr LENCE H."ailence and confusion

(Flanders, 1970:34)
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Flanders' system has been used by many researchers and some

have made modifications to it (for example, Wragg, 1970 and Moskowitz

1976). I t has also been cri tisizecl for its shortcomings; for exampl e

it is not related to linguistic structure as it is based on the unit

of time and it ignores the content of the lesson. Therefore, due to

lack of this linguistic measure the researcher has found it

inappropriate to his study.

2 ••";.•1.1- Wragg--(1970) and MoskoWitg; (1976) las cited by Hicks (1983)/

Both Wragg (1970) and Moskowitz (1976) have used Flanders'

system in the second language classroom. Wragg with a descriptive

aim doubles up tho categories except silence to classify whether the

unit is in the target language or first language.

Moskowi tz compares the beat te('l,cher"with other teachers and

isolates aome form of product process in teaching styles. She dis.~

tinguishes between first and target language use and introduces more

categories like jokes, and subdivides questions, lecturing and

cri tisism.

2.4.2 Linguistio-baseu Studies

2.4-2.1 Barnes (196~): His study focuses on how much the questions

asked by the teacher help to enhance the participation of students

and their conceptual development. He classifies questions accord-

ing to whether they are facthal, open, social or reasoning, and

according to the amount of student participation they encourage.

He critisizes teachers for asking a limited range of questions and

for limiting students' potential contribution because of their pre-

conceived answers. He also discusses the skills teachers need in
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the classroom.

2.4.2.2 stubbs (1976): He focuses on the language of control. He

outlines eight language functions: attracting and showing attentioIV

controlling the amount of speech, checking or confirming under-

standing, summarizing, defining, simplifying, editing what is said,

and correcting and specifying topics. He explains that one

utterance may involve more than one of the functions at the same

time. These functions provide a useful way of examining how a

teacher controls and manipulates classroom interaction.

\'Jhilethe works of Barnes and Stubbs have mainly corrective

purposes the works of Bellac1c (1966), Sinclair and Coulthard (1975)

and Fanselow (1987) have primarily descriptive aims.

2.4.2.3 Bellack et al.(1966): At first their analysis was designed

for educational aims. But it also provides a functional and

structural analysis. I t presents a heirarchi cal structure for

lessons with four units: the game, the sub-geme, the cycle, and

tho move. The move is of four types: soliciting, responding,

structuring, and reacting, each of which has a different discourse

function. These moves are briefly described below.

1. Structuring moves: serve the pedagogical function of

setting the context for subsequent behaviour by either launching

or holting - excluding interaction between students and teachers.

2. Soliciting moves: are designed to elicit a verbal response

to encourage pupils to attend to the lesson or to elicit a physical

response.

3" Responding moves: maintain a reciprocal rela.tionship to

soliciting moves and occur only in relation to them.
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4. Reacting moves: serve to modify or expand or rate positive

ly or negatively "That has been said during the responding moves.

Moves which describe the verbal behaviour of both teachers and

students are said to occur in classroom discourse in certain cyclic

patterns or combinations which are designated 'Teaching Cycles'.

Bellack et alv say that any typical teaching cycle consists of a

teacher solicitation followed by a pupil response which in turn is

followed by the teacher's reaction to the responding move. Table-4

shows the ratio of the distribution of the pedagogical moves.

Table - 4

The Ratio of the Distribution of the Pedagogical Moves

i !
Pedagogi oaI % of moves by % of moves by

moves ( the teacher the student

Structurinp: i 66 12

Soli citins: 86 , 14

Respondi.na 12 88
i Reacting I 81 , 19

The teacher's moves are mainly soliciting and reaoting.

Bellack found out that 48.6% is soliciting, 3902% is reacting, 7.7%
is structuring, and 5 .5% is responding move. Students' most

frequent move is the responding move. The involvement of rtuderrts

in the various moves are: 11 .3% in soli citing, 65.4% in zespondi.ng ,

1.8% in structuring, 1501% in reacting, and 6.4% is not co~able.

2.4~~.4Sinclair and Coulthard (1975):They dev~loped their own

system in which they attempted to keep their analysis purel~

linguistic by avoiding the pedagogical categories of earlier systems.



They us e a rank scal e simi Lar -to Bellack f s uni t of analysi s , tho

move. nt first they started with two r~nks, utterance and exchange.

Utterance is defined as every,hing said by one speaker beforo

another began to speak while exchange refers to two or more ut t er-«.

ances ,

The ranks consist of: the lesson, the transaction, the

exchange, tho move, and the act. Move is defined as the smallest

free uni t although it has a structure in terms of acts. They say

that acts and moves in discour.1e are similar to morphemes and words

in grammar. Discourse acts are defined as typically one free clause

plus one subordinate clauseo

These five ranks of discourse are compared to units of non-

linguistic organization consisting of the course, the period, and

the topic on one side and the unit of grammar on the other (the

sentence, clause, group, woru, and morpheme). However, they

indicate that there is no one to one correspondence between these

levels. Table - 5 shows the correspondence of the levels.

Table - 5

n comparison of levels and ranks

LEVELS 4".ND RANKS

Non-lingui sti c orgo Discourse Grammar

Course -
Period Lesson -
Topic Transaction -- Elcchange -- Move Sentence
- ,Act Claus~
- Group- Word- Morpheme
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Some researchers who have used this system have modified it

to suit their aims. For example, Hicks (1983) critisizes it for its

shortcomings that led to his modification. He says that adopting

the five ranks highly complicates any comparative analysis with

linguistic errors and communication breakdowns. In addition, it

complicates the two functions of direct and elicit in connection

with verbal and non-verbal responses. Hicks further cites other

shortcomings as well. Yet, he confirms that the system is an

objective way for describing lan~e skills used in the classroom.

2.4.!.5 J.F.Fanselow (1981): With the aim of generating and

exploring al ternati ves in language teaching Fanselow found it

useful to use an observation system. He believes that an observation

system helps to discover rules, generate alternatives, and see the

extent to "Thich rules that are broken by the speaker raise

questions about Ius preconceived notions.

The system of observation that ~selow devised is known as

'FOCUS'. FOCUS is an acronym for tFoci for Observing Communications

Used in Settings' e It is used to describe both linguistic and non-

linguistic communications that take place in classrooms and outside

classrooms. The system helps to clarify actual communications that

occur in the classroom and it is designed to be used to code

communications in both teaching and non-teaching settings.

FOCUS contains categories to note five c~fferent character-

istics of communications. The first two characteristics - the

souroe/target and movetype answer the question 'yfuat is being done?'

while the other three, i.e. the medium, the use, and the content

help to answer the question 'How is it being done?t. These five
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characteristics of communications are briefly described as follows.

1. The Source/Target of communications: refers to both the

teacher and the student in and out of classrooms. Teacher refers to
both a person who is paid to teach and who assumes that role in any

situationD Student refers to one attends to a teacher as well as to

peer or equal. For the category of communications coming from

noises, labels on cars, or road signs, and books, etc. the term

'Other' is used.

2. The Move type: refers to the purpose of communications and
is of four typeso

i) Structuring moves: refer to announcements of what we are

going ~b do or have done~

ii) Soliciting moves: refer to the setting of tasks by

asking questions, issuing commands, or making requests.

iii) Responding moves: refer to replying to solicits.

iv) Reacting moves: refer to the comments that are made by a

speaker,

Fanselow comments that although the four move types cover

most of what have been considered important in observing in class-

room, they do nc:t;cover all possibili tieso So, he adds a fifth one

kncun as 'Bearing moves' to refer to idiosyncratic communications

that many teachers make while teaching. For example, some people

shake change in their pockets as they teach or listen in a

conversation. Others scratch their heads, smoke or constantly

touch their earso

Fanselow suggests that if one finds the move too small a
uni t of analysis for the entire description of communications,

larger units can bo used. One of the v-T88'S to look at a unit
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larger than the individual move is to look at cycles of moves and

sequences of cycles. ~ teaching c~le is defined as a series of

moves beginning with a structuring or soliciting move that is not

preceded by a structuring move. I tends •.ri. th the move before a new

structuring or a new soliciting move that is not preceded by a new

structuring move. Once the cycle is identified, the sequence of

cycle types can be described together with the source and target

of the cycles and sequence of cycles.

3. The Medium: refers to the means of communications.

Fansel.ow places it in one of four major ou.tegories - linguistic;

non--Li.ngui.atd o, paralinguistic, and silence. These are again sub-

divided into le.ural/oral, visual, and ~tmediums.

4. The Use: refers to how the mediumsare used to communicate

content. Different uses of mediums are easily made by noting

whether the mediums are taken in or produoed.

5. The Content: refers to the message communicated by the

mediumused in different wa.vs. Fanselow identifies three major

categories of contente These are: life, procedure, and study.~Lifi

includes expressions of personal feelings, personal information,

greetings, leave-taking, polite expressions, general knowledge, etc.

hoceduret refers to language used in calling the roll, discioline

students, give directions, or give a rationale for particular

exercises. {Study' concerns the oondition where the target language

is being oommunicated as an area of study - as information s~t

apart and studied, tested, or pre.ctised for its own sake.

Fanselow mentions the works of Bellack et al. (196E) as having

served as a basis to develop FOCUSand he acknowledges that the move

and source in particular are directly borrowed from them.



The five characteristics of communications are summarized

in Table - 6.

Table - 6

The five characteristics of communications

}Thatis being done? Howis it being done?

Source/TargetfMove type Medium ; Use Content

I attend

teacher linguistic - life
I

I structure pharacteri ze

solici t l·non~ ti present procedurexngui.s c,
student I para- relate,

respond

\linguistic

roproduce
I

react !silence - study

other sot, I :

(Fanselow, 1987:42)

2.5 Error 1nalysis - A Brief Review

2.5.1 Introduction

The study of learners t language •.ri. th emphasi.s on their

errors has a comparatively long history in linguistics. Teachers

have always been concorned with errors their students make and

with finding causes for theme

Hicks (1983) inc1icates that major studies concerned with

errors have two main purposes: 1) remedial, i.e. a description of

learners' errors can be used as a basis for tcacID-ng them how to

or-adi.oabe tho errors and to provide more efficient teaching

materials to avoid the more practicable ones; 2) psycholinguistic,
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i.e. a study of learners' errors will give insight into language

learning process whi ch may be equally rclevent to language

acquisi tion.

2.5.2 Importance of Errors

Dulay ~. (1982) point out that studying learners' errors

serves two major purposes: 1) errors provide data from which

inferences about the nature of language learning process can be

made; 2) errors indicate to teachers and curriculum developers

whioh part of the target language students find difficult to

produce correctly and which error types detract most from a

learner's ability to communicate effectively. P.Corder (1981) adds

that errors for the learner are a way he has of testing his bypo-

thesis about the nature of the target language he is leaFning.

This is what makes it necessary almost for any classroom

language research particularly those with corrective aims to give

due consideration to errors. The aim of this study in giving

attention to errors by way of dealing with language functions can

thus be clearly understood from the above mentioned basic points.

2.5.3 Causes of Errors

In order to be able to prescribe corrective measures for

errors it is important to know why errors occur. Corder (1981)

stresses the.t an understanding or explanation of errors is

essential for improving the learner's language. So, the major

causes of errors are briefly outlined below.

2.5.3,,1 First languago interference: The view that learners' errors
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result from first language interferonoe .dth learners' attempts

to learn new linguistic behaviour is based on the theory of

contrastive analysis which developed out of the behaviourist view

of learning (James, 1980:11-25; Dulay at al., 1982:96-117). The

whole idea is based on the hypothesis tllat prior learning affects

subsequent learning. In this. study, all the sample teachers being

non-native speakers, a high degree of first language interference

in their Language is not wron€ to expect.

2.5.3.2 Intralingual or Overgeneralization: This oovers instances

where the leexner creates deviant structures on the basis of his

experience of other structures in the target language. Richards

(1974) explains that ovorgenoralization reflects the general

characteristio of learning such as faulty generalization,

incomplete application of rules, and failure to learn conclitions

under which rules applYe

2.5.3.3 Universal rules: E.Tarone (1978) explains that there are

certain universal patterns underlying all languages. She further

says that the target language may have sophisticated basio features

but the learner will be induoed into error by reducing or simplify-.

ing the language to tho basic universal patterns.

2.5.3.4 Strategy of simplification: Hiddcwson (1918) reduces

Richards' and Tarone's ideas into what he calls 'Strategy of

simplifi oati on' II This is a strategy which the learner uses at any

stage of his learning to simplify his language so as to communicate.

Widdowson says that when the learner finds that the taueht rules

(rules of usage) are too complex for him to use in a given

oonversational situation, he will fall back on generalized rules
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in order to facilitate communication.

2.5.3.5 strategies of communication: P.Cordcr (1981) gives a work-

ing definition of these saying that they ar-e systematic teclmiques

employed by a speaker to express his meaning when faced with

c1ifficulty. Difficulty refers to the inadequate command of the
.-

language used in the interaction. Corder clarifies that when the

learner faces a clifficult situation in which his linguistic

resources (10 not permit him to express his ideas fully, he can

either tailor his messages to his resources or attempt to increase

his resources to realize his communicative intentions. The attempt

to expand his resources usually results in errors.

2.5.3.6 The monitor theor~: S.Krashen (1981) states that errors

result from the absence of the monitor in a situation where the

learner has not acquired but only lce..rnedthe target language.

Dulay ~.(1982) define the monitor thus: 'It is an internal

mechanism which enables the learner to use the target language

properly and correctly by making constant reference to the rules

and patterns he has already learned.t They point out that whenever

conscious linguistic processing takes placo, the learner is said

to be using the monitor. For example, when a learner performs a

drill that requires conscious attention to form or when he

memorizes a dialogue, conscious processing is taking place and

the monitor is being used.

Krashen (1981 and 1987) draws So distincti on between the

acquired knowledge ancl the learned knowledge by saying that a

speaker normally relies on his acquired knowledge, but given the

right circumstances he is able to morn,tor his output using the
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learned rules. He outlines three constraints on the use of the

monitor: 1) to be able to refer to the learned system the learner

needs time to think about the appropriate rules. In normal

conversation this cannot exist, 2) the le?xner should be ccncerned

about the need to be correct in stead of thinking about the meaning

of what he wants to say; and 3) the learner should mow the rule in

order to apply it. Krashen concludes that all the three conditions

are raely fulfilled, for example, when the learner is doing a

grammar test or the teacher is preparing a language lesson.

2.5.3.7 Interlangu.a.ge: This describes the condi,tion that prevails

on the way towards acquiring the target language by the learner.

It is simply a manifestation of the language learning process

through which the learner has to go in order to achieve the target

language. If.hileSelinker (1972) refers tc this system as the

learner's tInterlanguaget, P.Corder (1981) calls it the learner's

'Idiosyncratic Dialect'. Corder says that it is a learning

strategy employed by the learner to achieve his goal. Researchers

in the field of language learning and acquisition explain that a

learner's interlanguage is in a constant state of flux and thus it

is illogical to talk of errors wi thin the interlanguage as they are

only errors in relation to the target language.Further, it is

observed that the learner's interlanguage system is a consistent

and Logi.ca.Lsystem and his errors are systematic and symptomatic

of his present level of interlanguage. Any study of icarnerB'erro~s

is, in fact, a study of interlanguage or in the term used by Corder

(1981) their'transitional dialect'.

As S.N.Srindhar (1981:228) points out, the most central fact
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that any description of interlang~e must account for, according

to Selinker (1972~is the phenomenon of fossilization. This refers

to the condition in whi.ch speaker-s of a particular native language

retain oertain linguistic items, rules ruld the like of their first

Language in the target language despite constant training or

exposure to the target Languages

However, despite the consistent nature of errors in the

interlanguage system of the learner, inconsistencies can arise as

a result of the use of the monitor. As mentioned above, the level

of interlanguage is the learner's acquired system. But on occasions

when the learner monitors his output, some regular errors will be

corrected or not appear at allQ

Although it is clifficult to say the degree of fossilization

fomld in the language of the sample teachers in this research, it

is clear that this condition of fossilization is an important

feature of their interlanguage in so far as they are non-native

speakers.

2.6 The Situation in Great Britain

The development of classroom research in Great Bt-itain was

progressing at a slower Tate than it was in l~erica. One of the

facters that affected the rate of adoption for l~erican w~s was

the difference in the relative strength and independence of

social psychology in the two countries.

But despite this, a vast area of research into what happens

in the classroom has been compiled. HiCks (1983) oites Galton (1919)

as having listed Over a hundred studies in Bt-itain alone to which
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more have been added since. !l\ostof these studies have beer.

conducted in the last twenty years. But f'ew examples exist of

studies in second language learning cl.asarooma and Long (1980)
lists twenty such studies, each using a slightly different system

of analysis. Of these, few have been indicated as major research

projects (for example, Barnes, 1969 and Wragg, 1971). A majority

on the other hand, have resulted only in short articles with very

limi ted conclusions and are one-off studies whi.ch are not easily

acoesd hl e ,

The most noticeable feature of British classroom research

as indicated by Abdulkacur (1983), is its neglect by sociologists

of education. As quoted by Sara Dolamont (1976), Rob Walker (1972)
observes that British sociologists of education have concentrated

attention on the analysis of input and output to different

institutions and assumed to keep the balance of the educational

process.

2.7 The Stue>r in Tanzania

In 1983 R.B.Hicks made fA study of the classroom language of

the Tanzanian primary school teachers of English with special

reference to their interactive discourse ability and their

linguistic errors'.

The study is based on a corpus of eleven lessons recorded

and transcribed. Following the analysis the various factors that

affect the classroom language of the teacher and students' under-

standing of the lessons are gi. van in detail .•From the corpus, 558

errors in a body of 1529 exchanges are identifi ed and put under
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28 categories. Of these error~, 66 are errors in preposition whioh

occupy the biggest frequency.

In discussing the importance of measuring the influence of

errors on exchanges, Hicks says that the function of giving

information brings about a big numberof errors. Hefurther remarksi

••• if, however. these are all minor errors
and elicitation gives rise to fewer errors
overall but more errors affecting communic-
ation; then it wouldbe' the latter function
that needs training. So, having a wayof
measuring error gravity with someobjectivity
is essntial(p, 167).

It is shownin the analysis of the results of the corpus

that the greatest proportion of serious errors are very cleary

founclin the exchanges concerned with giving informati on and

explaining or simplifying meaning. This is expected to be true of

the findings in this study. Thus, it can .be concluded that the

teachers linguistic inadequacies are most inhibiting in these

exchanges. In contrast, the greatest numberof minor errors,

especially predictable errors, occur in exchanges concerned with

routine formulaic expressions and this is where a markedfossiliz-

ation of interlanguage c&~be observed.

Hicks ooncludes by recommendingthat: 1) a formal syllabus

based on terminal Languageneed specifying structure and functions

should be set; 2) the teacher training programmeshould aim at

improving the model of language given by the teacher.

2.8 Studies Madeon Ethiopian Junior Secondary School

The main reason whystudents learn English in Ethiopian

schools is to be able to use it as a mediumof instruction ••In
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Ethiopia, English is taught as a subjeot in elGlTlentaryschools

(grades 3-6) and suddenly becomes a meclium of instruction in the

junior secondary school level(whlch begins from grade 7).

The transition from Amharic to English has a serious problem.

Stanley (1970 memeo) tells us that in Ethiopia English language

transition problems have been recognized and are being dealt with

by language experts. However, due to lack of: funds and similar

other problems a resolution of the prevailing prob~ems is still

some way off.

John Stoddart (1986)t in his report for the Ministry of

ID::lucation,'The use and study of English in Ethiopi&ii.schools' f

wri tes that the inadequate knowledge of English of students in the

secondary schools does not enable them to learn other subjects

through it. Because of their poor English, students can neither

understand what they hear or read in English.

In 1981 workshop concerning English lan£ruage teaching

problems in Ethiopia, which vias held in Addis Ababa, the

participants pointed out that most of the Etluopian teachers used

the vernacular in stead of English as a medium of instruction in

the junior secondary schools. Taffesse Goleta (1988 M.A. thesis)

in his research on the uso of the vernacular in English classes,

supports the above view. Some do this because they find that their

students cannot understand lessons in English. Others do this

because they themselves have no confidence in their knowledge and

command of English.

AI though not supported by statistical evidence, Tsegaye

Shanko (1980), in a seminar on 'Language and Education' conduted
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senior secondary schools aJ'Q unable to study through the English

medium for which reason maJ1Yfail. Dendir Densamo (1981) simila.rly

states students' inabili iy to learn through English.·.

Tel-ToldeGebre YolM!1es (1988) t in his study on the li stening

abili ties of grade seven Ethiopian students, found it necessary to

ba~e his study on tho investigation of the teachers' classroom

language, particula.."'~y the language functions used by the teachers.

Although his invesiigation of language functions does not involve

the English languBge teachers, it is nonetheless relevant to this

study in so far as it deals with the Ehglish language of the

teacher. fused on Sinclair and Coulthard's system of analysis of

1975, Tewolde bas identified five types of exchange within the

stages of the ~es80n. These are inform, elicit, direct, check, and

boundary , The :'esults of the study show that of the various

functions he ras identified, 'definitionf within informs is the

most frequent. Inform exchanges:are, on the whole, the most

frequent of al'l the exchanges he has identified.

On the besi.s of his findings Tewolde concludes that the

teachers' Langtage is full of errors and unsatisfactory and he

recommends that further training should be given to the teachers

in the lan~ of the classroom.

This r-esear-cher highly values the recommendation given by

Tewolde. But h~ strongly recommends that before plunging into

setting training courses and remedial programmes, a deeper

investigation covering a wider range of the language of the clase-

room must be mder-taken , This study is one among many with such adms,



Chapter Three

3& Plan of the Study

3.1 Selection of Schools

For this study, of the forty seven junior secondary schools

found in Arssi administrative region, Asella area schools have been

selected by purposive sampling rather than by random sampling. This

is because the schools outside of Asella area are not easily

accessible due to transportation difficulties - a factor which

would have made regular observation which must be carried out by

the researcher before the tape-recording impossible. In other words

since the researcher had to visit a selected school repeatedly to

establish normal rapport with the teachers, it would have been very

hard to do so if the schools had been in the remote parts of the

region.

On the other hand, of the 41 schools found in the region,

63.8% of them, i.e. 30 are located in Asella area. This means the

exclusion of the other schools does not over-affect the aim and

findings and results of the study.

Then, of the 30 schools, 4 were selected by random sampling.

The 4 junior secondary schools are: Asella, Chilalo, Gonde, and

Iteya.

3.2 Selection of Teachers

In the selected four schools there are 12 teachers assigned

to teach English. After graduating from the various Teacher Training

Institutes, these teachers went through three summers of in-service

training in English in the Teacher Training College of Kotebe, Addis

Ababa. Their present level as recorded in the Asella area education
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office register of the current year, is equivalent to one full

academic year of college education. But of these 12 teachers, 2

"-have an educational level equivalent to two years of college. So

they have been excluded automatically as they do not fit in~o the

homogeneous oneness of the rest of the teachers. These teachers had

all studied English for eleven years including six years of Eng~ish

medium education. B~sidesf they have served as teachers of English

for more than ten yetu's. So, more or less they have a homogeneous

language backgr-ounds

Of these 10 teache~a (2 have already been excluded) 8 have

been selected by random sarepling for the study. Table - 7 shows the

number of teachers selected from each school.

Table - 7

Number of teachers selected for the study

NAME OF SCHOOL I NO. OF' TEACHERS NO. OF TEACHERS
I FOUND(TOTAL) SELECTED

Asella 4( 1 excluded) 3

Chilalo 3 2

Gonde 2 I 1
I

Iteya 3 (1exel uded ) I 2

TOTAL I 12 81 !

3.3 Establishing Rapport with Teachers

Before taking the final recording of the lessons, these

teachers were observed by the researcher for more than three weeks
while they were teaching English. The main objective of the

observation was to develop a reasonably good rapport with the
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teaohers and students so that normal classroom behaviour could

oontinue to prevail despite the presence of the researcher. Eaoh

time the researcher went into the classes he placed the recording

equipment on the table in front of the students and pretended to

record the lesson. It was not long before they got used to the

intruders and hardly noticed their presence af't er-war-ds,

Thus any unnatural tension we~ reduced as far as possible.

To further obviate teachers' and students' uneasiness the aim of

the recording was clearly explained to them. The teachers thus knew

that the lessons recorded would not be used for assessing their

teaching or deciding their promotion in jobs.

3.4 Equipment Used in Recording

In order to record the lessons an RX~1490 model National

Panasonic tape recorder with an internal microphone was used. All

the lessons were recorded on C-60 tapes. I t was necessary to use a

medium size tape recorder as any elaborate equipment would have

been impractioableo Since the classrooms had no electricity, a 1.5v

dry oell batteries were used throughout the recording.

3.5 Recording of Lessons

The actual recording was made only after making sure that the

teachers' and students' feeling of uneasiness and nevousness had

been eliminated and after the establishment of good rapport.

The tape recorder was always plaoed at the front of the class

This positioning resulted in some students' utterances being very

faint or lost altogether and very oocasionally the teaoher's

utterances being lost if made from the back of the class. However,
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only a small proportion of the utterances are affected as the

teachers do most of their teaching from the front of the class.

As C-60 tapes were used, no recording is more than thirty

minutes. The last few minutes of the lesson are not recorded. This

in no caso amounts to morc than a few minutes and the fact that tho

actual teaching duration didn't exceed thirty minutes more than

compensated for this loss.

There is some amount of backgr-ound noise on the tapo, for

example, bell ringing, ohildren clapping and answering in chorus

in the other rooms, people passing by outside the classroom,

students' coughing, and chairs soraping. However, these are no more

than the normal background noises of the classroom and, in fact, a

considerable amount of noise has been filtered out by the reoording

equipment.

3.6 Analysing the Recorded Lessons

To fulfil the objeotives of this study, that is, to be able

to identify the language functions most commonly used by the

teaohers in the lessons recorded and also to look for errors that

occur in the functions, the lessons are analysed based on the system

of analysis developed by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975). The system

of analysis has been adopted by the researcher with slight

modifications.

3.6.1 Sinclair and Coulthard's System of Analysis

Sinclair and Coulthard anal.ysed their texts on the basis of

a rank scale system consisting of five units: lesson, transaction,

exchange, move, and act, Table-8 shows the ohain-like relationship
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of the levels and the various functional categories through which
the levels are realized.

Table - 8

Discourse Ranks

I I,
i LEVELS OF m SCOURSE t FUNCTI ONAL Ct4TEOORIES

Lesson Lesson
Transaction Informing, Directing, Eliciting
~change Free: Direct, Elioi t, Inform; Check

I

! Bound: Reinitiate, Repeat, Listing
Move Opening, lUlswering, Follow-up

-
Act Marker, Starter, Elicitationl Check, .

Directi ve, Informative, Prompt, Clue,
Cue, Bid, Nomination, Acknowledge, Reply;

IComment, Accept, Evaluate,'Silent stress,
; Mea-ttem- C 1 n Lao sidet s a ent, one us~o t p, A
(Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975 :25-60)

Sinclair and Coulthard define the ranks as follows:
1. The lesson: is the highest unit of classroom discourse

oonsisting of one or more transactions (S &C p.23).
2. The transaction: is a unit of discourse above the exchange.

Elcchanges combine to form transaotione. I t is related to a change
in topic by a boundary exchange (S &C P.22).

3. The exchange: is a combination of two or more utteranoes.
An utterance is everything said by one speaker befo~e another began
to speak (3 & C,P.21)

4. The move: is the smallest free unit although it has ~
structure in terms of acts (S & C,P.23).

5. The act: is tho unit at the lowest rank of discourse(S&C,i27)
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Sinclair and Coulthard's system of analysis followed an

accepted structural rank system in which the unit above is formed

by one or more units of the rank bel ow it except the last rank -

act. But not all combinations of the units are possible. In the

structure of the sentence, for instance, the accepted order is,

subject-verb-object. But we cannot have the order, object-subject-

verb. Similarly, in an elicit exchange the accepted order of the

uni ts of move is, opening-e.nswerin~follow-up. But we cannot have

follow-up--enswering-opening. I t can thus be seen that, at least,

there must be one impossible combination of the units.

3.6.2 A Comparison of Sinclair and Coulthard's and the Researcherts
Systems

Table - 9 shows the comparison of the two systems.

Table - 9

A comparison of discourse ranks

Sinclair and Coulthard's Researcher's syst~ of
system of analysis analysis

Lesson Lesson

Transaction Transaction
Ex:.change Ex:.change

Free- inform, direct, elicit, Free- inform, direct, slio1 t,
check. check.

Bound- reinitiatet repeat, Bound-re-elicit
listing
Move Move

opening, answering, follow-up openi.ng., follow-up

Act Act/Function
i

As can be seen from Table-9, the researcher has made slight

modifications at the level of exchange. He has put re-elici t in stead

of reini tiate and repeat. This is to rephrase and simplify in order
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ita avoid confusion. A.t;the level; of. mover answering is; omntted

beoauee it is! mainlly concerned with student'ls language; whioh is:

not the aim of this g·tudyo

3',.6-.2.1 A. Campa:ris:onof Anallysis' art the Levell of J..cts

ifct.ble - 10 shows the compard.aonat the level of acts;.

'.Fa.ble- 10

£ (jcmparlson between A:ot;and Funotiofl

Aot/Function (R~searoher-) !

Ellici tau on -I
Di ti ,rec ve rec va

Check Check. IRep]y Replly
Conclusion I Conolusion
Clue: Clue

COmment I ncl uded under
inform to avoid
confusion between
commentand inform _.

starter and Meta- included in inform I

statemenii. I
I

MaII'ker, Cue.; Bid, omitted beoause
I

Acknowledge, react, they don't; occupy i
Silent stress, asidGP. any centraJ.' place I

in the linguistio
~ output

-
Eaop-,Nominate; Included in \

Eli ci ta tion
~

Prompt Included in
I Directive

-
Inform I Inform classfied into

definition,met~

I exp]anation,
'fi .io I

Eli'oi tati on
Di ti

exampI'i ce:t n t

calling attention,
oontreat ,
summarization,
introductory info~
ation .~.I

!.1 i t Q I', f. It 't
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A:s: can be seen from the table, particularly, in the last six

parts; somemo-difications·are made•.

Sinclair: and Coulthard discuss the structure: of movesin terms

of the linguistie units' -acts;" But this, study is mainllyconoerned

with the functions of language rather' than entireliy the liguistic

structure:" Nevertholesft, in treating linguistic errors by way of

identifying LanguagefunctiOl.S.,.tho linguistic structure will bo

given due considerations; in so-far as errors are involvect in the

siudy.

The various inform acts classified by the researcher are

briefly explained below~

1. Definition: Arc explana-tion or statement of what a word OFA _ .•

phrase- or sentenoe mcans;

2. Met~:tanation: statement- expN3ssingstructural rules,

and their: a;pplication.

3. Elrnmplification: Model;sorrbenceeor expressions showing

application of structural rules: or pattern~.

4. Ccillin€\attention; hpressions' or utterances used to-
-

fCJOUS'students.' attention during exp]anation l:i: 'rIJ±~uctura]rules.

5. Contr~~: Comparisonmadoto showdifferonoe.

6. SUmma:ri~~: 1J.. presentation of main points.

7;. Introducto/Y informe.tion: statement reoa:lling previous

lesson.

Themain reason why more attention has been givan to inform

exchange here is because as' can be aoertainccl from the findings

of the study it is an ar ea,whelffiteaohers face tho mos1tserious

d3.f'£ioulltyin handling the functions in the classroom fOF which
-

reasnn mast of them tend to a~d it,as~ muohas possib]e:&
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This analysis as mentioned. ear-Li.er, is at the level of

exchanges and the major points in the analysi s of the r-ecor-ded

texts a.:re:

~. The page is divided into three oolumns: oolumn 1 - Text

oolumn 2 - Aota/Funotions; oolumn3 - Exchange~

2. Ex:ohane;eboundaries are marked by single lines and

transaoti~n boundaries by double linese

3. non-verbal disoourse reactions arc represented by NV.

4. Aosence of response to an elicitation is represented by NR:

5. If a student makes an opening move, that is, if there is

a student-initiated elioitation exchange, it will be labelled

p-elicit.

To give us an idea of howan analysed text looks like here

is an extraot from one of the analysed texts in the study.

-- "

TEXT \A.CTS/FUNCTIONS I EXCHANGEII

I TYPE
Now 1£=0 Boundary
The next one is about 'What', focus t'Whioh'. and '1rIhoset0

Youknow 'What' is used for asking Inform
question to get personal(pause).
No the things the subjoct of the I
thing and we can also get object ~
when we ask with fvlhat' e With'Which
we are going to ohoose things. For I
example, if I say, .Which one do I
you want?' or 'Which pen do you
want. the rod one or the blue one?'
You see here? (NR) oh Check:

I use what? (NR) 1;1 Elicit
v.Thich.O.K. 1rlhioho , e_valuate
And tv-lhose' is used to ask for explanation , Inform
poss essi ve adj ecti ve you know. !
So les try to fill in the warde i foous I Boundary!
in the dashes. , i i

(see Appendix, I-E)



4. Results of the Analysis of the

Language of the Classroom

This Chapter will discuss the results of the analysis of the

classrorn\ language of the teachers.

4.1 ~l of Ex:change

The two major levels observed in the analysis of the teaohers'

classroom .'.anguageare exchanges and functions e The types of

exchanges ;.dentified vri. thin the sta..gcsof the lesson are: Inform,

Elicit, R~elicit, Direct, Check, and Boundaryo The frequency and

percentag~~f occurrence of these a~cha.nge8 in the lessons conducted

b~l the eigh teachers is indicated in Table - 11.

Table - 11
h-equency and Pereentage of Exchanges

TYPE.::. O? ~CF.ANGES
'-'"1. ,Inform 'Elici.t Direot IBoundary Total

I
~

j ! Fi % ; F .1;i .
I ,
I 2.1 i 97 j 100
I I

7.9 I !100
,

~T3 '11 I 7~7 20 \1401 1:
I

!T 12.8 1 2~1 - !

! ;

T 1 10.3 10 I 6.1 r.: 3~0!
I I

~iT6 4 3.0 14 :10.2 I 4 3.0;,

4031T7 6 L.s..2 11 I I,
I t .9J_E?.J--2 i,
~10

I I t

I T8 geO 15 i13 •.5J 3' 207i 8;! .. . ,
I

TOTAL' 62 6.8 98 :10.8...139 I 6.3 908 : 1004 ••3 57 :
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As can be seen from Tablo - 11, the eli cit exchanges ooeupy

the widest area within the stages of the lessons given by each of

the eight teacherso They account for 7108% of the total frequency

of all tho exchanges. The other four cxcha~es combined together

are much less than the elicit exohanges and they account for 28.2%

Tlrl.i;',olearlyshows much of what the English teachers did in the

classrooms; They read the questions in the textbooks to the students

and more frequently than anything else they used prompts, loops and

the like to rc-elicit unanswered questions. But only rarely did

informs occur before or after elicits. This is a fact which was

also observed by the researcher while the lessons were conduted.

In addi tion~ the time taken by each type of exchange was

measured in seconds. A stop watch was used to measure the time

take..'I1.by each type of exchange as it occur-r-od , Then the seconds

taken by each exorAnge in each losson were added. Silenoe and

student elicits and responses were disregarded as they were net the

ooncern of this studjro Table - 12 shows the approximate time taken

by each type of exchanges

Table - 12
The approximate time taken by o3.ch typo of exchange

(in seconds)

7i Inform ;Elici t Re- , Direct
I

Check I Boundary i Total I
i I

S % I S i 0;. S j % I s cf~ s ~Ji S !~t- I I Itr1 - - I 32 ').'i 8A-1l8! 57.0! 14 ••8 i ... ..•. i 1 (1)I 004 ! 384.0 100~!
T2 211.0'18.1 725.5 6203 163.r.'14;>0 400 : 003 I 61.0 -~-;'311164.') 100
T3 2150.0 26.0i 1)38.8 56.0i129o~ 1304 ! 24<'15! 2;l1) 2030 2.1 %2.3 100
T4 556.0''i7~6 3470513509' 31 o~ 3.3 - ! - 31.0 3.2 966.0 100

I T5 267 .~ ~31c1! 151'5.0115908 I)00: 0.1) 4.0! 0.1) 70.0· 8.1 861.11 100
T6 90&1 1807 350:0 7203 28.1 5.8 3.0 ~ 006 12"t 2,,6' 484.5 '100
T7 123.1 1407 . 573.0 6801 122.1 ' 14.6 , 4.11 i 0.'1 ' 17 .~ 2.11841.0 100
WI 267.1 24.15 632.11'117.9 92o~ 8gl1 11.I)! 1 e 1 87 ~~ I 8.0 :10g1.'i 100

I I ,! ! I I , '
; t ' I!l'OTAL l1766.0 1260 1 ;400<l~,8'59.3 62905: 9.•3 .5:1,~5 '0 ~8 301..0' 4.5' 6751).8,100
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From Table - 12 it is clear that nearly 60% of the lesson

time was consumed by the elicit exchanges. The time taken by the

rest of the exchanges combined is only 40.7%. This finding seems

to go in line with Hughes' (1981:34) view that question-asking

takes a large proportion of the teacher's time. Tollefson (1989:6)

similarly says that questions are one of the commonest types of

utterances in ESL classoso He mentions vlliiteand Lightbown (1984)

as havi.ng discovered in a study that a single ESL teacher asked

427 questions in a 50-minute class.

Only in the lesson of T4 can we see that informs took more

time (57.6%) than elicits (35.9%). As mentioned earlier. we have

student-initiated exchanges in the lessons of four teachers and

these are very few and scarcely noticeable.

The fact that the frequency and percentage of the elicit

exchanges are far greater than the rest and the fact that much of

the lesson time is devoted to this type of exchange shows that the

method of teaching followed by the teachers is primarily based on

the textbooks which tend to present isolated grammatical items

mostly devoid of context. This dependency on the presentation of

grammatical items followed by the textbooks relieves the teachers

of the effort to devise a better and a more motivating method of

presenting the items in meaningful contexts. In addition, it also

seems to save the te~chers from falling victims to comm~ting errors

if they try to use the language freoly, As could be seen from the

transcribed texts, (see Appendix, I-A to H), the teachers' language

became awfully erroneous and diffioult to understand whenever they

tried to evaluate a student response and also to inform before and

after an elicit. So most of tho time they would choose to stick to
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reeding the questions from tho text and to. using :prompts,·

loops, and nominates in order to avoid making errorso This is

evident in most of the lessons e Wloreovor, the researcher has

witnessed this during his observation. In fact, this clearly

indicates that the teachers themselves need to improve the poor level of
their English language command.

Further, it can be seen from the transcribed lessons how the

teachers remained very careful throughout their lessons not to

rephrase or simplify or explain the questions whenever the students

failed to answer themo They either renominated or simply repeated

each word a student responded until they camo to the last word in

the answer , But any attempt to indulge into explaining or rephras-

ing was sure to bring about erroneous utterances that were

difficult to understand. The following extract is a good example

of tins condition e (See Appendix I -II).

/4. Number one. vvhen will the Asmara plane arrive arrive? T-eli cit
yes.o •••••••..••.•••••• eoG ••••••••••••••••••••••••• o nominate
Do you when ••• (pause) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• p-reply

Bo Clear aclirg inclisama(llmharic moaning'Make it audible) Re-elicit
Do you know wh~n the Asmara plane (pause) ••••••••••• p-roply

c. Pl8J1e? ••••••• 0 •••••• 0 ••• 0 ••••••• e , •••• 0 • 0 • 0 •••••••••

Plane arrive •••(pause) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
R~lioit
p-reply

D. ~ ~ (.i.lnharicmeani.ng+agai.n')again please.
plane and Asmara Asmara and plane are tho same ••••••
Do you when •••Do you when ••• (pause) •••••••••••••••••

R~licit
p-reply

This is the wayan unanswered. elicit is dealt with by the

teachers almost always. Here the teacher has ended up in confusing

the matter by trying to rephrase or explain the initial elicit

(Look at text - D).

The duration of time for each recorde~ lesson as mentioned

earlier is thirty minutes. However, as can be observed from Table-12,
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the number of seconds in each lesson is less than thirty minutes

because the p-elicits and responses and silence are not accounted.

To give a summary of the frequency of the exchanges they are

put in the order of their frequency in Table - 13.

Table - 13

Types of exchanges in the order of their frequency

I Eli cits/Re- ! Directs ! Informs. ;

I

Boundary I Check t Total

652 !71.8%

A summary of the frequency of the exchanges in terms of time

is shown in Table - 14 according to the G~der of the amount of time

taken by each exchange.

Table - 14
Exchanges in the order of the number of seconds

i I
T'jrpaii","of o:x:changes Number of seconds Percentage

J

Elicits/Re- I 4001.8 59.3%
Informs 1766.0 26.1%
Directs 1 629.5 I 9.3%
Boundary 301.0 4.5%
Check ! 51·5 0.8'}0

! ! 100%Total 6755.8 i
l ;

4.1.1 TYpes of Elicits

Six types of elioits can be observed in the analysis of the

teachers' language of the classroomG But we have also a seventh

group of elicits which is rather d.i.fficult to identify with the other
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six. However, since the utterances in this group have the purpose

of eliciting responses from students, they are classified under

'Miscellaneous'. 'Miscellaneous includes nominating, prompting,

looping, giving clues, and statements and directs serving the

function of eliciting. Table - 15 shows the types and frequency of

the elicits identified in the classroom language of the teachers.

Table - 15

Types and frequency if elicits

I WH- 'Yes/No ~estionsll Matoh ! Fill-iR~wri t~ Mi8cel-I'
with .

IQuestions Ques- fO.:. is: In Ques- in the Ques- laneous i
i tions -y;~J.Jt, ion tion~hh-n1rc +.i {Yn~ CI~

Total

! " I ,f , I';' !
1 F ' ~b • F % FI 10 Fi % FI51 F I (~ F c.S i F
I ! !! : 1 I

T1 41 4.11 S I s.9 1 1.2 - -; 718.2 ,- - I 68 80..0 i 81:i 100
t i I

S 8.6 I) 18•6 22137.9 - - - 1- - - 1 2644.8 s8 I 100

i
!cJo

T2

T3! 10 12.5 I -. - I 38147., -I - ! - - - - 132140.0 80 100

T4 I 6 17.6' 1 12e9 i J - 7120.6! -I - 1-" - I 20 s8.8 114 100
i ! I! I I I' JT5! 32 26.0 3 i 204 1814.6 1118.9 ,'4.1 11)12.2 3q 31.7 . 12~ 100

6 I I ! r-, :
T ' 15 13.8 4 i 3e7 34 3101 - - - I - - -'")6 ,l)1.4 I 109 ! 100

T71 3034.113 ;14.8 17/19.3 -! - - - _I - t 2831.8' 88 100
t ~ i J

T8 i 3040.0 - - 14i18~7 -I - - - - -! 3141.3 7S 1100 __

Tota1~132120.213114e8i144!22.1 ,18'2.8:1211,811)! 2.3 ''100i46.0 6s? 100

As can be observed in Table - 15, the highest nember o~

elici ts comeunder what we have called 'Miscellaneous'. 80(26.7yb)

of these 'Miscellaneous questions are initial elicits while 220

(73.3%) are re-elicits. The teachers found these easier to

manipulate than the others because tl-~0ydidn't require the know-

ledge of grammarrules. They involved the use of only single items
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such as yes, another, again, ah spoken with a falling intonation,

very short utterances which served in prompting students to respond

for example, say it or say it again, repetition of a word or part

of a student's response with a falling intonation, nominations and

non-verbal initiations. From the observation made by the researcher

and from the investigation of the recorded lessons it was evident

that this way of asking questions, i.e. nominating or prompting,

looping or using non-verbal initiations, etc. were the easiest and

tho teachers frequently used them because they didn't demand tho

construction of long sentences or full sentences whioh would have

called for the use of correct tense, wor-d order etc. In addition,

they seem to be morc used to initiating or continuing the classroom

discourse through this type of elicitation rather than others.

The second highest nUmber of elicits was that of questions

marked with rising intonation. These questions oover 22.1% of the

total frequency. These also didn't require the knowledge of

grammar either. That was why six of the teachers found them easier

to manipulate just as they did the ones mentioned above. These

questions mostly demanded the repetition of a word or ohrase of

the pupil's response or a statement said with a rising intonation.

Wh-questions covered 20o~ of the frequency of elicits and

they are the third highest. These include the questions taken

direotly from the toxtbooks~ Although Wh-questions require the use

of oorrect tense, word order, subject-verb agreement, etc., it was

observed that whenever the teachers wanted to expand original

questions or rephrase them or simplify them, they preferred to
use Wh-questions; and each time they used them they committed

errors of various types~ The most common feature observed by the
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researcher in VJh-questions of these teachers was that the v-Ih-word

often occurred at the cnd of the question. The following examples

are taken from the recorded lessons.

- In stead of very you put what? (See Appendix I-E)

- Indirect answer will be what? (See Appendix 1-0)

- The answer should be what? (~ee Appendix I-H)

- Reach on time means what? (See Appendix I-C)

Yes/No questions come next to vfll-questionsand they cover

4.8% of the elici tSe IN'hiletwo of the teachers completely avoided

them, the rest altogether used 31 such quostions. These questions are

mostly restricted to questions beginning with the auxiliaries

tis and can' (for example, 'Isn't it? Can you say?'). This was

not because such questions were unnecessary but it was because

these questions roquired the knowl edge of the rules of grammar

such as subject-verb agreement, word order, and tense - a know-

ledge which the teachers were' not sure of haVing.

The last three, ie-eoMatohing (208~~), Fi~l-in +he dashes

(1.8%), and Re-wri ting or Transforming (2.3%) ar eiquos tdons that

directly come from the textbookSe These and some Wh-qu~stions are

the mq,jor sournes of the numerous re-eli cits that havo resulted, .-

from the failure on the part of the students to respond correctly

to initial elicits and teachers' repair strategies.

As regards types of questions, Hughes (1981 :34-5) roughl¥,

divi,des,t4e types of questions 12 teachers ask into twO! 1 \
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what he calls r Language questions and Comprehension questions t • In

the second type he has iLesson progress questions and Opinion and

Reference questionst• Of this four, TLanguage questions' are the

most frequent and major questions that we find in the classroom

language of the eight teachors. I f we look at the example provided

by Hughes, we will find that almost all the questions asked by these

teachers are nearly like that.

Here is an example: 1:.Jhatis the past tense of 'to sing'?

I s this right?

What is the answer to number six?

4.1.1.1 Elicits and Re-elici ts

Because of the Ingh frequency elicits occupy in general

(i.e. 7108~) in the classroom l~lguago of the teachers, it has

been found appropriate to divide elicits into tInitial elicits' and

tRe-elicits' in order to see how many of them are fresh questions

and how many are repetitions.

Table - 16

Frequency and percentage of Initial elicits and Re-elicits

From Table - 16 it can be observed that of the 652 elicits



295 (4582%) are Initial eliai ts while 357 (5408%) are Re-eliai ts

or repetitions •• Except for three teachers (i.e. T4, T5, and T6)

all the rest used more Re-elici ts tihan Ini tial eliai tS8 To provide

a clearer view of this condition Initial elicits and Re-elici ts

are treated separately belbw$

4.1.1.1.1 I ni tial Eli ci ts (Fresh Questi on~

Twomajor sources of Initial elicits can be observed in the

analysl:.s of the teachers' language of the classroom. These are

teachers' own questions and questions directly taken from the

textbooks$ Table - 17 shows the types and frequency of both

categories of Initial elicits.

Table - 17

Types and frequency of Ini tial elicits or Text/Teacher-
based questions

U
·: i r;SING +MATCH

.

~ ,rn-G,s. r:::~/NO'lNTON'1 Qs.
I I .. .
, ! I

. ~. F Clv F I F I 0 '1,

tFI L1- .'(IUD- 1~1ISCE1-
I N ~1RITE !LANrous, TOTAL

j~~_4~0+1~0~~ __ +_+-~~
t

~TOTAL ! 295 .100

As can be seen from Table - 17 teachers's own questions

which account for 74.6% of Ini tial elicits, are much greater tba.n

the questions from the textbooks I whi.ch account for only 25.4% of

these elicits. Of the 220 questions of the teachers 36.4% are

questions which have been categorized under one group as

~~iscGllaneousr since they cannot be inoluded in anyone of the



other types of elicits that have been identified. These are

nominates which account for 9& 1%, prompts and clues which account

for 20.9%, and statements and directs servine the purpose of the

function of eliciting which account for 6.4%0 Here are some

examples of such olicitsa

Twenty four. Question eight--nominating to elicit
She polish her •••(pause) •••••lY-reply
(Soe Appendix I-A)

- All right let us cl~ge into as the same
f orin •• 0 • 0 •• I) 0 c) • I) 0 6 0 0 I) • 0 0 e 0 It 0 q ••• " •• e 0 0 0 0 T-eli ci t
This ox is the same as the same price as
that ox. 0 ••• '> • 0 I) 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 I) 0 0 • I) 0 0 0 • 0 • I) 0 • 0 0 0' p-r-ep l.y
(See Appendix I-B)

- Number three •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• T-elicit
She used she used to the hot weather in
Assab •••• 0 0 • 0 0 •••• 0 I) .000 • 00' •• $ .0.000.0. p-r ep'ly
(See Appendix I-C)

- Non-verbal initiatin (NV) ••••••••••••••• T-elici t
Because it is raining •••••••••••••••••••• p-roply
(Seo Appendix I-E)

O.K. Use again cruel the wor-d cruel.
Come on ••••• oo.o •• oooo.o.o~ ••• o •• ooo ••• o T-elicit
Abebe cruel but ••••••••••••••••••••••••• p-reply
(Appendix I -F')

- Another. Use old. Using oLd s s , e ••••••••• T-.elicit
Ato Kebede is old but Bekele is young •••4p-reply
(See Appendix I-F)

- Yes yes Kibruo •••••••••••••••••••••••••• T-elicit
Do you know when Hai 1u wi11 (pause)..... p-reply
(See Appendix I-H)

The second highest number of fresh questions asked by the

teachers is that of lrJh-questions(25.1%~,Questions marked with a

rising intonation come third vIi th a frequency of 1803% while

Yes/No questions account for 4.1%.

As mentioned earlier, the fresh questions taken directly

from the textbooks are 75,i.e. 25~% of the total frequency.

10.2% of these are Wh-questions, 4.1% Fill-in the blanks, 6.1%
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Matching, and 501% Re-writing or transformation questions.

4.1.1.1.2 Re-elicits (Repeated Question~

The types and frequency of Re-elicits are shown in

Table - 18.

Table - 18

Types and frequency of Re-elicits

Wh- Yes/No; Rising
Q,JlAst; ops ~QllASt; ODS ,Intonation

. ~hscel-
'lanequs ('Is fl

Total

F % F % F: o·j }i' c!:
{'o v

T1 62
T2

T3

T4 2

T6 3 6.1

T7 6 11 •

T8 6 1 .
I I

:TOTAL , 28 7.8 ;61.6 !19 503 25.2 22Q 357 I 1QQ

Unlike the Initial elicits all Re-eli cits come from only

one source, i.e. the teachers. ?rem the observation made by the

researcher in the classrooms as well as from the findings, it can

be confirmed that any failure on the part of the students to respond

to an Ini tial elicit wcul d surely bring about one or more Re-elici ts

intended to prompt students to arrive at the desired response. As

can be seen in Table - 18, all in all 357 Re-elici ts were observed

in the analysis of the teachers' classroom language. This is equal
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to 54.8% of the total frequency of all elicits.

Just as in Initial elicits, the class of Re-elicits referred

to as 'Miscellaneous' ~ds the highest frequency, i.e. 220 (61.6%)
of which 53 (24.1%) are nominates, 91 (41.3%) prompts and clues,

7 (3.2%) statements and directs serving the function of eliciting,

and 69 (31.4%) loops. The other types of questions are much less than

this group of elicitations8 28 (7~8%) are Wh-questions, 19 (5.3%)
Yes/No, and 90 (25.2%) questions with rising intonation.

4.1 ..1 .1.3 Ini tial Eli cits and Re-eli cits Summari zed

As can be observed from Tables - 15, 16, 17, and 18, in both

Initial elicits and Re-elicits the frequency of nominatest prompts

and clues, loops, and statements and directs meant to function as

questions, is much greater than anyone of the other types of

questions identified in the classroom language of the teachers. Out

of the total number of Elicits and Re-elicits (i.e. 652), 300 (46%)
accounts for this class of questions referred to as 'Wliscellaneous'.

This is no wonder because nominating or prompting, looping or giving

short clues provided the teachers with an easy way out of the problem

of rephrasing or simplifying which could lead to various errors.

In addition to the fact mentioned just above reading questions

from the textbooks was seen to be tho other best alternative each

teacher always had in beginning a new questionoAs long as there was

the chance all the teachers preferred to read the questions direct __

from the textbooks. TIns was because that would free them from the -!j

trouble of constructing sentences of their own which could result

in various errors.
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As mentioned in chapter three, the ftmctions identified

within inform exchangos are seven types. They are: Calling attention,

Contrast, Definition, Exemplification, Introductory information,

Meta-explanation, and Summarize.tion. 'I'abl e - 19 shows the frequency

and distribution of these ftmctions ,uthin inform exchanees.

Table - 19

Types and frequency of functions Viithin inform exchanges

;-----~-------~~-"~-------~-~--.-.---~------

T1 '

T2

~:~ti:
l' #-+---1T6 _ _ _

lD4 .100..

The nature of the information the toachers taught their

students is reflected in those f'unc+ions , I t can be observed from

Table - 19 that meta-explanations accompanied by exemplifications

playa major role in tho inform exchanges that occurred in the eight

lessons. The rest of the functions occupy 2D% of the inform exchanges-

A close observation of Table - 19 shows that T1 completely avoided

any inform exchange whatsoever. In fact, from tho transcribed lesson

of this teacher it can be seen that she never made any attempt to

simplify or rephrase the questionsc The only thing she did was call

one roll number after another despite the students' showing that
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they di.dn' t k11O\-Jthe answer to the quest'i ons 0 On the other hand,

T4 used more informs than any teacher in the corpus. As can be

confirmed from Table - 12 he spent more time in informs than o.Li, ci, ts.

Although his Langua.;e was, generally speaking, much better than that

of the r ost , he provided f'ew chances for tho students to

participate. As Barnes (1969) says, students participation was not

only hampered but the lesson was also madGdull.

As mentioned earlier, tho toachers, as much as possible,

avoided involving in free language use even if it was necessary

to give furthor information about the topics they were discussing.

This was probably because of their poor language commandand the

fear of making orrorS6

4.1.3 Directs-L Bo~ary ExchaniLos,and ~~~cks

In tho corpus, directs cover 908?~of the total frequency of

exchanges. 'I'ho directs given to students wer-enot so varied. For

example, 'Look here; Be loud; Read it ag2.inj Please try to do

this;' are some of the most frequent ones. Often the directs

used are short and involve a small number of errors.

v,lith the exception of T1rs lesson tho begi.nm.ngs and ends of 'lihe

rest of-tho toachers' \mre marked by more than two boundary

exchanges charaderized by the functions of framing and focsing.

These exchanges occupy 6,,3% of tho total number of all tho

exchanges, Except in few instances these are usually short and

they manifest only a small percentagG of the errors committed.

Checks cover a negligible portion (4.3%) of the Fr-equency of

all the exchanges except in the lesson of T30 Twoteachers, i.e.
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T1 and T4 did not use any check at a.II a .Chccks were often given

to make SUI'e whether students undestood c..nexplanation or a

question or not. Those uere always short 2nd no errors of serious

nature were identified in thom. In general, checks were rarely

used by the teachers and tins probably shows the fact that the

teachers were not so much concerned whether their students learned

tho lessons or not~ On the other hand, using checks often,as in the

case of T3, may not necessarily justify concern becauso it was

observed that tIns teacher sometirrlosused checks simply out of sheer

habit.

4.2 Results of the A.nalzsis.of Errors within Elcchanges

4.2.1 Aim of t1!e.Analysis

Ex:perts in the fiald of language teaching agree that the

main purpose of error analysis is to lJ0 able to design a course

for remedial teaching. The aim in tbis study bf·..'providing a more

or less complete list of tho errors of the teachers is to enable us

to measUI'C the levels of their interlanguago and also tho seriousness

of the errors so tlmt recomraendations can be made for corrective

measUI'es.

In general errors can be put into two major classes based

on the question as to which ones need correction. Researchers

agree on the following two types of errors that need to be

isolated: 1) errors which cause rrriscommurrica'ti.on; 2) errors that

don't affect communication and OCCUI' most frequently (Dulay et al.,

1982:189i Hicks , 1983:163i Norr-i sh , 1983:98-108)<;>

Both types of errors are identified in the lessons of the
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eight teachers. The researcher has providod a list of all the

utterances containing these errors (See Appendix IIA-IIH and III).

The utterances are arrangod according to tho exchanges in which

errors occur. This list can provide information and a way of

estimating which errors need most emphasis in any programme of

remedial teaching or training.

4.2.2 The Frequency of Errors

Out of the total of 908 exchanges made, 571 errors were

identified. Tho researcher has used in a somewhat generalized

wa:l tho error c'Laesd.f'i.cataon system that is based on the Li.nguiatd,o

category described by Dulay et ale (1982:147-154). In fact, in this

analysis the number of categories has been reduced. There are 17

categories of errors classifiod under the five types of exchanges

of inform, elicit, direct, check, and. boundary, Table - 20 shows

the 577 errors that have occurred vnthin the 908 exchanges.



Table - 20

Types and Number of Errors in Terms of Ex:.changes

6
!4 Omission or Addition i

i--- of COJ2.ula 11
5 Omission or Addition

~ __ o~f~S~u~b~lj~e~ct~ -r ~4-~_~1~?~ -~r-_~?r- __ ~1__ ~~_

NUIiBER .9F~QRS IN THE EXCHANGES I

L Types of Errors . 0

I
!Inform! Elicitl Diryct Che.ck~BoundarY:.Tota11

I 1 i C mission o~ Addi tio~ jl I ji i

~. of Articles~a.an.the) 1 Llq 1:)1 I:) 1 I:) 111 i
'i !! I I! 2 Omission or Addition I! •
~ Objeot _._ 0 8 1? _.~ 1 1_ c; ~U

I 3 t;isordering of words I
tmisccllaneous) t?1 ?R ? _ Ll SC;

6 Omission ov Addition
of AuxiliarY vc£b_.__ I:) 1h ? R - ...l1.

~~7~Wr~o~n~1~~T~en~s~e -+__~R~~ __ ~h~ __ ~1~ __ ~_~ __ ~1~ JiL
8 'trlron~ Number ?O 9 ~ 1 ~ ~6

9 Omission or Addition I
r- __~o~f_Pr~e~po~s~i~tl~·o~n~~__ -+__~11.~1~_~ ~_._1~1~~r-__-~ C;~~~

10 Sentence structuro I
(miscellaneous) -~-tJ..2..._I-'_8__ ~~ ~ - - -..A.l.~

11 Omission or Addition ~. I
I of Adj ecti ves ~__ . 7 .5L,-+_~.....:606.--t-__ -c.r-~ ......•?--t-- ~

I, 12 Omission or Addition I
r-- of the Apostr:.9J?..h-;.::.8..4..('~s;.4,;)-+-_-~+- __1",--"~,_,,,:;-~~~- t--- .....•...1-+~~

I 13 amissi on or Addi ti on
!_ of Hh-words [~ fT·-:o;.;;;;n~o..;.;un~lST-_-'--::>-+-._J.?--I1 1>'-t-_~1 -,,--_..

I 14 Omission or Addition
I of Verb

6 24.

6 I

:I J.~. ~.~6~~1~2 __ ~-~ __ ~1~~1;
Omission or Addition I
of wordjphraso/~tc._ ~ 19 16 n ? 4. f---1~

, 16 1rJrong 0.uestion Tag I - 0 - - 1 - I J j

: 13 1- 111,

I
: 15
I
1

11 Pronunciation ! 36I

6 I -t 3
I ..~T__ ~0~T~A=-~L~ ~2~1~0__ ~223 =8_2_' 1~9~' 3~8 311-

As can be observed in Table - 20 the errors oommitted ly the

eight teachers are classified in 17 categories in terms of the five

exohanges. Thes8 errors are the most visibles ones of all that



occurred in the lessons. Tho errors involve errors that caused

or affected th8 classroom discourse and those that didn't hamper

the teaching-learning process much. The errors in the use of

articles occupy the highest frequency and percentage (i.e. 111

out of 577 or ·j9.2%). The failure to use articles properly was

particularly dominant in the language of T2 and T8. The high

frequency of articlo errors would suggest that these should be

given priority in any remedial programme. But this may not be the

best generalization as frequency may not always mean that such an

error hinders communication. This is olear from tho fact that very

few of the article errors could be seen as causing breakdowns in

communication" .A communication breakdown may occur when one

participant fails to reaot appropriately because he may not know

the answer or he may not understand the question or command, or

he may not have the languago needed to respond properly. As far

as article errors are ooncerned, hardly did any breakdown in the

classroom discourse occur duo to them. For example, sentences like

'1 t is good example of verb 'to bel (See Appendix IB) were observed

as causing no breakdowns of interaction between tho teacher and

the students. The students produced the desired reactions after the

teacher's utterances. However, eliminating article errors would

eliminate 19.2% of these teachers' errors and this will surely

contribute to the improvement of their model of English to the

students. In other words, if we could. eliminate these arti ole errors,

it would give the teachers a 19.,2% error--freo performance in the

classroom.

The second most frequent errors are errors of miscellaneous

nature related to tho omission or addition of a word or phrase or
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clause. They account for ~2.8~ of tho frequency of orrors. Errors

in the order of words como third covering 9 .S:fowhi Le errors in

sentence structuro of miscollaneous nature cover 7.9%. Pronunciation

errors account for 6.3%. The above mentioned four types of errors

are tho ones which are observed as causing misunderstanding in

the students 0

4.2.3 Errors in Relation to Functions

Of the 577 errors that were committed the highest number of

errors occurred in elicit exchanges - 228 or 39.5%. This is not

surprising because quite often errors occurred in the teachers' own

Initial elie~ts and also in the evaluations (they made after students'

responses) in which they had to use the resources of their knowledge

of the language e vlhcnever they did so, they became victims to one

or another type of errore Table - 21 can give us an idea of the

distribution of errors in Initial elicits and Re-elicits. There are

nearly four times as many errors in Initial elicits as in Re-elicits.

Table - 21
The distribution of errors in Initial elicits and Re-clici ts

IErrors in I nj.tial Eli cits: Errors in Re-eli cits ; Total

: I
T5 i 18 .1§ .3 : L 21 07 23 1~

~
6 I 20-----

l
~;7.1:::: E-"1.:L _ ~_~:;.;::"",-9_--;.....;3::..::;5__ .:...10;..;.0--i

T 20---l 100.0 _ -l- - - 20 100

I 18, :21 r 72.1 I 13 i_~~2-_00;.;;.3_- _. _+-) _6-.:..4_",-1 O_0--l
iTOTAL' 118 ]801 50 21.9 1228 100
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The second highest number of errors occurred in the inform

exchanges - 210 or 36~4%. In fact, when we consider the frequency

of eliuits"i.e. 652 and that of informs, i.e. 62, we may expect

more errors in the elicits than in the informs. Of course, we do find

that the frequency of errors in elicits is greater than in informs.

Nevertheless, a closer investigation would reveal thetfact to be a

different oneo So it is important to consider the ratio of errors to

exchangeso Then it -dill be easy to understand how often or frequently

errors have occurred in each exchange. Table - 22 shows the ratio of

excl~ges to errors that occurred in the five types of exchanges.

Table - 22

Ratio of exchanges to errors
(Error frquency and exchange distribution)

I i . , I II 1 !cHECK 1 II INFORVl EllCIT illRECT fEOUND. TOTAL
F j 1:, , F % I F I. % F ; 'Yo F i 70 F : %!

I I : . 1
3J 4.~ 5716.3EXCHANGES 62 608 1 651+31.8 i98 f 10,:~ 908 i 100

I I ! t
577 ! 100210 ;36 ••4 f iERRORS 228 t 39.'5 82' 1402 19 3.3 38:6.6

RAT!:0 OF
EXCHANGES ! I

1 :0.6 I
I

TO ERRORS 1:304 1:003 I 1:0.9 1:0.4 ; 1:0.6

Note: Ratio is represented as one exo~ge to the average number of
errorso For example, 1:3.4 means an average of one exchange
having three errors.

As can be seon from Table - 22, an average of 3.4 errors

are found in every inform exchange while only an average of 0.3

error is found in every elicit exchange. In fact, all the average

number of errors found in the four exchanges is much less than that

of inform exchanges. Furthermore, the Tabla reveals that the ratio

of the number of errors to tho number of exchanges in each exchange

of the other four is greater than that of the elicit exchanges.
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This is quite obvious because in the four exchanges of inform,

direct, check; and boundary the teachers had to rely mainly on

their ovm linguistic resources to conduct their lessons. However,

in the elicit exchanges, as can be confirmod from the transcri bod'

reoorded lessons (See Appendix IA-I H), they depend entirely on the

materials in the textbooks except when they rephrased or simplified

the questions and made evaluations.

As mentioned earlier, the categories of inform, direct, check

and boundary are numerically much smaller than that of elicit. In

fact, they are numerically too small for us to make any clear

conclusions as to how far the teachers are linguistically able to

inform and direct students as well as to check their understanding.

en the other hand, the teachers' reservedness from making use of the

Language for these functions is a clear indication of their linguistic

inadequacy" This CCUl be confirmed from the heavy concentration of ':

the errors that occurred in this four exchanges as shown in Table-22

and figure - 1. Figure - 1 in particular can give us a olearer view

of the concentration of errors in the five exchange types.

In addition, to have a wider and better view of the amount

of concentration of errors it is worth oonsidering the percentage of

the frequenoy of errors in each exchange. Table - 23 can provide us

with this information.

Table - 23

The percentage of the frequency of errors in each exchange

TOTAL

5~90
I NFDm- Dr RECT . DOuNJ5ARYCHECK I Ell cr: T! NO. OF ERRORS,- 210·z-·.....,;·=';'8;':::2;';:"::"-;~~;;":;38 '19 228

Pf9~'-OFExCILiNcfjjffb2 r 98.J. 57 -:"---39 652
I PERCENTAGE OF;' -.- '1 I

, ERRORS 338.7: 83.7 66.1 48.7\ 3S.0 63.5
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600-

Errors

Key

o Elcchanges

Scale: 10m. = 50 Elcchanges/EITors:' ----'1

Number of Elcchanges &: Er~

Inform 62 210
Elici t 652 228

Direct 98 82
Check 39 19

Boundary 57 38

Lnf , Ch•• Bound.•

Figtl[e - 1 A Comparison of the frequency of errors in the five exchanges

As can be seen from figure - 1, the Inform exchanges are

completely engulfed by the high concentration of errors (210 errors

in 62 exchanges). Similarly, there is a high ooncerrbr-ar-Lonof

errors in Directs, Checks, and Boundary exchanges. On the contrarYt

a greater proportion of the Elicit exchanges is error-free.



In oonneotion with tho identification of errors wi thin

exohanges, an attempt has also boen made to see the distribution

of errors in the olassroom language of each of the eight teachers.

Table - 22 shows the various types of errors committed by each of

t~e eight teachers.

Table - M

Types and number of errors oommitted by eaoh of the
eight teachers

,.....~------~--------~-.-.~~---:Number of Er:rors of Individual Teachers
J

Types of Er-rors T1 iT2 IT3 T4 •T5 T6 .T7 IT8 Total

1'Articles (a.an.the) -- 29 1 9 5 10; 9 i48 111~~~~~~~~~~~---~~--~~r
2 Obj ect -- 6 5 10 3 5! 2 ! 6 37

3 Misorderin,g: of ...:.w:..::;To.::..r.::.:.:ds=--_+-_--_r-::2~.:...15!_f-::;;.2.-,.f-....I.-7,.:-=3~..:.;12~i..:.1~41--..,{.5)~'5~1

~4~CO~jp_1lli-a------ ----+_--~.~11_=2~4~-=2~~5~3~1-7~-2~--

~5~S,U~b~,j~e~ct~__ ----------~---~-6c_+-~4~~1~~2~--~~2-1~3~~18~_I

r-_6_A_un__·_1_i_ar~~y~v_e_r_b -+ __ .~1~~~5.~-- __ ~~6-+--__ ~--__ ~4~~~3~1 ,

7 Hrong- tense 1 -- 4 1 4 - 1 5 16

8 Wron,g:number 2 3 13 2 2 .3 11 36

-.2...P!'ej?osi ti ons -- 15 .2-+-=3~_7,-+_2~_4..i....+-"",,5---+-_-,-,-41..•..•....•
.J..Q.....Sent~ce structure -- 2 7 12 1 5 -- 16 43

~1..:..1~A;;;.:d~..i~e__c.;.;t~~·v.;...;e;;.;;:s~_. 1 4 -:-":.+.....:.1.;.L.4-+-_1:-t-.....;3"4..--:1-+-..:..10~_..?4 ._

2r--1-"2._T_he_a.•.•p'-o-'s_t..;..r_o.••..p_h,e.;..~ -+__-__+_...:.1-+---'-1+--- -- i - -- -

13 \:Jh-word and nronouns 1 3 - - 1 - 1,
~14~V~e~r__b~s ~ __ --__ ~~5_~24-~1~~=-_ 81 - 4 ~

t--"'15"--W..;.;or;;..;~d/~lPhr~a.;.;;..se;;.L.·l-::;le__to__.~ __ +-_---+-5 1--3,-+--..:...15,,-+-.~6,-+-,2=--!5'-l-1--::<,3-+--,1..••.3-+--.~_
I

t---:1__6....;.;.Hr::..;:.:on::.!1g-~q..:·u::.::e:..::s:...:t.;:i..;;.on:.:.....t.:.;~ag-~__ -+---:-_;.-:.;..- 2 -- -- - I 1 - 3

7 I' I

t---:.1...1.-;;.;Pr;;.;o;;.;n;:.;un=c.;:i.:::.at..:.:i::.;o:.:n=--~+---=3::....,.....1-.:::;:4+ 3! 2, 8 3! 3 i_1.:...;0~--.:3;;.;6;""--l,-1 ; ~ll
'--'__ T_..;;..o---"t_....;;;a_..:;:.1 --.:'--.-;:6;...:.:-...:8:..::::8~1_..J.:19l...n'54 ~ 72: < 4 .•..•h~5-'-7_5....,7J_,

From Table - 22 it can be seen that T8 has committed the

highest nu~ber of errorSn As can be confirmed from the transcription

of his recorded lesson (See Appendix - I H), this is mostly the

result of his attempt to evaluate students' response and give tlomments

6
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more often than anyone of thu other teachers. In fact, he was

observed trying to use the language more freely than the others.

This is perhaps tho main reason for his committing the highest

number of errorse Of course, the actual cause of the errors could be

lack of proper monitoring or absence of the monitor or anyone of

those mentioned in chapter twoo

on the other hand, T1 has committed the least number of

errors which appears to be negligible in the light of the number of

errors committed by the other teachers. However, as shown in Tables

11 and 19, this teaoher did not use any informs at alJ <nd hardly

did she use initial elioits ·of her own ••In addition, she made no

attempts to rephrase or simplify questions that students found

difficult to understand" As disCUSSGd earlier in the same ohapter,

this teaoher was mostly limited to the functions of nominating and

prompting throughout the lesson. This condition seems to oonfirm the

fact that tho less frequently thG teachers used functions conoerned

with giving information or explaining, rephrasing or simplifJ~ng the

loss frequently they committed errors. Perhaps this condition could

be attributed to the fact that whenever the teachers wanted to

avoid errors they avbided these functions. In other words, this

may be the result of the teachers' error-avoidance stategieso

In addition, it can be observed from Table - 25 that those

teachers particularly T3, T4, T5, and.TS, who spent more time on

inform exchanges have more of their errors in thesG exchangos

than in the elicit exchanges. This shows that the more the teachers

attempted to use the functions which called. for their linguistic

resourcos the greater became the number of errors they committed.
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Briefly, tho teachers in the corpus made the most errors

when they were trying to g~ve any kind of information to the

class - a function essential to teaching in general, with an

exchange to error ratio of 1:3.4 as against 1:0.3 when attempting

to elicit a response.

So we can assume that tho teachers found giving information,

directing, and checlCLng the most difficult functions to handle.

As mentioned earlier, one must not be misled lJY the astonishingly

big number of elicits (652) as compared to the rest. Quite a lot

of the 652 elicits are re-eUci ts. For example, the first eUci t

exchange ini tiatGd by T1 in the beginning of the lesson has 20

re-elicits characterized by the calling out of one roll number

after another until a response was obtained and by continuously

prompting a student until the desired anS1"lcrwas arrived at.

The frequency and distribution of errors in the various

exchanges in the lessons conducted by the eight teachers is

provided in Table - 25.

Table •.•25

The frequency and distribution of errors in the classroom
language of each of the eight teachers in terms of exchanges

Nimbcf of Errors 0.0 Tucli V. du=1 Terachers, l. .L .,
t I.

Exchange Types T1 l T2 . T3 , TLJ:¥ ! T6 'T7 T8 : TOTA.L'-r I )

111 !
INFO:F11.1 9

, 3') 1 ')8 j 20 11 I 66 210- . I !

17: ,
31) !

--~
i

,
Err CIT 6 49 , 14 20 ,

64 228I 22
~ 16 t t 2') I I

I[RECT - 14 2 3 11 1 11 82
; t

~--~, \

L CHECK - - 13 - 1 1 2 2 19
I - ~.-1-... I_

I BOUNDARY - 1 ' --=...;..,_J.. 1-_1- ... - - 14 38.__-- ..•...•.
I f .'i . j ,
I. TOTAL 6 I_8~ 79 ~7 .54
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4.2-4 The Gravi tl. of Errors

As mentioned earlier, 577 errors ooourred in the whole corpus.

But not all the errors are serious errors, that is, errors that

would cause breakdowns in oommuni.cataon, However, as Hicks (1983)

points out, the more diffi oul tit is to reconstruot and label an

error the more serious is its communicative effect. The worst

errors from a communicative view-point are those which come under

'Miscellaneous', for example, let us look at the following

sentences extre,cted from some of the recorded lessons.

- Nowwhen we say you see what you have to understood here
is this pronouns (See Appendix - IC).

- Rememberthat when we US3 'Our parents never used to
read and write but they do now' now you begin never
Used to moans that you will not do something (See
Appendix - I C) •

- This all are can be taken as what we can say 'to
infinitive' and can be answored the question 'why'
(See Appendix - I D) •

Starting of indirect answer- is I don't know (See Appendix
IH) •

- I n the same way gi ven the I donr t know answer to the
following question (See Appendix - I H).

It is quite clear that it is not so easy to reconstruct the above

sentences or label the errors LnvoLved, In contrast, it is very

easy to detect the errors and reconstruct the following sentences.

- Look to page eighteen please (See Appendix - IC). Here 'to'

is wrong. I t is a prepositional err-or , The teacher should have said,

'Look at page eighteen please,'

- You know what countryside means? (See Appendax - I C). Here

the auriliary 'Do' has beon omitted. It should have been, 'Do you

know what countryside means?'



- \-Ihereyou are? (See Appendix - ID). I t is an error in the

order of words. I t should have been, 'Hhere are you?'

- The coffee is very sweet for us to drink it (See Appendix

IE). Here the pronoun tit' and 'very' are wrongly used. The

sentence should havo been, 'The coffee is too hot for us to drink.'

Such errors arc easy for the researcher to record and .analyse. They

are also easy for the listener to understand without any

comprehension problems.

In discussing the degree of the seriousness of gravity of

errors Dulay et ale (1982) cite Burt and Kiparsky (1972) as having

olassified errors into two major classes: Global errors and Local

errors. Their ideas cor-r-espondto what Stig Johansson (1973:102-113)

disousses as prinsiples of error evaluation.

Global Errors and Local Errors
&.0

Global errors are errors that affect the whole sentence and

hinder communiuationv The examples cited on page 73 do have errors

that affect the whole sentence make up and hence cause breakdowns

in communication. In thii: conpusvbhoae teachers (particularly T3,

T4, TS, and T8) who spent more time on informs, directs, and

evaluations after students' responses fell victims to such errors.

On the other hand, Local errors are errors that affect single

elements in a sentence and these do not usually hinder communication.

These include errors in noun and verb inflections, articles,

auxiliaries, the formation of quantifiers, etc. In our corpus a

majority of the errors come within this classQ However, as mentioned

earlier, in the light of tho fact t;lat the teachers should provide
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the students with tho correct English language modol, these errors

need to be eliminated. by somekind of a remedial programme. In

addition, what the researcher would liko to argue about strongly

based on his observations and findings is that although these errors

may be classified under Local orrors, if there arc too many of them

in a sentence they can combine to form global errors. Let us just

have a look at the following simple oX&Jplc:

- Nowin the answer was and Almaz change the place to each other
(See Appendix - I H).

In the above sentence we can at least detect three errors of

different forms: 'The' (article error); 'Place' (wrong number);

'To' (preposition error). Hhen these combine they make the sentence

confusing, i.eo difficult to understand.

In the corpus of this study the greater proportion of serious

errors are found in the exchanges concerned with giving information

and explaining or simplifying meaning. I t can thus be concluded

that the teachers linguistic inadequacies are most inhi bi ting in

these exchanges ,
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5. Conclusions and Reco~8lldatio~

5.1 Conclusions

Based on the findings tho f'olLowi.ng conclusions can be ar r-i.ved

at.

As can be observed in Tables - 11 and 12, the results of the

study show that the language functions most commonly used by the

teachers are asking questions, giving directions, giving information,

and checki ng students' understanding. However these functions arc

not used by tho teachers equally. They spend most of the time on

the function of re-eliciting based on the exercises given after

each language item in the textbooks. The second most common function

these teachers use is the function of directing characterized by

telling students to read questions ro1d say answers loudly and also

to do classwork and homGwork~ The third commonly used function is

that of giving information which they want to avoid as much as

possible. The least common function these teachers use is that

concerned with the checking of students undorstanding. The most

frequent expressions they use are, "Ls it clear?' and '(Do) you

understand?' often said 1'iith the self assurance that they will get

an affirmative response. So this is tne least used function in

the classroom language of these teachers.

5.1.2 Errors

In the 908 exchanges a total of 577 errors have boon

identified (See Tables - 20, 24, and 25)s This, in other words,



means that 63.5% of the 908 exchanges have erroneous utterances.

This reveals the fact that most of the time the teachers'

classroom language is characterized by one or more types of errors

categorized in Table - 20.

Based on the linguistic classification of errors described

~ula:r et al. (1982), in general, 17 categories of errors have

been identifi ed in the classroom language of the eight teachers.

Of these errors, errors in the use of articles are the most frequent.

It C8~ be concluded tliat even if the teaohers' language becomes

freo from other errors, it cannot be free from errors in the use of

articles (a, an, the). rfhese errors appear to enjoy a marked degree

of fossilization in the language of these teachers. It is more

natural for the teachers to omit theso articles just as it is to say

'This' for both the singular and plural forms of the word.

Errors related to the omission or addition of a word or a

phrase or a clause are the second most frequent types of errors

identified in the language of the teachers. For examplo, in tho

following utterance, 'In this structuro one with because six

structures t {See Appendix - I E), while the word lone' is mmecessarily

added, the clause tthere are' is wrongly omitted.

One of the other most recognizable categories of errors

these teachers often commit is that of the order of words

particularly in eliai ts involving the use of a Wh-word. This is a

common feature of their language. For instance, they say, 'Then \-10 .

must omit what?f (See Appendix - I E); ti;!henyou say I am used to

drinking tea without sugar means what?' (See Appendix - I C). Here

again one can observe some degree of fossilization that may have
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resulted from first language intorference ••For example, in Amharic,
tyour name is what?' is the right order of the words; but in

English it is tho other way r-ound, '1rJhatis your name?'. The

teachers simply carry the first language system over to English.

This can also be the result of lack of monitoring.

Errors related to sentence structure, proposition, object,

number, etc. also characterize the teachers' language and cannot

be ig~ored in so far as they contribute to the teachers' failure

to present a correct model of tho language for their students to

copy. In particular, errors in sentence structure (like the ones

given on page 72) do hinder comprehension of the lessons by the

studentsc

The teachers' English language also suffers from a lot of

pr-onuncda+i.on errors resulting mainly from first language

interference. However, such errors do not so much affect

commtmication in the classroom~ But the errors related to long and

short vowel scunds , for example, /i:/ B..TJ.d/1/ as in 'it' and I catt ;

and consonant sounds , for example,,/z/ and /s/ as in 'these' and

,thi s t; / t/ and /0/ as in 'tank I and 't.ha.nkI (See Appendix - III )

can certainly cause mi.eunder-srtandi.ng••

5.1.3 Errors in Relation to F1lllctions

In the classroom language of these teachers errors most

frequently occur in the f'unctri.onshaving to do with explaining,

summarizing, evaluating, and giving directions ••These are the most

serious errors. Errors are also more frequent in initial elicits

than in ro-elici tso As mentioned earlier, this is because
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al though re-elici ts are far greater than initial elicits, they are

mostly nominates, prompts, and loops. There are only very few cases

of rephrasing or simplifying. Errors least frequently occur within

the check category.

5.1.4 Teachers' Repair Strategies

Ineffecti ve attempts to repair breakdowns in communication

take a big proportion of the lesson nme of the teachers. In the

lessons of particularly T1, T3, T5, and T1 (See Appendix - lA, I C,

I E, and I G) it is common to find qui tea nurnber of re-eli cits

coming after an initial eli cit wi th the aim of rephrasing it or

arri ving at the desired answer. For example, T1, with the attempt to

repair the broken first elicit produced 20 re-elicits before she

eoul d get the students arrive at the answer. Hhat mostly happens is

that the teachers t in an attempt to repair breakdowns, usually

depend on repeating of the qUGstions in the ways discussed above

and urging students to respond. But they provide few extra clues

and other information that could lead students to undestanding the

questions or the answerso

5.1.5 Teachers' Error Avoidance Strategi~

The avoidance of exchanges that require language not written

in the textbooks and likely lead to errors is the most obvious

strategy the teachers use. The technique they apply is restricting

themselves to reading aloud the quostions in the textbooks and

repeating students' responses giving little chance to informative

functions to come into play in their classroom language.

Furthor, the teachers concentrate entirely on exchanges



focusing on tho form and as much as possible avoid focusing on

meaning. This seems due to their deficient linguistic power.

On the other hand, these teachers do best when they

concentrate on drilling and choral repetition with much of the

lesson consumed by re-cliciting and dirocting. On the contrary, they

perform least well whenever they attempt to involve in the most

difficult task of giving information which predominantly appears

during informs and evaluations with commerrts after a student's

response to an elicit or re-elicit.

On the whole, the teachers are not able to give explanations

of meaning or to put over information. They are also unable to

repair initial elicits that have broken down. They can never easily

operate outside their planned lesson, and even within the plan

presentation of meaning is very difficult for them to achieve.

Since they seem to lack the language, they avoid any teaching

excbanges which would involve these structures" Thus, explanation of

meaning is replaced by trying to teaoh meaning through examples of

in sentences. Since it will lead the teachers into English sentences

and words unknown to them, real communication cannot take place in

the classroom"

502 Recommendations

On the basis of the findings tho following recommendations

are made regarding the classroom language of the eight junior

secondary school teachers of English.

1e A remedial training programme designed to help the

teachers to properly manipulate the use of these functions
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with priority accorcod to the functions they find most difficult

is essential. In particular, due consideration should be given

to the functions concerned with explanation of meaning or putting

over information, rephrasing and simplifying difficult questions,

and giving directions ~

2. I f the teachers are required to provide a correct model

of English to their students (which the rosearcher believes to

be their basic rosponsibility), then they should improve their

classroom English to an appropriate standard.

3. Based on the language skills students are required to

develop at this stage, the materials in the textbooks should be

presented in a was that will allow more student participation and

help the teachers avoid relying entirely on the language written

in the textbooks. The methodology followed by the textbooks should

make demands on the teachers to improve their English through

vari ous ways"

4. Finally, further research into the classroom language of

the teacher based on the main objective of teaching English needs

to be conducted on a wider scale to provide a better picture of the

situation so that appropriate corrective measures could be taken.
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Appendix - IA
Teacher •.• 1

Transcription and Analysis of the Recorded
Lesson

Unaudible)

Are you readY?

________ Te.;:..xt=;..~ ~.9ts/Functions Exchange ~_es

d Direct--.--.~---------=~=~-.."~.----
el Elicit

Yes. ~_ . ~ o,.l..:::~:.;;s;,;;;s_;~',;;.~.;.p..:;ly",--_

Instruction: Complete each d

sentence with a suitable word

J]'~e pass?B.~.!... ~

Question one. The (inaudible)

Direct

el Elicit

surfaoe causes the same dash.

Number forty ;;,.•0. Number forty

two. Question one.

nominate

(inaudi ble rem.:>~~n;;,;.s;.:;e-,,) u~~. ;e::reply

;F'Orty Tl(.reeeo. J.Jn11. _ ..._l1.2..J!linate

~ ~ ~iL yelam?

(Amharic meaning Is number

three not there?)

Awo. (yes)

Forty four. Question one.
(Inaudible re~Ese~ ~~~e~p_l~y_' _

Surface prompt

.§urface , __ *_"•.~ ._~..;.ep .••.l-=yolo...- _

prompt

______ ~ • .£:,;::,_re::..;;,jp-.:l:loly _

prompt

_ ;p::reply

Re-elicit

forty e1 Re-elicit

. .~_,_class replY

nominate Re-elicit

Re-e1icit

Causes

6auses

Re-elicit

stem

stem to to

To what? Wf'..atyou have in the

dash?
T~o~ . ~rep~y

Which word do you use in the e1

dash?
P~-_I~-S-~~~~~~ ~~~~p~l~Y _

Question nominate

Re-elicit

e1 Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Forty five. Forty five. R~licit

one.

(Inaudible reW2!l:;;.;s;;.;;e~) .__1?::::r;.;;e.p.;;;;lyw..... _
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. ":. ~. '''-
, • I Text Acts/Functions ExChange :~e~

The cold sur!st~~. (NR) u • _.P.r.0!!l~lJ2:..::t~,--=R:.:.;e-;;......;.e::.;l;;.;;i;..;:c;.::i:..:t_
lorty six. ~}~)_ _~_~~?~~ina~~t~e ~R~e-e~'~4~i~c~~·t~__~ _
Forty seven. Yes forty seven. nominate Re-elicit
(Inaudible re§l?.o!l~e). __ ..E::..;:.re~p~ly,,-- ~ __
Forty eight. Question one. nominate
{Inaudible r~§Pp_nse). _-p=~re~p~l~y~ ~ _
Forty nine. Question one. nominate

Re-elicit

Re-elicit
ft__ c_o_l_d~._._._.~._.~ ..~.~r~~p~ly~ _
The cold surface prompt
The cold scrrfa~ .---p=r~e~p~l~y~ _
Fifty. Question one. nominate
The cold surface~c~l_o~s_e ~~.~p~l~y _
Causes prompt
(Inaudible re!?E...o:,;.l1;;,:;s;,;;;eJ,,)...J2::reply
Causes prompt
pauses the saa~_ ..~ p-:rW:lojy~ _
The stem prompt
~Th~e~s:..:t~e~m__t~o~.~.~.~.~.~.~th~e~th~in~g~.~J~reply
Spell it el
~~I-N-G p-reply

evaluate

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elici t

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Yes condensing. Correct. The
cold surface Causes the stem
to condensing. C-O-N
c-o-N-D-:.eN •••• t...

Correct your answer-s please.
c-N-D?B-N-&-I-N-G.

c-N-D-E-N-&--I-N-G. The cold

d Direct

surface Causes the stem to
condensing.
Question two. If you If you
water your garden at noon,most
of the water dash.
Fifty one. Question two.

-------------------~~--------....--....-------------------
el Elicit

nominate
If you water •••••• £=replY
Your Your garden
Your garden at

prompt
p-reply

Re-elicit
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Terl _______ . A.Gts/Functions Exchange Types

prompt Re-elicit
_______________ ~~~re~p~l~y~ _

prompt
MEst of the ,Kaie..r ,_ . ...J::o::.re•..p_l~y _

Nost of the water dash prompt

iInaudi bla re,$)onse) r:-=reply

Noon

Noon

MOst Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Spell it the 'fIOrdthat you use el

in the dallh.

S})elling~

e-v-a-p->-:r-oar--+-i-n-g

Yes evapo:'ating correct.

Evaporatirg. If you y,later your

garden a.~ noon most of the water

evaporat~ng evaporating

eVctP°:tstiEg·

Re-elicit

p-reply

evaluate

Shall wepass the third question? e1 Elicit

Yes. c}.ass reply

Elicit(Shall "re eontinue?) 01

!!!£. (~-es) class reply
The dast of a 7r;etal is a ---,u_~i-------E-l~J."!'"'· c-i,..,t:--·----

difficult job. I~ requires a

very hi~ temprat~e.

Fifty two.

e Inaud,ible re~.;;.on;.;.;:.;se:.l) ~~. __...•:p;-:..._.:.re.;;;.p~ly~ _

Read it again please. Your d

reading is not clear. 'l'ry to

read clearly.

(lnaudi ble re.~_o?~~4.) ~__ P-_.~....'f!P_' .-'·i_it•.•., • _
Fifty three. Fifty three ~

(ha.msa sos+)

1NR)

Fifty four. Question three.
lInaudible resv~~s~e~) •••• ~~ __e_p~lY~ ..•..__••.

Fifty five. Ru~stion three. C.NRLp9minate

Fifty six. Question three.

The meeting of •••••• a ••••••

meta •••
,1$ .

nominate

Direot

nominate Re-elicit

nominate Re-elicit

nominate

Re-elicit _

Re-elioit

p-reply



___ .-.;;T;..;;e,;;;rl.:....., __ p.ct_8•..I_Fun_c_t_i_o_n_s__Ex_ch..,;a_n~ge.••.•....;'lYP~.;.e.;;.s_

Metal prompt Re-eli ci t

a mean is d.if.fj.~<2.ult • -.J2:"1':..;e.p;.;;lM"y _

Jobn prompt

job it re •• re ••.!..~~_. _~u_P::.re~p&;.;l;;;.ly"__ _

requires prompt

requires a ver.l •• o.. . .~~T~e.p~t~y •••••••• _

It requires a ver.y high a ver.y prompt

r.igh

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

a very high

temprature

tempratureo

Yes melting is correct •• Melting. evaluate

'Ihe molting of a metal is a

difficult job. It requires a

ver.y high temprature. MeI tinge

m-e-l-t-i-n-g. m-e-l-t-i-n-g.

melting. The melting of a metal

is a difficult job. It requires

a very high .tcPEa;ture. Melti~. , ~ .••... ~. _

Fifty seven • .l~) _.", __.??!',1:.;,;.i_lla.-.;.t..;;.,eE;.;;;l_i..,c_i_.t__ "_

Fifty eight. Question f'our , nominate Re-elicit

At north pole the sea dash hard

_____________ ~~ly~ .- ~ _

:prompt Re-elicit

p-reply

in some places and icebergs form.

At- north polc the sea........ ~_~_.l?:"1.:.;:,ep=ly~ ~ _

freezes prompt

_.~reply

Re-elicit

places prompt

~D~l~a_c.;:,e~s~a~n~d~•.;:,•.;:,•.;:,.~~.;:,.~. •••. ~£j~~ply

Re-elicit

icebergs

••••• aform.

prompt

~·reply

cvaluatef'orm., Yes freezes is correct.

~R- double E ~SO Freezes.

At north pole the sea freezes harcl

in some plac~1L.a.nd icebergs fom.
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Text _______ .*_ Aots/Funot ions Exchange '.tYpAA

Elicit

SOLVE0 D-I-s-s-.o-L-V---E-S

Di ssolve s e D-I-s-s-.o-L-V-E}-oS.

y~ter dissol\C.~:..::t:.:.~ "~_~~• ,_~_

Number sixty",

re1~. (He is not present.)

f Inaudi ble re §E:..;..o~n,;;;,sM.e)t- ~,_.l?:::.reply

Number thirty ni.ne , Thirty nie .•

(NR)
Thirty eight 0 Question six. nominate

J'his •• oo(>,) u.2:reply
ooffee beansG Read it again. d

Fifty ni.ne , Question five.

VIater dash salt.

Water dissolve salt.

Yes. Vlater dissolves salt.

Dissolve. D-I....s...s-o,.....&-E••••••

Sixty oneo Sixt,y one~

Question six. TI1.emeal is used

for dash s

(Inaudi blo .!.c~snP.;::;p._.;;.s.:;.e,-)_

Rai_syour voice pleaseo

nominate

p-oreply

!.1\.raluate

nominate

olass reply

Elicit

e1 Elicit

Direct

nominate Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Direct

Read it again please. This beans,

this means,or this meal?

This meal isJInaudible responsEl...Jc.;;.re_plO,,;ly~ _

coffee beans prompt

ooffee beans

Your answer is correct but your

reading is not thi s much0 Why

dont t you read clearly? This mill

is used for griding coffee beans2

.Grinding~ C0.EF:.;e::.ct::..:.••::...... ~

Question seven. el

R~licit

p-reply

evaluate

Elicit

Number thirt-,f seven. Thirty c.sr ~"-'nominate

seven.

Yelam. (He is not present)_____________ ~~ repw
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./

Thirty six. Quostion sevenQ

Tho dash of ~oe •••• otakes place

when •••• o~are burried in moist

soil ••

The (Inaud~}?l~~£!,sponse)

Thirtv fivcc ~irty fiveo

selassa ~ (NR)

nominate

~~_P.'!t~ept:.;l~yt.. _

nominate Re-elicit

---- -- ..~-...,.,.,------------~.---
Thirty fouro Question seven. nominat8

The (Inaud.ibl~ re:;.::s;;l;E;.;o,;;:;n;:;;;s.;;.eL.)~~. P'-!Opl;/

Thirty three, _s!3~assa ~ ••

Thirty three. (NR)

Jhirty t,;voo i!JF1. ~l1fJminate

Thirty cne. ~uestion seveno nominate
(Inaudible ~~~nsel _, _.E-E_e~p~lY~ < _

Thirty", Question sevens nominate

'ilia (Inaudi blc*.J'p-:;;S.E•..o.;,;n..:;;,s,;:;.e.:..) " J?:j£;.;e••.p;;:ly'-- ~ _

Read it again pl ease e d

Jhc (Inaudi~~..£.esponse) -P.::;;:..re.;:;.pl;.;l;;:.oy:....- ._

/Teacher said the following in
Amharic/

(Your answer is correct but your

reading is not clear)

Re-elicit

noroinate Re-elicit

R&-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Direct

01 Re-elicit

(0 •.1(., again) fin Amharic/

Jh~e~(_I.;,;na~ud~i~b~l~e~r~e.;;.sp~o.;.;n~s~e~)~_re_p~l~y _

Twenty niner> Twenty nine. (lffi) __.~p2_~m_i_n.;;;a;...t.,;.e Re-e_l_~_·c_~_·t _

Twent:)' eight(~..Y.§. simint). (NRt ~ pp!'l2-__pa;;:;.;.t;.;e R~e-e;.....o;.;l_i_c..;;i_t_

'I\venty soven , Question seven , nominate Re-elicit
The (Inaudibl~~esPonse) __~re~E..;;l~y _

Twenty si~haya sidist). nominate

(NR)

Re-elicit

-------~--~--...~--------------
nominate Re-elicitTwenty five., Question se~,7on.

.The.1Lnau.diE]._a~!'esponse)

takes place

,._,_...•:£:":;;.·re;;.lp:;;.;:l,y~ _

prompt

__ ..--&J?:':reply

Re-elicit



_A~_s/Funct ions

prompt

burried in~ '"O.ll,&_ •• (l ~_._~_. , r=L.;;.ep~ly,,-- _

prompt

.in moist 0 C P " ._,,~ "_ _ _ _ no-reply_~ _ _ • .••• $~ .:.....IO~ ~ _

prompt

p-reply

Text------...;;. ._-_., --~----
burried

in. moist

moist

soil

soil yes" The decaysoooo~o

The decay,~of( Inaudible response)

takes place when (Inaudible

response) arc burried in moist

soiL DeaaYc D-:Ef:-C.-il-Y

!>ecaYo

rr\renty four. ic!1.lGstioneight,

Exchange ~e~

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Ro-elicit

evaluate

~~~------.~.,~~-~.~----------~--
,She poli~E"ro.?,..:o..;;_ •.;;";..... ~._..P"'JC;-..;p..;;l•••.y _

spoons prompt

.spoons,'-- .~~ .. _~~~r...:;e.p;,;;;ly~· _

daily prompt

§.aily you can + ~ •.__ l2::.:;.r..;;;eo;;p.:;;:ly-. _

You can see no prompt

You can see n9-~..;;o..;._•....;;,, -_~_ly _
el

~reply

vThat you have in the dash?

rust on theme

Yes rust 0 She washes and

polishes hor spoons daily. You

oan see no rust on them, Rust c

Rust.

nominate Elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicLt

evaluate

----------------'.~-----------------
TWenty three. Question nine~

Tell your student to break up

into groups of four.

Yes break up is correct. Tell

your students to break up into

i'1to groups of fouxa

B-R~-U-P. JJroak up. ~eak

nominate Flicit

p-reply

evaluate

~~~~..;;;n ~ ~ _

Twent;}rtwo,~ Question ten. The

government has a plan dash

transportation facilities.

nominate Elicit
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Text e., " • .-:t9.ts/Funotions Exchange Types

The govern~*o •• 'I'he government IJ-reply

ha§!Inaud.i~l~e.~~SEonse} ~~~~ _

transportation prompt Re-elioit

transportationJ!,.o_H 13t' 6.0 \0. _.~ •••,l2:'l:SEl""y _
Facili ties prompt Ro-el ioi t

facilities" p-repJ.,f

Yeso The government has a plan

to improve tr~~sportation

faoilities~ I~'~-R~·V-E.

~~ ImJ2l'ov.GQ

All right~

He have f'Lrrished the word

evaluate

fr,-jl10 Boundary

£:ct iO§.~~::: :.:~======:::; !:o::~~=s==========:::::=
What about .'??,!!lJ!F..9h~sion? (NR)

Did we take it as a homework?

Comprehension part?

01 Elioit_.__ ._----.;;:;;;; •......•..._-----
Re-elici t

01
No. Yesa No'!... class reply

No? jrrhen in Amharic Teacher oJ.

said the following/

(Let us be sure. Is there a;ny

one who would say that we d'i.dnf t

take?)

. RO]lljTin -'unhariclWe d.Ldn?t take) class reply

Reo-olicit

_._ - -.~ , •...---~--------~-------'---
Re-elicit01

--=====_::_:::. __. (We diqE:~:::...take)~.c~;:-l~_a~s=s=re=p::l~Y=====::.=::.==- -------- ~
All righto frame
~omprehensi~~_~ . ~.f~o_o_u_s _

Two ohoices are given for each

question. Choose the oorrect one.

You have to do this exercise qy
using the choice which is given

in the bracket. Two choioos arc

given fo:.:-each question and you

will do it qy choosing one of the

two. Le'~s try one c:.';'two as a

class work,

Boundary

d Direct
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. ~_ext -e ._. ~. __ ~H.:}.sts/iunctions Exohange lp;roes,

Have you finished?

No.
01
class reply

Elioit

ETI'ID OF RECORDING



Appendix - IE
Tcaohcll' - 2

Transcriptiort '6.nd l.naiysis of the Recorded.
Lesson

TeJSi..~".,,_. .~._.. ~.A.c~s/Functions Exchange- Types

Good fO.fternoongrade seven 01

Qs>odJfternoo~ .t9,a.c.;.;h~e.;;.r .... ,0.1.assr_e..••p•...ly.•.... _

P__l_e_a_si.~sit d,9t~-::::.u=JVR=)===1.;7::cl;:::-=====::::D=i=r=c=ct=====

Elicit

.All rieht. frame

Our to~'s topic is the past focus

partici)les Or participleso Ne

will ju:t ,uuu about the topic
part icil5l£§.... .• ._.~~ ~.._. _

Boundary

.llh in p:at participlos wo have all explanation

two "Tc;~'S. It is tho first one is

verb ·to have ani' the second one is

verb 10 beo

Inform

--- ------------ •...~-..---------------"""-
Lot ur look the first one0 d Direct.-----------~-.-
J.h or:' verb verb to hav~.. Verb

to h~ve means have, has, had.

J.~gai.(1.verb to. be, vilien vie say

verb 10 be affitis, are, Wast and.

definition

definition Inform

~~~,----------~----------
1111 ;:'ight<} This are verb to vorb 01

to ha"le nad this are verb to?

be f.> class reply

_J-_~_i_s_a_~rb:~~:2:::_~::.::.=====_:-.~:_:_:;::~v~~uat e

hll hgM. frame

Let us construct sentonces using

.:t.hetwo forms~_~~__._~.!2·..::.cu;.;::.:;;s:..._. _

First lot us give let us give d

example to verb to have~ Now

please the olass participation

is very i~0!.:t.cJllUe.:;.r.;;e";:. ~ __4" ~~ .. ~

Boundary

Direct
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•••._ .. , :;.r;:r.'-' .:......_;._. • ._u~Ayjis/Functions

.ull right!) Can arwbody give me 01

oxampl e using verb to have? Can

~~body give mo example using

verb to have?

Exchange TY.l2c!!.,..;...

Elicit

Yes Nominate

§E.2...has t2:~n~,El~c_~ "..;.._0>:..;_":;...;".;... « ••• ~!'~:..Iip ••l;¥y _

She has? 01

~i ven ~,_-J2::r.,.;e..••p,;;;l.w.Y ~.

£h-? loop

p-reply

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

given me a bookv

She has given me a book. She

has given me a_book" Very E;;ood..

~nother example. hnother

example" llnother example" She

has given me a booka Here is the

verb to have plus past participle

given" rrhis this is verb to have.

~yaluate.

01 Elicit

lnother examplo of verb to have?

Yes

_I-:.;;h:;::av.;..-~e·....;(~I::;:na=ud=i;..;:b:;;:l;.;;e;..;.r.;;;e~sP~on::.:;:.se;:;:.\,-1__ " ~_.rt::~re.;.po;;.;ly~ ~ _

I ha'IT&-? e1

p-reply

nominate

Re-elicit

a book

I h rvo taken a 'book, Very good.

I have taken I have taken a book.

Yes this is the correct example

of verb tu have. Here verb to
have plus pas~jiiciple taken. _'~ _

This take tho present of the I explanation

mean the present of -'.Iaken is

i.al<22:._T:'le J?ast. too;..;;_k;.;..;..a ~ _

And past participle is~ah? e1

ta.ken olass reply

evaluate

Inform

Elicit

taken. This is the correct

example of verb to have eVery

~odo
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____ -=T.,::;;;e£L._' -...-Ac.WFunctions

Lnother e~,~o of verb to 01

have pleas00 Who can give me

another example of verb to have?

Yo f;, 0

Exchange 7Xn~,--

Elicit

nominate

Ho had or He has? Re-clicit

had.
el

~roply

evaluateHo had written a letter.

Very good , 11'" had wrHtGU a

lett,.'r'o He had 'ITi tten a

letter t• N .~-~., __ ~ ~~ • _

What ie tho present form of

writte~·? Let ~3 start from

present k117 vlrLo hh?

Urote

01 Elicit

cl ass reply
~~ __~~-Easi-_. ~o~y~.al~~u~a~t~e~, _

.Lncithe oast. par+. ci.pl e? 01

vln tten., 01<.>.88 reply

Hr1.+t cn., Vcry gu 10 evaluate

Elioit

.Lll righ-: J

f.h W(~ can gi-v-emo _ exsmxLes

~~;~~~:r'_~ t.2.l!:~:' _
P'Loaoe ano-the-r oX::"lple'1 lldd

a.'YlO'llerexampl,e ; 'Lve give us

ano: her example--f.h:

YO[

The banan.a are oat: '1.,;, •..• on

ch'Ld.r-en ,

The bana.nas are 08 ten 1{j' the

chiLdren , The 1>• ..nanas 8)'e

fr2J110 Boundary

01 Elicit

nominate

p-reply

evaluate

Re-elicit1 'want oxamp:e with verb to have s 01

nominate



Teri lids/Functions Exchange bwPas

Re-elicit!Jh-?

(Inaudible response)

Not to havGo

loop

p-roply

_Gy,a1uato

Is he corre ot'l CanJIG. say he

have a book?

£h-?

had.

He.has he has he has a book.

No, this is not verb to have.

2h?-s is not verb. j;p have ••

Use the correct formula please.

Yes.

Ho has he has ••••

He has •••• oabout ito He lias

told me about it. This is the

correct example of ve~b to havee

He has told me about it. Very

g"Ood6

O.K. Look

01 Re-elicit

p-roply

ovaluate

cl.uo

nominate

p-roply

evaluate

Re-clicit

-------------~-
Direct

explain InformTel1-Told-Told. The past form of

tell is the present form tell; the

past tOld; and the past participle

told again.

All right. He has told mo. He

has told me. He has told me

about? He has told me about·

11h1

it.

~ut it. Very good.

Now

Elicit

olass reply

evaluate---~-~~----------------------
framo Boundary

This examples are enough for focus

!.?}'b to havo~

frame BoundaryNow
Let us try another ah examples

.2! other examples of verb to be. _._._- _

focus
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Exchange T.ypee

Elicit

nominate

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

nominate

p-reply
ovaluate

nominato Re-elicit

:p-roply
evaluate

vl0 are taught Englisho

vle are taught Englisho vIe are
taught English. This is the

correct- example of verb to be.

rre are taughto vie are taught
E,nglish.. lve are_taug!'lt English.

nominate Re-elicit

p-roply
oval.uat o

llll right.. Numbertwo0 Example

number twoo
Yeso
(Inaudible response) give the
book0

Vi0 are givOrP?t'lc..?

01 Elicit

B'1<woelicit

WO •••••• e e e

01
p-roply---- __ • r~-.'.~ _

t-lo wore-?

(Inaudible responso)

l!2.e Not.l NOe)

01
p-reply

oV~J.!ato
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____ --o:IT£~xt.:a.::.._ _.I A9J;.f?!Funotions

nominateYos.
.ho letters wer~'-

1"0 letters were lIri tten by

th(;. studentso YOI'! good. The

lett\ r.s were l-lritten by the

studenc;. The lC'~'liers were

wri tten l'7 the c·~udonts. The

letters iohre W) otten qy the

students 0 Thi,: is the correct

example of, e1:" This is the

.9.QJ'rect OX[!;1t2f:-ofverb to be.

Yes.

The banana-{I! ~udible response)

The banana. :i3 ~aten by the

students or t.> the boy. Very

good. The 3uana is eaten by

tho--o Banna is oaten by tho

boy. '!illis s tho oorrect

oxamp'Le of '()rb to be. By the

boy-vcg god~" .
Another e~~lo pleason

Yas.

Exchange ~e~ __

R~lioit

p-roply

evaluate

nominate Elioit

r-reply

evaluate

al

nominate

Elicit

I am given I -1.'\ given some work :p--reply

to do?

I am given aom. l-10rk to do or I evaluate

am given horn=rrrk to do.. I am

givan-I am ?' on some or I am

given homewo-k, I am given

homework0 'Itas enough we can

say. I am g~v\.nhomeworke I

am given horn:Y!,l'Jrks.

Yes another '."C'mpleplease? d

Class partici?(,tion is vory

import211t.. 1'1 has got its own

mark plcaseo
Yeso nominate

.lInaudi ble re~~~) _...z-!~~P.;;;ily~ _

Direct
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_____ !e~ ~__~ !:.rr.tELF'Eh_c_t_i_o_n.;;;s__ E_x_cha.-:;.n-Jge.r.;;...-:;oo~.u::.;:;'>s::-_

el Re-elici tThe boy Was-?

(Inaudible response) qy the dog.

The boy vias bitten 1v the dog"

Very good.

It is good exwnple of verb to be~

The dog. The boy Tho boy Was

bi tten by the dog. T'ne boy was

bitten by the dog. It is the

.Q...OJ;:rectexample 21 verb to be. __ ._. _

.All right. l'1he,t is that?

b'lJ the grandfather. Goodexample

of verb to bea The story is told

BY.., - gTandfa~g __G'__ ~
llll right all ffflY questions please

on verb to be or this past

participles or verb to have and

vexb to be? l.ny questions? irrry

.CL~estions (NR)

No g1lestions at eJ.}'?~( ;.;;NR;;.)'-- ._.~} ~R..;.e-e....;;.;l;;;.;i_c;.;;i_t;....._

Is it clear pleaso? ch Cheok

Yes.

The(Inaudible response) by the

JE,andfathc:o:'0

The what?

The story is told by the

grandfather.

The stOI"J is told qy the

grandfather. The story is told

class reply

evo.luate

el Elicit

nominate

~reply

.-.- --------------
loop

p-reply

Re-elicit

evaluate

el Elicit

---.--------------------~----
~~. ~-~~ss reply

Is it clear? oh

y_9..ry good.. J~21l.j!;.o~.rJ .e.:v:.~_u~a:t:e=========:-=.==========- .-~.~-=
Now frame

You aro---{pause) I am going to foous

i2-ye you s~. ~~_j;o do-homQWork
U

__ " .••• ~ _

please please do exorcise exercise d

.§...~ six two. P:x.e}'~se six. .__ . " ., ~..... _

Check

Boundary

Direct
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Text------- .. ~-.-. --- ____ ~.!!_c..t.s!JL.;;;..Fun~.;..ct_~....·o_n.;,;s;;.....-..;;;E;,;;;x;.;c;.;.;h;.;;;a;.;.;n•••geo:;... T~~~ .. _

is done 0 p-d.nf'orm Inform!C\s,~tual i.asartUfJd..,(It

;r~~~is done) .u.u. ~_. ._

!:..r:.~ aha I s it s,S'-?0•.•.N-.._R..•.) ~.~Pf. . E_I;.;;i.••c,;;;;i.••t ,_
..--.----~ •..~..... ...-:.--- .•.•.._,------ .•,.•.. --'-." ,,~-------~-------~
N01'l all right frame

ko,j; us=<Ina~CiXb.I.c..r9.f5'£.E_!!...:;;s.;;.e.•..) ~'~'!.o.~'ll:s__...__.. ~

Did \010 cho ok it-? Is it-?( NR) el

Oh very good. vOr"J good. very evaluate

~~~. -.' .. ,,"'~- ----- -.- ...- _.- --------------
Clean the blackboard please.

Clean the blackboard please.

Boundary

Elici t

Directd.

(NVR) p-reply

_~ ..~.~~._::.======_.~?~7a~::~=t=e=======-=._::-=_:_:~::
~ll right ••

Let as the I mean 'cho structure

A~aB E.&-as st~.£.cj;}~.;:;..;:..e.:.. ~_ .. _ ..~_. _

All right. before we write the

example of before 11e v.rrite tho

oxample we must know somethitl{?;
~out as-as._" __ ._.~. ~_. __.. ~ _

Sometimes we compare tvJO things

which are approximately equal or
~.Eame. .__.~~ "__~_. ..__

Therefore, nO><Tlei; us look at

these examples pleaseo Tho bed

AJ3_ the same form .w_
Now please you can look you oan

look at page fifty. Please open

page fifty and. look tho examples.

Page fiftyo ~NVR)_________ s2!§:E'-s::....:r~e,..-p""lo..lY~________ _'~

1h~ you

room is as wide as the living

room as wide as the living room.

Nm~ lot us change this example

into as the same as the same form

Tho bed room is as wide as the

living room. Nov; hOttf to change

to the sameform please? p~

fifty page fif"bJ please page

!2:-fty. CNR)

f:ramo Boundary

foous

d Direct

oxplanation Inform

d 1>ire cl

.... -.-----------------
d Direot

01 Elicit
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___ ~.,;;T;.;;;e~.." .~ _" . ~_.~.J'.o:t.sjFunct;.;;i;.;;o..;;;n;:;;:s_...;E;:;:x;;;.:.c,h,angeT..y:pcs
f,i]'J. right 100k••

u
._ •• ~. ,d,~_ Direct

The bed; - The bedroom- The oxamplification Inform

bedroom is _Tho bedroom is as the

same width - Tho bedroom is as

tho same width •.,ith as the living

livingroom livingroom. (Writing
2JLblaokooardl .• __ _.' .~_. _

lIocording to this example please, d

a.h to d.o tho r-ovi.cw "t>iO please

open page pleaso open page sixty

page :sixty page sixty. It say s ,

'Change or the underline underlined

wards into as-as form into as-as

Direct

!.o~nn.=-- ~,._~_.. ~ ~ ~ _
Elicitk11 right now if you look at 01

this question T~lis ox is the samo

prioe as that ox' ,This this ox is

(pause) hha no no Itm sorry.

Yes yes. tThis ox is the tho

sa.me a..h-?

L.;::I.~na.-..ud..;;;...i_b.•.l.,;;e....;;;re~·.:;;;SiJ""," _o~n.;z.s..;;o.) ola.ss reply

the same price prioe a.s-? 01no
tha.t ox.

~2t ox" hll rj.Jjl:t.& ~x.?d}l::.a:.;t;..;;e:.._ ,~

PLease chango it into tho as-as 01

form. Yos anybody7

Yos.
~10 ox is as the same pricc as

that ox •

.!c:... No.. ~ __ . _. _ • , , • .o,ya;t.~"-=t.,;;e;.._ ._ ~ . _

Chango it into as-as form not to 01

the same as s Change it to as-as

form as-a.s f'o rm, Ah-1

Yes.

This ox-( lnaudi bl,o response)

y""e[Ygood"

Rc-olicit

olass reply

Elioit

nominate

p-reply

Ro-elicit

nominate

p-reply

~~~l~::.a.:.;t;..;;e~ ~~ _



____ ..!~~'"_,,_, ,J\O,t.s!..!llnctions

clue

class reply

evaluate

This ox is as as ah~?

the sameo

Yes. No, you cannot saY as the

1t~1l~.!> ._.. ._~ '.
~lis ox is as ah-?
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Exchan~1D.es,. h_
Ro-elioit

• .• c· _ ...• ~__ . ~ •• ,,....-

olue Re-elioit

olass reply

~J.o~!- Prioe e ... _~__ , ~. cy~_Ua:::s.::.:t~e;:.... .~_~

'\.'Thenyou chango it into as-as 01

form it has-?

Yese Yes.

Cheap.. Expensive.

Very goodo Cheap or expensive.

Tr~s ox is oheap Or expensive.

This ox is as cheap as that ah
~h~\t ox" Ver:,~:.:::o~d:.::. ,.. •..,.., ~ _

Please look another ey~ple.

l~ok at - look please. This

P-Gn~s p-al\ 1'l!l t-~'l~ same 's1ze

that pan;, -This--TI1is-This pan

is - This pan is the same the

same size the same size as as

tf;at p-an as that pan.

litr..iiing on ~.q,k..bo_:::;::!UR~rd~)'__._•. "'. __ . ~ __

Yes-? Yes-?

.This pen is--..
Pan. This-T.his pan is-?

as oheap as the--

No. It is no no not price.

Size si ze si ze.~ --. . ... ~.._ .. , .__._-------------
~,!:'l~nit is si~e J2:.1easerememberc_ ?-. __
Yes. ncminate

same.

Elioit

nominate

po-rcply

evaluate

d Direct

Elioit
. ~.~~~v~~: _

This pan is as as big as that.

VeTlJgood. This pan is as big

as that pan- This pan is as

.£.ig as that pan.!-ye:r;y goode

Number three pleaseo This cat

is the same size as that cat~ .

olue Re-elicit

p-reply

evalUate

Direct--------~~~~----~----~,---
Re-elicit

p-rcply

evaluate

•.~~.-,------------~~,-
el Elicit

--------- .~....._*-------------



_____ TE:.:x;t..... • ~/l.o:bp/F\mctions

LII right look at the exp.~ple d

numbe five please. 'll1e dog is

the same as that cat. The dog

.i_s~..:the same al?~~Lc:;,:;a.::.;t;.:o::- _

Yes try p1easeo

Yes.
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Exchange 'tvp,ea .~

Direct

prompt

nominate

Re-elicit

The dog is as old as that oat.

Very good. The dog is as old

as that oat.-.~-- ~.~.~.---.------>---..------------
Lot Us Look, Let us take

example number six. The sheep

is the same size as the goat.

The sheep is - The sheep-'lhe

sheep is the same size--. The

sheep is the samo size as the
s<?~t as the goq.t. •... ~ . .• c _

ll11 right yer:r-?

The sheep is the same - small

as the gOat.

Very good. She can say small

.o..!:... big.

p-reply

evaluate

d Direot

prompt Elicit

p-reply

evaluate

clue Re-elicitThe sheep is as small as-ah?

_th~ goat.. ~~ _

as the-?

___-~_o~~f3_.:;;o...;:..r;;..ep=l.v"_ _

Re-elicit

goat.

fEat yese.

loop

class reply

,~==========~~=::!~uato
!O!i >. f~:.::~ B;;;._.oun__d_a_r:l~y"__ _

Substi tue into as-as form aa--as d Direct

f'orm , 1l-11 right now please now

let us change this as-as form

into as the same as form into

as the same as form as the same

M form as the s~~<? as form. e •• ~·~ •.~··~· - _
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______________ .. f.0~sj!Uhctions

ext¥llplification

calling attenticn

'Ihis ox is the same price as

that QX~ Look please. 'Ibis

ox is the same prioe yes this

o.x is as cheap as that ox.

This ox is - This ox is as
.Q1}eapas that "2..~••..._._u~ ,~ ~~ ~ __
.All right. Let us change into

as the same form.

Yes.

This ox is the same as the same

E!i ce as that...,22S.
This ox is-a.h? loop

fl~f? the same-- __u ~~..?~s reply

as the same the same what-1 e1

p-reply

evaluate

price.

price 0 Very good. price as

:~t1at ox. ...... -

I sit clear pleaso-?

Yos

y~~rygood.
L11.otherexample. Nowthis pan

is (pause) No. This pan is as

big as that pan. This pan is

a as big as that pan. 'lhis

paIP-as bigo-as that pan

(writing on blackboard). ~ll

right please chango it into as

the same as f'o rm,

Yes.
.~_.~i_s~p~an__1~·_e- ~_~.~y:_~p_ly~ .•.•. _

'Ihis pan ifr? (writing on prompt

blaokboard)
pS the same a~ .~~~~p~l~Y •...• _

lls the as - the saIDE?-.dh? prompt

the same siz~ p-rop ly

T~ Exchange m~
Inform

e1 Elicit

nominate

p-rcply

----_._------------------ ....---------
Re-elioit

Reo.-elicit

------------------------------
Checkoh

class reply
~~_____________ c~alu~a_t_e _

01 Elioit

nominate

Re-elioit

Re-olicit

Very good. As the same-This

pan is as the same size siz~ as-- evaluate

E:t-ID OF IIDJORDEING---- •....•.- --.~......--------------.....----
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Appendix - Ie
Teacher - 3

Transcription and ~nalysis of the Recorded
Lesson

. .....;T::.;e:;.:}....f.;:..:!._ .•u, 1lc~,8/Functions

OJ{o frame
Page eighte~ •.u -.l2..~us~ _

Open your bocK to pa~ eighteen- d

the structure. Let me see the.

structure Y3s(pause) used to

past habitual and then never

used to. This is A yage eighteen.

Then on page nineteen you find yes

never used to. This is B. You

will find on page ninetee~. See

examples please first of all.

Hatch out.

Exchange .~.e,Ef·::.:...
Boundar,y

Direct

O.K~ now

=L~et~m~e~p~l~e~a~s~e~(I~na~ud~_i~b~l~e_w~o~r::.;d~s~)~~f~~~~s~ _

Look to page eighteen please. d

See the examp Le s .Ato Be-gashaw

in b~ackets that doesn't any

longer aIW longer. Now you

complete this sentences using

used to plus the verb in

brackets~ See this one: lato

Begashaw used. to smoke but he

$Loeant t any longer.

frame BoundaIY

Direct

Did you see the example?

:L:e::s:.=====::.:::::::::::======_=~ ..~1:.?-ssreply

ch Check

Now

1~tus take another example"

Now the question is~ Many

years a&,omany years ago-?

I playc:o

fra.me

focus~ .•.~:.::;:.:::...--------------
Boundary

01 Elicit

plase reply

:r pia;vo Yee-?

t-Inaudib1e response)

prompt

_o19ss rq;ly
Re-elicit
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________ ~Te~xt~ ~~~s./~Fun~~ct~1~·o~n~s~~E~x~ch~an~ge~~e~_

Read d Dire ctOne qy one , Yes you read.

the question.

&~ years ago I pl§il footbal1. __.l?:7"1'.sJ;.12~lYII-... _

Corr~a clue Re-elicit

cO~~a but I don't any longer. p-reply

but r donot any longer. but I evaluate

.4P.n't any longer_.§8¥: longer.

Nowwho can change this sentence u
used to please? Hho can change?
vIho can change?

Yes yese The girl~ No yes. nominate

Many yea.rs many years I used to p-reply

play football commabut r donot

any longer.

Very good. Yes. Manyyears ago evaluate

look here ithis is the answer;

many years ago I used I used to

play I used to play football

football commabut ._I--.,;d_o_n_'t_·.__ ~~

I do no't--? el

allY Longer , class reply
~ longer any longer -. e~~lEa~t~e _

Following this example who Can do

number two? f.ll right. Read out d

tho question first and then do it"

First read the ~~estion first yeSe

V1henI Was young, I run(Inaudible p-reply

response) commabut I do not ar~

longer.

los.. • o'y"a].uate

Elicit

Re-elicit

Direct

Which will it be the answer now? cl Elicit

Hhon I Was young ••• When I was
~oymg used to ~~~.~.~ • _

p-roply

Loop

used to ~eply
~~O~.~ ~, .~Y&l~u~a~t~G _

Re-elicit



______ ~Te~xt~~ __ ---- ~AS,~s/Functions

I used to-? prompt

I used to run races but Icomma p-r'op ly

I don't any Longcr ,

Yes.,. When I was young I used

to run races but I do not any

1:0r:-ger.
Yes number three number three.

Thi s old man be strong but... p-reply
~o_. ._._~ypl~u~a~t~e _

malsun na.w? (Do you mean the p-elicit

a:rlswer1)

Yes just the answer please.

This old man used to be strong

but he isn't ar.w longer.
'1'VOr'oJ good. rrhats right.. his

old man used to be strong comma

but he isn' t ~ l;.,,;o,.;.n••.ge•.••r...;;. _

Yes number four. vIho will try?

vlho will try number four

Yes.

My father used to touch

mathematics commabut he doe sn! t

any longer.

Tee« IItr father used to teach

mathematics but he doesn't any

longer.

109

Exchange.~

Re-elicit

evaluate

e1 Elicit

nominate

Elicit

t-reply

p-rcply

evaluate

01 Elicit

nominate

p-rcp1y

evaluate:

Yes number five.

~ha yes ••

!Illon we were in th;,;e;;.....:o;.;;;a::.:r~.;..::•...::. ....IJ>-:;,.,.!_epJ.,y

oount ry side prompt

countryside we used to ride

horse but we do not any longer.

Yese Hhen we "Tere in the

countryside we used to ride horses
.~t we do not .~~1on.ge~r~. ~ __.~ _

01 Elicit

nominate

Re-elicit

p-reply

evaluate
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_______________ .~cts/Functions

81
class reply

evaluate

Text Exchange ,trP.~~~:.
J.:J

licitYou know what countr,yside means?

&l-j.2E. (rural area)

In English count~Jside means
!:;"',,"ux~al=-~a_re__a_.~__ ~ -__ .• ~ _

prompt

rural area. class reply

12s in the rUI'!!.l.a;r..e...::a:.;:. » ~.l]l_a;;...t..,;e _

nlri~~ ~

Yes-?

So you have understood, I hope,

isn't it?

..<?lqs.s reply

ch

~~o_s_. ~ . < __ cl~s reply

So you can follo"T this and do d

this one 1-5-

Inform

NowB.

Re-elicit

Check

Check

Direct

focus Boundary

explanation

exemplification

oxpl anat ion

here it takes •.That? The negative

form. I do not do alJY longer defini tion

means that something you are'

accustomed to it but you do not do

This is the opposite of this one

now. Nowwhen we saY you see

what you have to understood her~

is _this pronouns. Did we saY I,

•.10 t they; yes-? 'ibis takes what-? exemplification

do. I used to plaY football but

I donot any longer. ~".ndyou can

do this one. You used to plaY

football but you do not any

longer. All take this do. And

this is positive. The first

sentenoeis what? Positive. But

now.
Underst~;

y~s. ; "-----_ .....

ch

class reply



· .....;T;:..;e_~._.. _~ _

Nm-l in never used to. this is the

opposite of this one, which you

do not do first but you are going

to accustom to it now. Let me

see page ninety. Look here.

.Lto Mengesha never used to spoke

but he doe s nO\-1.
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J AC-Y,siFunctions

explanation

Exchange T,ue.!L.....

Inform

cxcmplification

Ato Mengesha never used to

spoke but he doe s--ah?

No. class reply

~P_:OW=.:N=o:t=n:o:D:N=OW:_:.========... ev_al~.:ua:=t=e=:::::::::::::::::::_:: •.===

e1 Elicit

O.K •.. . !;r:<¥fi:.;;0o._- Bo..;;..;un=d;.:::a::;IY.a.l-_

d Direct

r~ad. . 91-§:.s_s......;;r..;;c.o;;p..;;;l:o.y _

road-? prompt

.•..aPdr...;.;;~wr=i_t..;;e,.;;;.~ .c).§...ssreply

knd wri to-? prompt

. 2.1.a_ssreply

prompt

.c.l~p reply
.u__~ ~.~ ~D~i~r~e~c~t _

"prompt Re-elicit

class reply

evaluate

Complete. eaCh sentences using

never used to plus the verb

~tten in brackets.

Nowwho can do number one? \~ho

can do numbar one?

Yes.

Our parents never used to read

and write comma lW they do now.

Yese Our par-errt a our parents .

tssss used to ree4,':..- _

used to-?

~~~~.---~
oomma-?

but them Ina,udi ble r-e sponae ]

9ne BY one ,

but they-?

they do now.

they do now. Yes, this is the

p.pswer. They_d'O.F'OW,:...:.:..;:.. ~

You write the question and answer

please~ ~Il right? Write the
~uestion and gn~~~(~NVR~~) _

e1 Elicit

nominate

p-rcply

evaluate

----------------.---------01 Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

d Direct
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Nowwho can do number two? Who

Can do number two?

Texji~ ._.A~Funotions

el

Exchange T:iP~~
Elicit

Yes. Yes.

llnaudible re.§l.E~o.~~."..) ..~~eAP;.::l;r:.l.' _

Loudly" d

Ma~ people never used to road p-repty

tho new(pause)

~.~Inaudible ~.~onse)

Many people never used to read

the newspaper the newspaper but

they do •••

Yes. Many people never used to

read the newspaper but ~h? they

do now.

loop

p-reply
~.' ~uate

prompt

class reply

You know '\That newspaper- mOan~

Addis Zaman (~ddis Zemen-.£mhario

~~ily)
.Lh-?

~ warakat (piece of paper)

!<?,.. No.

NV

Q.P~z...£.lli "Mis Zam~ Gazetta

(Newpaper, ilddis Zemen)

Yes. Ethipian Herald is a

newspaper ct- i1ddis Zemen is a

newspaper. You know•. Berrissa

is a newspaper. Yes. ~ll this

are newspapers.

You understand newspaper means?

You must- know newspaper-s

(Gazotta malat. naw) Is it olear?

nominate

Direot

ovaJpa~__~te~ _

p:r':r'ompt

p-roply

Re-elioit

evaluate

01
olass reply

Elicit

Re-elici t

Re-elicit

ovalUate

-------- .. --..~--------------
ch

f~~~s~.~ ~c~l~a~s~s~r~e~E~ly~ ~ _

Yes who can do number three? 01
Number three-?

Lha?

Your sister sister never used to

~ork veW."

Elicit

nominate
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Text Exchange Tjrpe~

Re-elici t

Your sister never used to work

Y5!-.ryhard but s4!3~does now.

Yos number four.

.L'i-h.

I never used to like that kind

of food but I ~??:ji~Eaus_e:;..l~ _

I do now.

but I do now.

Yes I never used to like that

12-nd of food bu,i ,Lj.;:::o....:;n:::,ow.:.:.:,._

The last one number five.

loha.

trnaudi ble res.Eon~s~e:..:) ~ .~P.sJ?..E~:;.lip;.::ly~ ••-

loop
_~r~.~ly~ _

prompt

p-rcply

ova1uate

Very hardQ

very hard but she does now.

Yes. Your sister nGver work •••

Ye9-?

llnaudible respoI1.§.e)

he does now.

he does ••••

Yes. He never used to reach

school on timG_,~e does now.

You know what reach means?

B.~ch on time ~_ap"~ what? (NR)
Come on time-reach.

prompt

p-rcply

evaluate

--" ~--------------,-
e1 Elicit

nominate

p-reply

prompt

p-reply

evaluate

~e.-slici t

e1 E;icit

nominate

R&.elicit

RQoelicit

91 E1Lit

--- .-~..,-----------_ ..-
definition lnfo(".ll

!t.each. Reach <?!l..t.i-.;.:Il'.;.;:le:;.::.;...._

Ipp. know what on time means? (NR)~_eJ._,.•. :::El,;:,J.;:.'ef:::::i..:t~__
~ihen you exactly on time, it is dofir.itiori tnforn

you come to school not late that

E!!?.ans.

Understarrl-? Che ckch
yes. pla~s~s~r~e~p~l~y _

So he never used to reach school focus

on time but he d~e§ull..,ow.=:,:,: ~:.':=========== _
And then

".2.' will be Y0t:!:F...ll'2!!,l.ew~rk.

Bounlary

frame
__ .f_o2~:;.... w__

Boundary
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.?:...; Text...•.-~----- ____________ ~Act~/Functions

d

Exchange .m~
DirectLook here your classwork your

homework. N~T look here' e' •
tet repeat the following

sentences. Now just read the

example. ht first the noise of

tho train irritated me but now

I am accustomed to it. I am used

~ the noise of the train.

Can you se~?
------------------------~~

ch Check

Thats how its used. So be used

class reply

evaluate

ji"..o_. You see:?'

"then we saY ah "Then.we saY you

see I am accustomed, ah lets see

exercise 2-1 ~h substitute(pause).

You write the you see we wri to

~uEt from tho ~o~;?is Ohe'

Nowyou let me soe one sentence;

I am accustomed to drinking tea
without sUgar. _.' __~_,~ ~. _

\'Thenwe SaYI am accustome to •• 0 el

I am accustomed t~

'co dranking.

Not dranki.ng , drinking drinking evaluate
te..§....without su~_.~ _

NowI am accusto~ed. This is

number' one. ~r om accustomed to
arinldng ·toa.:·wi~hoo.t:'sugar means:·

just- I have a habit of drinking

toa without sugar •. But when you

change this one no•.•, look here,

Not"we will do this one" I amah

.-~.---------------
explanation Inform

~.--,--------'------
d Direct

Elicit

class reply

definition: Inform

explanation

used to I am used to drinking I

used to drinking tea without sugar.

Not" this means you know more about definition

it this one. Yes you understand
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_____ ~T.o~.~ __ .~ !J.o.:t.s/!unctions ..2xchange . ~~!!-
that means you have the habit.

(Inaudible response). You are

accustomed. Nowwhen you arc

used to, when you say I am used

to drinking tea \-lithout sugar me2)1S

what? You have already practised

that means. This is on your definition

exercising; on your learning;

on your knowing about it •..•-
You understand the difference

between two sentences?
l~.s~. _
Ah-?

Check

"f.es.

must understarrl hero. 'll1is s

alLowshabi t. This means when

you know the habit "Thenyou get

~.h.ehabit.. , ~~ .....~~, __ ~ _

It it clear?

_ ..c.\aE.s reply

oh

.~_~I.13-ssrepl,Y

explanation

Check

Inform

Chock

So I am accustomed to drinking

tea without sugar. I am used

~.oudrinking tea JLL!;hout sugar.

You see the difference?

.~ ..••.'~ ~~' •..cla~ss reply

summarization Inform

-----."..---. -----------~--
oh Check

Iep,. _~ ,_ ...o~~a.ssreply

t-lho can chango in the same viaY el

numbers~10? The nurse is not

accustomed to go and tCj talco

(pause). The nv~so is not

aaCcustomed to go and to take--

Ye9-?

Elici t

nominate

The nurse used to •••

~.~C!-::. ,

NV

p-reply
, ,.~...0Y.~.~.ua;t_.e•••.. _

prompt

....
is not. n-rc~n~'~'Y ~ _

.; __ ••••• .- .,.11{.. •. ~ ••• ;,

Re-clicit
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~ T.e?Sfi. u' ~~~ u1l.e~.sLFunetions E~~~ .types
is no-t-'? prompt Re-elici t

used to g'Oing to bed late.

Yes. The nurse is not used to

(pause)
The nurse is not used to going

.t.o.bed late.

Number three.

p-roply

evaluate

------_. '.. - ._-------------

hot seathering Lssao. hssab.
Yes. She is She is used to the

!1,.otweather in k.s.si:E.~.• ~._.~.... _

Dontt •.Trite tto' ttot t>.,ice

please. I used onely once. I am

IJhcr?

She used to She used. to the

el Elicit

nominate

p--reply

evaluate

d Direct

not used to drinking te without

sugar. So you f'o'l Lowthis

.e;x:ampleand d9••, , . .. _ . _ .~~ _

You understand? eh

[e.8:.:. ..... __ ======.. .c1-.qss:..:r:e:p:l~Y=========.:-._--------->,~..-- --~ ..~-- -

Check

I ,.,ant to see your work, your

Y....0. '.s. • frame Boundarv:.;....- .• _ .•• _ .• •.• , ~ _ .• ;..;...;="':C"UZ= __ ~. ~

d Direct

previous work. ShO't-lme " and B

in the class. Yos you do

exercise C. Begin in from t
.a.}1§. do it. (NY!t1. . ~~~. ~ .._._
Silent ~ just work out the

exorcise. Do tho exercise now.

d Direct

tc' will be your homework; Do

A.2nd B now~_.~u.~ ~_..• ~. ~

1. and B was given to you before,
isn't it? U"[gJ__ . _~. , . _
l.1!!lit saru ~eh.a_cl~ nabar

Y.~.c~, ~¥~ ?
( a translation of the a'oovecheck)

~ .. ;"es' 1 1-'fJ-.v~_~.V_. '.' . . .... •.••. 0 '§'f3.s.~r.;J;;~"""'_yOl-- _

Becareful of you. spelling when d

ch Che ck

ah check

y!}U write pleas..2..t- .._. _r~ ~.~_

Direct
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_____ Te=R.. _... Acl_f?~:/..;;.fun..:;;;;;.;;.ct.;;.;i;;.;o:;,;;n;,:;s;........;E:;:;x;.:;.;ch:;:.;.:;an::;.;Qge~~:'Er.Tn~"'••.•)'s",--: .•

Now tho exact(pause) look to the 01 Elicit

exact answer of h. used to, Y(Ojf'l--?

1r1hocan tell me again? Let d.o

write tho exact anSVlCrs. "lho ean

tell me number tuo? 11 number two?

Yes please tell me the answer.

Number two? \'lhen I was young-?

Number two-? I: number two-?

VThen-?

rQ!2P I was yo~_;.:::._.;:.•.:..__ ~ ~.& 'P:""!,cEly

vlhon I was YOWlf!1-? promI2t

~_used to

I used to

Re-elici t

raCOs

No. I used to \-That? ran races~

. E"'..E2Pt.Y
prompt

p-rcply

evaluate

Re-elicit

}'E}- ra.ccs. __ "~.. <_ ~_~~. ~ .•..• _ .••• __• _

.L~ha?

.~mma
comma but-?

prompt

.~_...~~~ ~}'0Fq
prompt

Re-elicit

Re-elicit
~~. ~~Y~9~]~1~y _
1 prompt

p-reply

I don't any evaluate

Re-elicit

don't ~ longer.

I ion't a,..VJY longer.

.1E..~cr.

Yes lumber three number three.
~.~-~----------------------------e1 Elicit

Yes. nominate
~is O~dman(pa:u.s~o>.ol) ?..r.o~p:.ly"__ ._...__

This oll. man? ':"his old man? prompt
J.

~_cd to ~-l?,-F~J::.I?;:Ily"__ _

used to-i prompt
~_strong ~~E£E~l~~ ~ _
used to be..? prompt
~)!ong __~r~~~~ll~ ~_~ __
oomrnabut-? prompt

he does not ~cply

N?_e :Does •.•..> •• ~ .oy.aJ.}la:2.::t~o:._. _

Rc-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit
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Te~ t:at.s/Functions Exchange Typos

but-1

but he doe s 'not
No No. He isn'iI. You the word

.~ is there.

but he isntt-1 prompt

any longer. :p-reply

a.Ifi. longer aAY..J.OJ:l~;;;.,r..:.. .~. ~y.al~.•••.t..;;e _

Yas numbar four. 01

Tsehai. No No the other one.

prompt

p-reply

ovaluate

Re-elicit

*_ ~_.y. ~ _

Re-elicit

Elicit

yes.

1~ father(I~i.qle response) __.. P."':r9;p~ly,,-- ~ __

Yas-? loop

~tt:.Jather used_..i0~_~,;;;:s..;;;eJ..) .•. ;J?::-},9.:p..-lyw.." _

r,W father-1 loop

:u.s~SL..!.obe ~.~r2J2.dly,,-- _

used to-l.h -7 prompt

~a.1h~matics ~_~___ ~. 'p:-:r9P'.;.;:ly~ ._~~__

used to teach-? teaOh-? prompt

matihema ti cs :p-reply

p~<!:!;Eematics .. ~__~_. . ~.c:v~~.t..;;c ~__

prompt

_____ ~_P.:_:r~1L_ ~ ~."_
prompt

~~~r~.Dly~ ~. _

prompt

:p-reply

evaluate

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-clicit

NY Re-elicit

.o~=a:.- _

I.ha-? Re-elici t

put does(Inaudibl~oa response)
but.-?

he doesn't (Inaudible response)

he doesn't any longer but he

~~esn' t 8XJY l~!,..! •.~ ~_

Yes nu~ber five number five.

Re-elicit

el EUcit

yes number five?

Hhen we were-?

1'1b.,~11 •.•e ~.e.!.~l.I~t.er~E_t •.•e_d.) .~~..~£E,:lylt_ --_-A ~
Not you moni.be r , Sit down d

l2l-~ase. Not ypu,,_.Si t dm-m.

Yes-1 01

~audible rcspo.~ ..._.~.;:51J'_T _

Direct

~-.~.~-----------~--
llicit
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._ . ~~x:t.. _,_ __~J..oy'sjfunctions .!xchange Types
Loudly llr-? d Direct

J1?_en. we(Inq~i1?~~, .r5311£..on~~ •~E:::r~p~lylL.- ~..__
i'Jhen.-? prompt

!!!3!~.!£..e.uP.a:.~.i.bJ..e . .£e~Jponse}. __ h~"" l!."'"}-~P1L-. .~ a.,_
.u

Lb-? loop

Re-elici t

Re-ulici t
r;

yre!'.E?..JE..j}l~__ __ ~. ~r.op.~'y_

countryside. :lhen we were in cl ue

the courrtry ai.do in the

CO~U1tryside,Lh-?
~e~~t~o ~~F?P}~~~ _
VlC used tc-? prompt

-----------------~-----
Re-elicit

Re-clicit

,r.G.ad *.__,__ .... ,~~.~r0E..l:Jly _

ride? prompt

]:1'01'_s_e__ .....__ ....._ .' ..... ". . ,,~~;I:9:.t;p;;;:;1••.y _

'VTG used to ride horses horse&-? prompt

.c2JIlP:!§._buj; __ ._~.. > _ ••• ~.Jl:"":r.o£~l~y -__

commabut-? prompt

(Inaudible response) p-reply

but we do not(Inaudible

response). we do not any longer. evaluate

~t "re do n~~L.?r:-~r.1:.onger. __ ~.. ,, .._.__ . ~ > ~_. __

:T~st this is 11 ~n~. __ ~ !P.?2::'3 Boundary

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Is it clear-? ch Check

- ------...:~..•.-.......-------_. _., .- ..-. --------------.~-
"IL0I..;.:."l _

Question number t\"o. Hho Can

answer? Yes with never used

__ -fF~m.~e~ ~B~o~und~~ary~ _

01 Elicit

to?

Yes

(Inaudible response)

nominate

p-roply

"~,8t is done~~ad!...:.._~ .~ e~.a;L:l.~!.<:"-' . ~ "._

Number two - l.h? 01

!~~~poole( Inaudj.p.lQ. response)

Re-clicit

nespaper

nespaper but(Inaudible response)

they do now. they do now. Yos s

Many peole many peole never

used to road never used to

_~2P~~y -

ClUB Re-elicit

~roply

ovaluate



T,.~_ •.. __ ~_ N.: • ".c:h.s/!'~C?tions

.r.~ad the newspaJ?~r~the nffi'Tspapcr.••.,~.__ u ~~

but .t.h-? prompt
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Exchang'C Types _

Re-elici t

they do now p-oreply

~~y do now tE~..,..;d;;:.o:;..M...:n:.;;.m;.;,,;.;.~~.'""'_.~~~.~~~:.;t.;;;e ~ _

Yes number throe number three. 01 Elicit

Yes nomanat,e

Your sister never usGd(Inaudible :p-rcply

.r~o_SJ?onse) _4 ~_. ~ _
Loudly d

llh?

loudly

Your sister never used to work

Direot

p-elioit

~reply

:p-reply

very hard commabut she does now,

Y01U'sister your sister never used ovaluate

to your sister never used to

work very hard but she does

!1:.0Jf but she doo.[3unqJT. Yes.

Number four number four.

I never used to IDeo that kind

of tood. I nevcr number four

I never used to like that ki.nd

of food that kind of food, but

I do nO"T but I 9-.o.....n:;;.o:.;w~. ....•.. "' ~ _

Yos number fove number five.

Yos"
.Qpaudi ble res£()Ei-.s.o.) .. :p-r~p~ _

Yes loudly. d.

!1~lnaudi ble r.o.SJ?2pse) ~.~r.9p_l .••.y --- _

reach school on timo.

Yes.

I neve~ used to like(Inaudible

rosponse)

on time(Inaudib1e respo~)

but he.... but he docs now,

He never used to reaoh school on

timo but he does now but he does

--~----------------------------
Elici t

norl1inate

p-reply

oval.uat o

01 Elicit

nominate

Direot

olue Ro-e Li.ci,t

:p-reply

oval.uat e

----------------------------
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__ .__ ~~x.t•..__u __ J..c~.s/;runcj;J~...112cchang:e..2.YJ?.~~

O.K. frO)11C Boundary

~j;B. ~ the .Q.."'Co;roiao.sv:rith novo):' focus.

~~~o. _. _. __ __.:-:-:--:-::.:=_ ========-:,,~.~==
You underst~? cll Check

~ .f!p~n.e_" -=Bo;.::.::;un;;.;ld=a:.::.:r:l.::.l.

sWlli~arization InformRemember that when He use 'Ou:r

parents never used to r-ead and

Hri te but they do now~, Now

you begin never used to means

that you will not do something.

Em when YO"\J. SeW I, 1'10 do novI,

they do now, means ,v-hat.....? They

are accustomed to it that means

definition

definition

.npw.

Is it c.lear--?

-...-.......:r __ ..• _ •• _

ch Check

Yes. class r-ep Ly

.(~naudi ble r~_sp.o.n.s.9L _ .•~ .eyfJ..~~t.;:;e _

So remember. if -I;he first sentence 01

is negative, it is finished with

what?

(Inaudible response) class reply

pp.si tive. ~. _._~ ~.Ley.a.l:..;;u••a;..;t.,.;:;e ~~ __

Is it clear? oh

----------------. ---
Elicit

Check

l.e.s.~ " .. __ ._~1.a.s:::..:s::;....;!;..;e:;.lJ?_lJ7:~_

.T,t'~T to reme~:r: j;h.i..§..one. ~du ..~ ._;;;.D..;.;.i.;;.r.;;.e_c..;;t..~..__

Lncl for third person he, she explanation Inform

takes what-? does or doesn't a:qy

doesn't ~ more. No. does now

or do now we. said. (Inaudible

rosponse) He, role, dges now or

I do now, You do not.•, we do now ,

They do now. Look here used to -.eXCtlpl:ilfieation

1.'Ia:qyyears ago I used to play

football but I do not ~ longer,

It can be placed with what? You,
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Text Lets/Functions Exchang;e 'Ty:p~
•.._.•.. ------~.......•..-----------

1'!.o.,,;ThBYt~_ ... " ~~' ~_"'J" •• _~_~

Is it clear-? &1 Check

Y.e.s__ ".,__,__"~~,.,,, , .. _ _ ..~" .. c.I.a.s.s__r_0..P,;L•••..y ~ ~ __ •._

Horo.it can be for example, swnmarization

hore,'This old man Lh lots say

a;rlOther one. l.h third person.

Yos. This old man used to 00

s~crong but he Lsn! t arw longer.

You see this is for third person.

So in the same l-fa:s here you used.

to road and •..rite. Our parents .: v.

used to read and wri to but they

do now.

Inform

J!lJP OF RECORJ)lJ!fL , _
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Appendix •.. ID
Teacher---4

Transcription and Lnalysis of the Recorded
Lesson

___________T~~~ ._ll~~sjFunctions

YesterdaY we did passage about lntroductor.y

the result of hard work and information

homework was given from that

R'ior-::t.::. ======~_._,_~.~ ._:.:~:::...:~_~:-:.==============-==_:_

Ex.£:llaNje .T..yp.E}~_

Inform

Lot us do that h2.fl1.owork ..__ .fo.fJ':J...""'s Bo--.;;und=•.••ar:v••••.. _

Part three question one. Those e1

who are opposed to progr'cS8.

Those who are opposed to

Irrigate.

Irrigate'. Yes, you are right •

.I.rrigate, ~~ .•.. "" ~'.,.. _~ _

'illree. Tried out methodically.

Tried out methodically.

Yes .•

Experimented.

Ex:perimented with. Experimented
H.tth. ~_,. ., '~._

Four. vlays and means. \-faYs

and mea.nse.

method.

progress.

Yes.

Reactionar.y

Reactionaries. Yes, you are

rigi.lt. Reactionaries. 'lhe

vrord "Ihich mat oh the meaning

meaning with that word vIi th

j;p.,.?t sentence is._:r:.c.A,ctiorary.

Two.

Yes.

Elicit

nominate

po-reply

evaluate

01 Elicit

nominate

p-:reply
i

Elicit

nominate

p-reply

evaluate

01 Elici t

p-crop ly
!A.e.thod.method •. ..c:v.PJ.y.""ca:l,;t,.;::;o .__

Five. Fierce storm of wind

and water.

Elicit
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~ ...-:'fu:;,;::.~xt.:.:.•~ -1•.c,:li,;ljFunctions Exchange '1:Ja)§S
Tompest p-roply

J..Qffipest. Yes, t.em'p..:::e~st~•• ~ .. _.<?v.aJ-~t.::..e~ ~ _

Six. 01
\'Thois number siX? Number six

himself. Whero is number siX?

Elici t

nominate

{Jie is not pre§..C}lJ...,K'J.)__ ~ ,_ .~lAs§ reply

"J.JJJ.IJ!!}.? (I r.mt.t he pre sent?) nominat e

Iii''!?. (Yes)

Re-elicit

class reply~~------~-..._----------_. .-
Sixteen. Who is sixteen?

O.K. what is your answer?

Question six-of that vicinity-hh?

LI;naudible reSPon..s...:::e;.6) ~_ ..R-:l'9,~p.=.ly..t.- _

~a~? l~p

(Inaudible response) p-roply
~~,~~~ . p~l~u~a~t~e~----------- _

Yos. nominate

(Inaudible response)

YOSt Neighbouring, Neighbour,

Ecj.gh bouring.

Question seven. More than

nooessary-in excess.

Sovonteeno vlho is seventeen?

Uhero you are?

LI~udible re~~~s~~) ~~~~ply

~~t? loop

surpl- p-reply

No. Pronunciation(pronaunsie n). ovalauate

lturplus.

Eight. Uncultivated.

(Inaudible rosponse) p-reply
¥~a,barren bw'rG~~ ~ __~ __qy~~Ra~t~e _

Nine. Large (Inaudible -wnrds ) el

buildings~

Number nine. tfuo is number nine? nominate

nominate Re-elicit

01

Re-elioi t

Re-elicit

p-rcply

evalauate

01 Elicit

nominate

Re-elioit

- .'._._.---------------~-~-
01 Elicit

Elioit

LIfl9.udiblo rew.~so) _JrJ'_o~p~lol.Y _



_____ ...;.~- ..J..;,'iIb.9~/Functions

loop

Jrroply
~2~A~ ~y~pa~t~e _

NV nominate

J.3A9..ak-

v1hat?

Blocke--

Blocks BJ_oaks. Yos. You see--

;BJ..o.cks.

Tho last question.

Where is numbcr fifty?

What?

Block-
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Exchange, Tynes

Re-elicit

Re-elicit
_____________~.~~~~~lv~ _

loop

:p-reply

evaluate

Reo-elioit

-.-~---------------
01 Elioit

nomi.hat o

(Inaudible respPAg~~o~) pj~r~o~u~l~y~ _

Hhst? 'Vlhat?

(Inaudible responso)

!r.ror yes.

loop

p-roply

_2..aJ, uat e

Re-elicit

Lots come to the second part.

~e se C'9nd part Co

Tho wordtl~arb givoo. orliiJtod
and the blank space are given
~n the senteA~A~ _

Question one. Read the whole

sentenoe please when you answer.

Yes.

(Inaudible re~)onGc)

Pronunoiation(pronaunsie n) is

ver,y •• o-

'Vf 0 Shall succeed, succeed only

if we work together because our

.s.trength lies 911\Y... in our uni t:v.
Two

(Inaudible response)

Good. Tlle only .••.:raY to.
cultivate hilly land is to

terrace it sO as to contain the

.s2..il you have c.o)..l:.::.e~c;:.:t~e:.:.ld;;z':-_

focus Boundar,y

-~~,~-.------------------------------
Lrrlir-oduot ory

information

Inform

01 Elioi t

nominate

I>-"reply

evaluate

e1
I>-"rcply

evaluate

Elicit
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__________ ~T~ .~k~ct~s~/~Fun--Mct~i-o-n;s~-E-x~bh-aDg~.e__T~vn~B~s~
01 Elioit

Yo51 Who is number thirty three?

llhirty three?
.t,

LJ~~udible regp.~n~e~·~~ ~~9lk~ly~. _

t,nlat is your aIlffiier? SaY only 01

your anm1er pleaso.
L~audible respon.s_e~) . ~~~~~p~l~y_· _

Jih.? loop

p-roply

ovaluate

He has worked vary hard.

Pronunoiation (pronaunsie n) is

vary poor when you speak. He has

worked very hard sLnoe 1974 when

he replaoed his previous boss
previous boss,,---_.~ _

Question four.

Eh-?

(Inaudible response)

O.K. The villagers of Fitohe

f..ojlght against :te.!:,rj1l1e ox••

TIle last question.

Yes.

nominate

Re-elicit

R~elicit

01 Elicit

nomina.te

p-reply

evaluate

-------------------
01 elicit

nominate

!l!Y~r'l(oneknOWSU.f•••the best vIay ~....J?-p~o-;;.sp""l:..Jyt.._. _

W~~ PrQ~t
suoeeed as a young man is to p-reply

study hard and Good. Thats

right. Everyone knows that the evaluate

best way to succeed as a young

man is to study hard and play

J.lp.rcl.

Re-elicit

Xhis are the ..a.~te],Jl.. .s~,;;;i.:.;z~at,.;;.;.i,;;;on:.;.._.••i=_n:;.f::;.o;.;r::.:m:::..._

lrrry question? lrrw question? 01 Elicit

Any doubt you oan raise

!Lv"Ejlstion. (NR)_

If there is no question, lets go

,;p]1roughour to~!..t? lesson.

foous Boundary
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~ ~T~e~~. ~~~~~s/~Fm~·l~c~t~i~o~n~s__~E~x~ch~a~n~ge~~Typ~e~s~_

'To infinitive, lets say, plus explanation Inform

somethingq To infinitive

something II Nowto express

purpose purpose we oan use

infini ti ve phrase. Ne say

(Inaudible response) to answer

the question 'Why' it is

possible to use 'Hhat t. The

infinitive phrase this pattern-

'to' andtinfinitive' plus

something.,

NOvl look: She went "fro exemplifioat ion

Lddis ~baba ~le went to ~ddis

..nbabato b'lWto buy a new dress.

She vTent to lddia l;baba to. buy

a nevI dress. i'lith this one, t to

buy a new dress' it is infinitive explanation

phrase a 'To b'lW' and. then what?

ITo' here, b1~l infini t ive

something can be taken as a nevr

dress.

NOvI you oan ask question, exemplifi oat ion

tUhy did she go t.o Addis ~baba?

tvlhy did she go to hddis i.baba1

'To 'buy a new dress. Nowthis one

is purposeo This one is purpose. explanation

What is the purpose of going to

!.ddis .Ababa? To buy a new dress,

It is taken aS,infinitive phrase.

Or vre say heret'He ran He ran axcmplification

fast to catoh the first bus.

f To' then what? catcho To and axplanation

To and. cat oh infi.'1.iti ve and the

first bus is taken as (Inaudible
response) or we ~~~o~n~e~h~e~r~e~. _
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____________ =T~~ ~J~.c~t~.s~/-F~u~n~c~t~i~on~s__~E~x~c~h~an~g~e~Typ~~e~s~_

Ho took he took some money some exemplification

money to bW if 'tie Sa:! here, a new

bicycle, again the same thing.

To bW a new bicycle, you ask

question why did he took the

money? why did he take the

money? He took the money to

OW a new bicycle.

Or we can proceed by SaYing

here She will go there she vlill

go there to visit to visit her

old friend. Again to visit her

old friend. To here , visit.

'llii s all are can be taken as

"That we saY to Lnf'Lrrt ive and

can be anS1-lOredthe question

'Why why- why will she go there?

to visit her old friend. This

'-That we can find infinitive

phrase--can be taken as infinitive

1?l:u-a.se.

exemplification

e.xp1ana tion

summarization

The other topio is: we see here

t not only but- al so-not only

but alsol-how we can join using

this or this oonjunctions two

Aontences.

For example you are given this

sentenoe: She She bought a book.

One sentence e . Again you have

this one: She bought some eggs.

tltlO serrtenos--two , ~1e have here

tvlO sentences. She bought a

book;She bought a,new I mean

some eggs. wught, Bought- the

same verb. She, she- the same

sub je cb, The book, some eggs-

rlifferent oP~.oots. They qre

focus Boundary

exemplification Inform

explanation
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~ ....;;T=cAt••.._. ~lM:_~o~unctions Exchange .Type.s......-.
They are different objects here.

Hhc~ you join this one by using

~t we can make it like this ••

This one as it is and we can

join like this: ffile bought a book

and some eggs. nov, this is all

"lhat we use~. That how we can surnmarization

join by usingt 'not only but alsot.contrast

We can SaY: She bought ah explanation

yes it is possible to say, She

bought not only a "booknot only

a book but also what? some eggs.

Look: To give more emphasize to

give more emphasize vie say she

bought not on'ly , PoBit ion.

Please ta~e care of the position

of not only. It is followed by , " .eXplanation

what? Noun-a boo!. Here again,

some eggs-noun. ,his one is noun

and this one is also noun. But

also is followed by noun. Not

only is also fo11oved by noun.
Nov,this sorrt erioo and this

sent~nce are tho samee Same I

mean, She boUGht a book and some

eggs; and she bought not only a

book but also some cggs. Weyou

take as in meaning wise , that

this one is give more emphasize

or he has done, she has done well

the meaning will be to you she

has done well.

Let us t~ce another example exemplification

or another sentence. She, 'tolhatwe

say, She took a taxi 4) She took

a taxi-one~ The other one lets

saY hero, She caught She caught

the first bus the first bus-

calling
attentirm

excmp.Li.fdcat iob

explanation
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_______ T_ext ..•...__ . .1l.o:t...s.LFunctions Exchange iJ!rnelL......

another serrte noo , He have here

two senteQ.cese She took a. ,

taxi. She cau{s11tthe first bus.

Tho verb are different. Take

this one-took, and this one-

.v.a..ught.

'I!he subject is the same•.

explanation

--------_ ...._._._---------_._---
InformObject explanation

is different Of CODXSGhero the

vc~bs are also different.

Nml when 3TOU join l::u using

and ",Te move ~ f'r-om 1;his one

and we Can say simply, you need

full stop. She took a taxi and

oaught. the first buae She took

a taxi and caught the first buso

Hhon you join, this one using not

only but also, you can say like

this: She not onlY took a taxi

but also we say she caught the

first bus but also caught the

first bus. Look: position-not

only then verb He have here

took. The other one but also

then caught. Nowlook the

position of the caught verb.

Not only is given hero , NOVT

He oan join the sentence like

this: She not only took a taxi

PID•. 91SO caught the first bus.

Who can join this sentence?

She read a newspaper , She read

a newspaper. 'Ihe other one is

hore t She read vlhat you can

say an old book. She read an old

book, Now'V'lhocan join using al'lCh?

Hho can join? She read a news

newspaper She read an old book.

contrast

oall:l.ng

attention

oalling

attention

summarization

Elicit

p-roply
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':£!ixt ;;_c.ip!Funotions Exchange Typ~ ••.•••.•

Very good. She read a newspaper evalUate

and an 21d bo'?k-,~The same. _._,~ ..•..•. .~ __

Look: the same subje ct and the calling Inform

samc verb.

You need this one. Then you SaY

l'lhat? She read a newspaper and

an old book.

oxp.Lana't i.on

vTho can join using not only •••

but also not only ••• but also?

Yes.

01 Elicit

nominate

She read not only a newspaper but p-rcply

also an old rook.

Good. You saY here, 'She read evaluate

not only a newspaper a newspaper

1!g.t al SO W oJE.. .E2.ok. , _ :;_,:__:::~============
O.K. frame
~9js take anoth2r one. f2_~us~~~ _

This is the same verb and the same explanation

subject. When,we change the verb

Leys take here, Abebe gave him

Boundary

Inform

some money or we saY gave me

some money-one sentence. The

other one is hero, ~bebe bought
me a new shirt~ __._. _

Yes who can join using ~? Hho

can join using~? ..£1bebegave

me some money. l.bebe bought me

a new shirt. Combine this two

sentences.

Yes.

exemplification

01 Elicit

mo a new

11be 00 gave me some money and lend P""I'cply

nominate

~~,~. ~ ,~_ey~~ua~t~e _

nominateYes.

Lbebe give me some money and

bought me a new slurt.

Re-elicit

p-roply



_____ ...;:T~ext.....,.,. A••.•..qt.s/Functions. Exchange ~

a 11e1'1shirt shirt. He said, oval.uat o

t llbeoo gave me some money and

bought me a new shirt. You

said this one and you said ~

~~ then bought me a new shirt,

viho can join using not only ••••

but also? She took a taxi.

Sho caught the first tuu.o
She not only took a taxi but

also caught the first bus.

Yes.

I.bebe give me libebo give mo

not only e •••

_N~o~n_Q_t_._.~._.~~ ,~! .~~~u~a~t~e~ _

nominateYes.

I.bebe not only give me some

moneY,but also bought me a new

shirt.

Yes. Thats right. You say,

'hbcbe not only gave me some

money but also bought me a new

.s1rirt. t , , .

132

01 Elicit

nominate

Re-elicit

~reply

evaluate

'~" . -" ------------_. __ . ---
~ ~_. •••• -_ t .• ~•••.•• ,__ •.•• ~__ ••~. __ •••••.• <'_'JIOo.- ,-----'------~-...--
~~(~. _:f~e~. B~ound~~a~ry~ _

Ploase do this classworko Use d Direct

not only •• but- also. Use not

only ••• but also. Yes, it is

sentence:

She bought somo eggs.

She sold -G1o]'O kilos of

sug-ero

They played football.

They visited their

friends.

He helped his mother.

He helped his brother.
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____ .T~rt.._._ ______ A.o:t,sL~<?.:Ei0~ Exchartge Types •

Not only ••• but also, don't uso

~. Not only but also. Do

this. Not only ••• but also.
lfttgl OF R]XjORDINp,.~> . ,_. ..~__
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Appendix - IE
Teacher---- 5

Transcription and Lnalysis of of the Recorded
Lesson

________ ~T~e~xt~· ~~~ts/Funotions

Good morning ola~s(not reoorded) 01

Good morning teaoher( not

1.9oorded)

~ down.(NVR)

ExohangB IDes Hi-

Elioit

olass reply

~

~==========~.::~:::.~========~~=ir=q=o=t~====_=_==.
All right Boundary

InformYesterdaY we have seen about

oountable and uncountable noun

and we have seen about also

a rout the to-do structure and I

have given homework on the to-
jo struoture4~ , "7 _, ••• .,,_ • _

1ntroduotory

information

8"'0 les try to do( Inaudible

,wo.rod ._~), Lets, .B.O~O~.:.:a:.:.:..- ~~o.Y:J.S:;:;.:.. -"B~o:.:un=d:;iig.r:y~·_

'Iho ooffee is VO'!"lJ 1IMeet we 01 Elioi t

oannot drink it.

Yes.

The oof'f'ee is too sweet for us

to drink.

Thas rigp.t. The ooffee is very

,sweet for us to. Q,rink it.
Now yesterdaY I have told you

in stead of very- you put what.;./l

too.

;lip.o.

hnd here we must add wha1;";:Z

nominate

J.>-l'eply

evaluate

..1J".;. .•----..."~. _

01
olass reply

Q.YAluato

Elioit

Elioit01
for. class reply
f~o~r~·~ , ~~x~~u~a~t~e _

.tmd we must chango the pronoun 01

to-?
Elicit

.Q]:lje at us.
class reply

_~ __ ~_. .A • ..2~~u...a~t.,;:..~e _
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______________ ~l,oj~J.Funotions Exchange Type~
61 Elicit

olass r-ep Iy
_________________ ~yAlua~~t_e~~ _

01
g~ann~.~0_t~~__~can~f_t~ ~~~~r_8~,p_l~y _

IJ~l loop

Text n

£nd in stead of cannot-?

to.

:P2.t
Then we must omdltwhat-l Elicit

Re-elicit

oantt class reply

It. So the sentenoe must be

loop

po-reply
~R.:::;o&t Q.v,p).:::ua;wt=e _

Ye9-r nominate

The top of the viil1cloiiis too
high for her tojouqp.:.::. ~

For he r--?

!.9uoh.

For her--?

The tap or the window is too

high for her to touoh.

Thats right. The top of the

1'1indowis too high for her to

!9.1lch~

Number three. rrhis book is very oJ.

t The coffee is too sweet for

ila. to drink.

Number two. Tho top of the

window is very high. She oannot

touch it.t

Yes.

The top of the window is too

(Inaudible resnopS9) to touoh.

.lili-?

(Inaudible response)

evaluate

01 Elicit

nominate

p-reply

- ... -- .... -----------~_.~---
R0I-elici t

Re-elioit

p-oroply

prompt
k~ply

R~licit

prompt
p-reply

Re-elicit

evaluate

E~icit

long. They oannot read it.

Yes. nominate

The book is to (Inaudible

~ponse) for tham to reF~.

The book i~

too long

p-rcply

R~licit

p-rcply
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____ .Tw. _ _ ~ A.Qis,,",/Fw:...::::;::.;;lc:;;.:t:..::i::.;:;o:.=;n~s,--...•E~x~ch~a~n~~~~""iltrPP.:at.~S;:.._
Tho book is too lcng for them ovaluate

to Tead. The book is too long
!2.r them ,to.J'.OM. •• ~_~. ,__

It is very wet. Wo cannot go el

out.

'ibis orange is very soft. She-..;

oannof eat it.

Yos.

This orange is too soft for her

to eat.

~1ats right. ~his orange is too
-!-

fl.oJt for. hex to eat ~::::=~=====~=========-~-:-,.',.'--.-~---
The next one is about 'what t
~ioh! and who~9!~., "__~ _

You know'whatt is used for asking

question to get personal( p·ause).

No. The things the subject of the

thing and we can also get object

when we ask with ',,,hat'. vIe can

got object and -;;he subject of the

name of things.- Uith 'which' we

are going to choo$o things. For

oxampLe, if I say, '''Thich one do

want?'Or'rThioh pen do you want,

The red one or the green one?

Yes.

It is too wet for us to go out.

Good. It is t00 wet for us to

go out.

Good. It is too wet for us to

EO. out,

Now

Elicit
(1

nominate

ovaluate

el Elicit

nominate

p-roply

evaluate

-------".-
frame

focus

Boundary

explanation Infonn

exemplification

--_ .....,...---------------
I~ see here-? (m,_, ~ ~ -'C_.h;;.;;e.-:ck=-- _

I use what-? (NR) 01 Elicit

1ih.i ch. o ..k •• t-1hi.cp__ .§.v:a)~~~t:.::e~ _

lmd 'whoset is used to ask for explanation

n.013SeSSivo,ad,ie.c.tive ym know.=I;:~_:::::::_=.:::::_ ::;:.. :_-:::- ~_~;;;,l.=====_._~~:::'~'=============:.==
Inform



_________ T:;,)!?Xt~•••••~ ~.~.LFunctio~J?-. ExohClt'1.ge_~ ._

So lot s try to fill in the words fo cus Boundary

in the dashes•1~
One. Dash your name-?

Y\

Yes.

1rlliat is your namo?

vlhat is your nama? "That is

y..our name?

Dash pencil is this,Kobedets

or Duguma! ffl

Yes.

Whoso pensil is do you want,

Kobede's or D~'a?

'VThosepenoil is this, Kebede's

.9J:..Jl.wwma' s?

Number- three. Dash pen you

want, the red one or the blue

one?

Yes. nominate

lihi~·~o~h~R~e~n~d~o~y~o~u~p~~~~~n~t~?~~GD~1y~__ __ ~,, _

Y~? lo~

p-reply

evaluate

137

--------~---.~--
e1 Elicit

nomi.nate

p-roply

evaluate

01 Elicit

nominate

l,...roply

evaluate

e1 Elicit

Re-eliciil

the red one or the blue one?

"Thich pen do you •.rant, the red

one or the blue one? Have you

soen here? We are choosing

from tho two. __ ~__ . ..__ .L_'. •••••_ •••••__ ••••••••••••••• _

Dash basket is this'? Is i t-o

nominate:
___~rp~p_~~y..... ..... _

loop
lfu,o basket is thi~ ~_ ~k.:r:o.Pl.t:L _

~? lo~

vThose basket.... p-reply

(Yes). Whose balcet is this? crvaluate

Js :h,tyour...§....2£.J;J.Gr.s"-'?:- _

I dona dash bag is it.

I dono whose bag it is. p-roply

OO~oo. "~I dono...J'!!J.~o_~.~<:lr_b_a_g_i_t_._i_s_.__ .... oY'w:ua:::t:e=============

yours or hers?

Yes.

rlliose basket i.§.th}s(pause)
, ..•.ga~n.

e1 Elicit

Rc-elicit

Ro-elicit

01 Elicit
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__________ ~~~_~·_. ~4~ct~~~/~Fun~~c~t~io~n~s~~E~x~c~h~an~g~e~~.illL__
frame BoundaryThe next structuro is a "tout

LD~use) tbeca~~~ .~._. _

Because is the connector of two GJCp 1anat ion Inform
sentence. You know and it is
connecting the reason with the
effect. If we ask a que s't i.on

wi th 1whit t You can have an
answer with be oauso , You can
~~e en answe~~ijh.beoause.
In this structure with because explanation
~~~ structures _

So les try to read this structure d

first~ Then we will try to see

Inform

Direct

.:t.bs next also.
Who can read it? road it?
beoause it is too heavyo

,.-. > ------------------

01 Elici t
p-c-op ly

J?ooause ••••It .---~--------------------
\'1ait one monen't, Be cause it is d Direct
too heavy.
h.9~yy.
Number WOo
Beoause he is tried.

Beoause it is too
_. -.-~-------..-

e1
p-reply

Jj..r~. Becalls.Q..he_JJi. tired. ...eyA1uate::- . c._•. ~,~ •.• __

SaY it. prompt
Because she is tired. p-reply
BGcause she is..J.:L1'_e£!,lL, .~-.e2JJJ._o:::u.:.ai:.::t~e:.._ ._
Number throe. 01

nominate
p-reply

~~~~~~~_~._~~l~~~.t~e . _
nominate

Elicit

Re.-elicit

Elicit
Yes.
Beoause thero is no ink in••••
J3_Q.causethere J..s.. no Lnk in it.
Yes.
Beoause it is too hot.
.!tOOausQit is t ~.0• .h.oj~.
NV
Because it is rainingo
1?§lcauseit is raining.

Elicit.
l,)-+roply

~ ._P~~ua~t~e:.._ _

01
p-roply

~~~~~~~~~~. ~A1~Ya~t~e~ •••• ...___ ••••__

Elici t
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____________~T~~. ~L~~jFunctions

nominate

Bcoause I am hungry. :p-reply

Jtq".9.f.Ul~I am h~~~.=====:.:.. =e!...£J:l•uate

ll.'<;'t'T ..•..• ~_ • _, . .f.:r:..q['l.0,.,' B_o_u_nd.~a.r;yr=...l._

Choose tho right one to answer

oach of the follQWing'whyt

questionsG First, say them and

then write them down in your,

exercise book. I~ Says here,

First lets say t whyt then we

will go to 'E' again and see
~t~h~e~a~n~sw~e"r~~,• ~ _

All right-? (1m)
For example, 1W1~yare you let

lot tod~,': t if I wri to Or ask

you this, 'Why are you lot

tOday?' , this is a question.

You see now to anower this

question we must start from

itself from the question

itself. Look this is the

subject of tho semtence

(pointing to tho sentence on

the bl.ackboard.) You you are or

I can change this. You must

be changt;3dto I. This is the

question, t I am let today ah

OOAAllBOt muae.) Q

Now from exeroise'])1 which one

NV

is the answer for this question?

rlhich one is the answer?

Yes.

Beoause it is raining.

Number five. Beoause it is

.r.a.ining.

Exchange Txms. -
Elicit

focus

oxempli fi cat i on

Check

Inform

crplanation

c calling

attention

explanation

01 Elici t

nominate

:po-reply

evaluate

-------~-'--~-.--------------
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_____________ T~ext~ ~A9~jFunctions Exghange ~·\g8

t\'Thy are you let today?' If' exemplification Infonn

I am asked, If I am.asked like

this, I must answer, 'I am late

today because it is raini.'YJ.g.'

This is the cause. This is

the effe ct , (shO\ving the

sentence on the blackboard)

I am late today is the effect

Because it is raining is the

o.x:planation

..Q.allse.

Find for thi s~ Vn1Y are you

eating '\::xreacl?

---------------_._.-------------------------------
01 Elicit

Yes, nominate
?~~ause r n; hV!~~~ ~~X9~n~l~y _

Please' try to answer this

quest i.on fully.

FUll anm-ler-?
~~_oausehe i§~~~~"_ ~r~~F~l~y _

~ loop
J ~eating ~~~cause(paus~~!pp~lv~ _

NY nominate

I am eating I am eating bread p-roply

because I am hUl1.o"TYa

Thas right. Have you seen evaluate

num1:x:n- si~ 'Ihe answer- for

number two is number six. Why

are you eating bread? I am
.~p.ting brw,d ~_c..a.useI am hungry. r_.~ _

Number three. \-1by is your el

sister sitting down?

Yesa nominate

f.ty" sister is sitting down :p-reply

beoause she is tired.

Re-elioit

Re-elioit

Re-elicit

Elioit

Very goOd. My sister is sitting ovnluate

down beoause she is tired.

nuliiber t1vo number two is the

.wan•..•••!W:=er=-a.. ,~. __ ~ ..-.... ~ __
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Acts/Functions Ex:change Types

InformYou see your sister must be

changed to my sistero You must

be changed to I or we(pause). vJe

is ah(pause). Weare asked with

we and I c This must be changed "

to you o.k.? when you answer the

question.

explana ti on

Number four" Why don t t you

wri te with your pen? \fuy don't

you write with your pen?

Yes.

Why don't you wri te with your

pen? because there is no ink

in i t~

el Elicit

nominate

p-reply

Can you answer it in full? Can

you answer it in full like you

have answered here?

Yes you.

I am don' t you wri te with

your pen.

olue

nominate

Re-elici t

p-reply

Re-elici tAh?

Because it is too(interrupted

by the teacher)

loop

p-reply

Can you say? vlha t do you say

please? vlhat do you say?

I am don't ••••

e1

Re-elici tAh? Ah?

I don't you write •..Ii th your

J2.enbecaus e e 6 ••

loop

p-reply

Re-elici tI don't write?

write

loop

p-reply

Ah? Re-elioit

write

loop

p-reply

Re-elici tI don't write?

I don't write(Inaudible after

tl!?-s )

prompt

p-reply



Aoiis/Ftmot ions,------- ... ,
prompt

p-rep1y
.9Y~~Ua~t__e _

norai.natc

Text

I'dth-I don't write \-1ith.

because it is too heavy.

H9~ that's not jpe answer

Yes.

I don't write with ~- pen

beoause thore is no ink in it.
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:p-reply

Exchange me.a....::-
Ro-e Li cd,t

Re-elioit

Very good. 'I'hQ,t's right. I

don't write "'lith nw pen. You

know you must be changed to my

pen be cause there is no ink in

it. The answer is on number

:three. on numQ9~,-..:.t~hr:;o;..:;e:.:::e;.,l'-._,_._• _

Number five. Hhy don't you

oarry that bag?

Yes.

01

nominate

I don't carry that bag because l~reply

it is too heavy.

Very good. I dontt car-ry that evaluate

]:>agbe oause- i t i.s~too heaVY.

Number six. \-l1W don't why don't 01
you drink your tea? VThydon't

you drink your tea?

I don't I don't drink my tea :p-reply

because it is too hot.

Good. I don't drink my tea

.bQ.gause it is t02". hot.

Elicit

Elicit

Do you understand? oh
-:(0.8. .. __ w...•aJ~8•••s•.....••r.::;e.o::;p.••ly..•.•.• _

You see when you are asked "lith summaization

'vrhy' the answer you give is

be Cause. The answer must be

because.

Check

Inform

Now frame

Let go to 'Ft. Complete' this

scntence with past tense of

,!3,A,chof the veF) .•_ _ , .f_o.~~ _

Boundary
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~ To:x:t _.t..oj;t>/Funotions

Now there are two kinds of past explanation

Exchange ~

Inform

ElioitRegular and Jih-? 01

Irregualr. class reply

JJ.r:ogular a o.Y~~t:.;:i~o;:;n:..- _

For regular vci"bn 'tfoodd what-'l 01

~. t-l e oh~ ..!',e_~~ang-e. __ ,~~.,e;Ls:lJ:lS!:.....-;.r,:;:.ep~l:::.yl.- _

Fer regular? Fer this one? 01

'VI e don 1t change. olass reply

vIe don't ohange. Ho add only ovaluate

.~ on the verb cp_~~ _
For regular verbs the forms of 01

the verb 1.h1

Elicit

Re-elioit

-----------------------~.----
Ue can change.

The form of the verbs can be

.9fJ.Mged. can b,SLol1::::..:..J.?::.;n.60;o:::·:,:;:do::a _

For example, If we say 'go' ,

what is the past tense of 'go'?

;-lent.

li£.nt.

And the pasit participle. of go?

class reply

evaluate

Elici t

01
------------------------------

Elicit

~~. ._.__. •._oJ.,aE.~,~r.;:;;eJ:;:;,p;;:alv.r.. 1_
loop

f.S2.e-,:;!3.:.,:.:...... " ~ ._._~ ..rJ.~.sr....=.r;;:.e~p;;:alyJ._. _

loop

_________ ~~..,9).~..I><s~re::::.p~l:.Jy'__ _

loop

class reply
i§.>p.e. '_ ~..•. ~ .ey~,.:::uq~t;;:.e _

If we say call, what is the el

tense of call.

olass reply

Q.,v.?J.ua t e
el

Goes-?

J~21)ed.
ti0 add only .t.h--?

oal.Led , called.

'~'----

Elicit:

Rc-olicit

Ro-elicit

Re-elicit

Elicit

_______________ ~~~~~r~e~p~ly~ .__.~

01
class reply

...• , ~, oypJ,uate

Elicit'



__________ ~T~~ __~, ~~p/Function§

£nd past participl~? 01

called. olass reply
Qalled again, __qy~~u~a~t~e ~ _

So go is irr.egular and call is summarization

?,?~_ar_ver~ •.:~ =- -_-,-_-,_- ---~~-:::~. ::._:-:_====
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Now
Los try to chan{:,'Othis into

J2ASttonso.
"To miss the bus yesterday. vTe

miss the bus yesterdaY.
YOSt nominate
vIe mi.ssed the bus yesterdaY, p-reply
X,qph.. It is m~£~Gd.~_~' ----:~=:.i.YAl'\late

10nd we read it as/t/ sound. explanation

You soe/mist/ not /misad/ ~ It

is not/misd/. It is /mist/ e

1'10 /mist/ the J2!l.,1;l yesterday.
He switch on tho Ught ~

frame

focus

Exchange ~_
Elicit

Inform

Boundary

01
--------------._--------------------------------

Elicit

Inform

01 Elioit

YOSt nomination
Ita switched on ~_h_e....;l_i••gh;oo.;;...;t_. ~•••'F..e:.to:p..::.ly~_.••.•.. , __..' __" _

Again read it again. d
Ho switched. on the light. :p-reply
~tch. It is r,gp;u1arverb o.kL __e.Yp)~u~a..:;.t~e _

But we don't read it again explanation

/switohed/. It is also/t/
~und' lm4tqhtL~/~sw~~~·t~ch~t~/.~ _

SaY it please. /mlitcht/ d
.w.itoh. __ .".ql"""a""s..:;;sr--.r_e"'"p•••ly"-- ,_~ __

/t/switchl~. d

J~i~tch. ____ ...4 - •. - • .- ,~o;L~s reply
tMitch. a
.anitoo. q;J,.assreply

/mist/ d.

mi,§t _~o].A!lS reply

fmistf d.

m.i,st _ .cJJililsreply

Direot

Inform

Direot

Direct

Direot-

Direct

Direot
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'lli.ey sleep all night.

Yos.

__________T~~ ~~~O~./~Fun---ot-~~·o-n~s~-=E~x~ch~an~Re~?~TYD~~e&~__

Take oare. !il Eli oit

nominate
1PCY sleepy all-F;i~g~h~t~. ~r~~p~l~y _

kb-? loop

'nley sleepy. p-reply
No, _ ". ~... e;g.aJ..Jlat.:.;e _

nominate

Re-elioit

Re>-elioi t
They sleep all night. p-roply
!.i..9--'- ~ _. . .__ .. .9yal~t_:..;:e'__ _

nominateNV
'nloy slept. one night p-reply
~.~~t~s~r~i~g~h~t~.~ ~ey~pg~t~e~ _

t-lhat is the speoling of slept? 01

s-l-o-p-t

LLlcethis. (pointing to a word
P.r!.. t.hjl. ..•.bb.-),,--_ _ .~ _

This is irregular verb. So it
Ichanges the form. R~ght? Note.

~_dontt add ~_to __i_t_. _

GUltie ran aTtlaYto the bush.

nominate

Gultie ran aWayto the bush. 1?'""rcply
~~rygood. r~~~~n~. ~~~aal~~~t~e~ _

'nlis also irregular verb. run- explana,tion

present t ran-past, run-pas't

~tioiple.

The soldiers polishod in brackets

thoir guns ,

Yes.

Yes.

R~licit

Elioit

cl.aas reply

evaluate

explanation Inform

el Elicit

Inform

el Elicit

nominate
~S.o~l~d_i_er~s_p~o_l~i_sh~~~~_t_h~e_i_r~gun~B~.~_~~~~p~l~y _

Is it regular or irregular? 01 Elicit,

class reply

Re-elicitloop

~gular. olMS~ly

regular. polished/t/. polished. evaluate

~~ ~o19.iors-l1.Q.l.iMO<+_~he1r gtl}lS*:... . -_.__
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_____ ~ ,~~__ ,__ ~-Ao:t;§/Functions _ Exchange 1!y;pE}Sl_ •.

Mohammedflee from Meoca to 01 Elioi t

MGdinae Flee is in the bracket.

Noll?lllmed(IAa,udi~+e response) •.•. .P:"""r~o:.l;1?~l;al.Y ..-_

How do you speel? How do you 01'

spell fled all?

SpoIl fled.

(Inaudible response)

Good. Thats right. Fled past

tense. Mohammedfled from Mooca
iq_Medina_

'ilio water flow f'Low is in the

bracket out of the tank.

Jh;.:_~e:....:.:w~a•.•t.;;;e.:.r~(I=-na;=wl.~i::.;b::Fil~e~r~e.:.sp=o-=n~s_eJ..)__ -I<..R-.l'cmly
The water--? loop

'rhe wat-er flowed from

:tile ta.nk.

Flowed. spelling? How do you

spell it?

f-l-o(Interruptod)

.f'::-l-c-w-e-d.. This is regular.

The fly in bracket from Nirobi

to ,iiddis fibabaa

Yes. nominate

l,hw fly from Nairobi( Interrupteo.l.l2!"*,Loply

They w.ba;t.-? All? loop
{Inaudible respoAso) ~.~e~R~~Y~ _
How do you spell the word? el

f-w-(Interrupted) p-roply

F0 No. e.:za1.J.1Ai;,""'e'-- •• __

Yos.

Yos.

nominat-:<

Re-elioit

p-reply

01 'ELioit

Reo-elici t

:p-reply

. OY.a.luate

01 Re-elioit

p-roply
_1 __ eypJ~Ua~t~e _

el Elioit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

nominate Re-elioit

Thqy flew from Nairobi

( Interrupted)
~tt s ripht, L • ~.9ya;L,_u:.wa•.•.t""'e .

HOwdo you spell it? 01

f-l-e-w p-rcply

f-l-e-wo flew a They flew from ovaluat o

to Nairobi

J I'

p-rcply

Re-elicit

.~w.
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_____ -'T=-"'o~~'. .~ais/Functions

Almaz lose, lose is in the e1

bracket, her purse yest8rday 0

Almaz lost her (Interrupted)

llll£change,Types--
Elicit

:r:-reply

he,]' purse PurS9.•. ...GYal..Yq;g,.::,t",,-e,

Howdo you spell it? 01

l-o(Interrupted) p-reply

1-0- good. illmaz lost her purse

yesterday.

;i.2..,s.j1!- lOst ••

Las,t week, they, in the bracket,

spend too much much money on

tktikala' ..•

-------
Re-elicit

evaluate

~icitel

nominateYes.

Last week they spent

money on 'lea tikala t & :r:-reply

.9ll 'katikalat I)w ,~.oyJ?ol!JlJ.t.

Howdo you spell i t7 El

l.JJ1a.1!dible re::m.QP...s~•.) • . .. ql.a.s~,S....•r;;;.;e~p~l::.wY,-- . _

NV nominata

too much

Re-elicit

Ro-elici t

s double n :r:-reply
__~~ua~t~cr~ . _

ch

-
!i<lL.Q.nespenit.__~ spent ••

O.K. Do you understand this?

~~ ..:~::::._:::=====:::~~~!~s_re_p_lY _

Check

BoundaIYNow frame

Los take 'et Give the opposite focus

of the words. Give the opposite

£LlhU'o~'_~_A_'_ __..._&, • • ._-.

What is the opposite of happy? el

sad. class reply

Raile evaluate

Elicit.

Elicitlihat is the Opposite of cruel? el

kind class reply
kinQ Qva~l~u~a~t~e _

Uhat· is the oppoai,to of high? el

low. class reply

low... ~_' ,~q;£.••a.l••.•:y,=_a;,.::t;.;;::e .. _



rr!e.:x;i;• Act s/IDw at i an s
v1hat is the opposite of rich? 01

••L1.-oo•••.l';:;..:o. .••• .• __ o}.~s_.;:.r.-:e~p~lyr.t_ ~ __ .__ ~

loa]?

~~ ~_.o;L~'3.sreply

01

________________ ~~s reply

loop

.i.<?pant ."~.M • _ql~'_"'_re~p.•.•.l""y"-- ~ _

~ by; turn .p1.eA~.'U _•.~ .~.. --=D;.:i:;;:r;..;;e~c~t~__ ._

Yoso nominate Re-elioit
landless. ~~~p~l~Y _

Landless means what? el

tenant ~roply
~aAt, tenaAt ~~y~~u@~t~e~ _

What is the opposite of ~ar? 01
Yos.
~h~ap~py~~o ~~~oply

Loop

~h.;iila.~Pp,t;ioy~o <.1 ~:r.oJ2l:L •.._

01

I2.9
V

a..Q.'9•.•<> =A .. _ •••• _ • ., .•• ~l:9.ll~lV!r.l'.. .._.•__

loop

".,.l2.;::;o..,{}~o.-e.;:.·. ~.F0ply

How do you spell peace? 01

(fuaudi ble re $2..on.s"OJ..) ~l'_e::.l.p~l:::r.Iy _

Jih-? loop

J2:"LOpl:y;

el
__ ~..,.._._._. • qlA::;.s~re..::.l;p~l:o.Ly _

Loop

class reply
_______________ ~~u~a~t~e ~

.explanation
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J,lQ.ox...•• _

What is the opposite of

landlord.?

nominate

What-?

Happy?

Yes. nominate

l2:2:a-o-G •
vlhat is the oppo s it e of men?

!L0men.

Yos-?

women ,

liQLn•.-en=,, _

But they pare not. exactly
Pk£9Bites_6 _

Exchange ~s.

Elicit:

Re-elioit

Elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elioit

Elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elioit'

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

F~lioit

Elioit

R~licit

Inform



____ "'-'Tm , ,.A••9.:!i»/Functions

l'lliat is the opposite of old? e1
;r.o~£..,.;:n~e~iW-=. . ,.QJ.~ reply

~? lo~
_______ ._.&..A§s renly

prompt

olass reply

eValuate

e1
class reply
evaluate

;r.o~t>..:.' _
Newor?

young.

Yep pan MY bot1!.&.ne,# or young.

Uhat is the opposite of large?
small

There Imlst be t et there- large.

Add 'e' (pointing to the word.on
the bb)tel.!..
Little-?

Friend.
gj..end.

MatheI'?'
Fther.

l.a.tl1er.! -'--'-

r:r9:lree.

ExQhange !lEes. .
Elicit.

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Elicit

Elicit

E-licit

Elicit
h.e..re~.:..- _

Dead.
~~~v. ~lfll~s~re~p~ly _

\'1e have read-Ah? prompt

AliV• Alive olass reply

evaluate

:p-elioit
y.~o~u~Can~_al~s~o••SR~y_l~~~·t~t~l~e~. ~~~~~p~~~y _
Enemy? e1

olass reply
Fri~~._ .. ~ev~a~l~-Ua~t~e~ _

el

class reply
. _~_~_. . eyaJ.}1a~te~__ ."...__ '__ '._,

el

.._,~...~ .~o.l.i'\s.~ll.l:~y ..-_

el Elicit

R9-e:l,icit

Alive. Alive. Landlord Gultie

is oaught
alive • .J!.e saY'u. _ ~_, _
9J!(.tl (NRl-. ..M. Ch•.••e;;;,;;o_k_

Up e1 "Elicit

D~ ~usre~y~~~wn~ ~~,~u~at~e~ _

B~ el
~all
~=l _

Elioit

class reply
_______________~y~~u~a~t~e _
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______ ~::.>..xj;_~. .A.Clj;".rVJ.i.1mctio}?,s

e1
.F.a);' ~.c ~ _.oH •• , .•• ~.a.s.~~.xeillY. .,_._ ~._

Heav,y e1
Light
1..ight

Daughter

Son class reply
Rop~ .~v~~ate , _

After el
class feply

~fore Q.y,a;LM~';Q..;:.te;;:;.... _

Right el

Left class rep~

~~1_1._. ':::,.::.::..-,=====~:_:-_::.:e:!:~~u::at=e========_=-:::.- ::

near
Ee:change:.?'YP~..,_
Elicit.

KLioit

olass reply
__ •" ...• .. e:v.a..l~,:;;u•.•.t..;;.e~ . ,

el Elicit

Elicit

Before

Elicit

Now

We must do sentenoe i'ri th this
frame

folJUS

Boundary

For example, in our book it says exemplification
oomplete the fo-( pause) • Oh.

Nowmake sentences of your ow-
l@ OF RECORpJ1LC!_ ~~ ~'~_. _
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Appendix - Ilt'
Teacher--6

Transcription and Analysis of the Recorded
Lesson

. .1~.~_. -_J.s>:t.f3J]'unc~ions Exchange T~fL •••..

o _'lI'. :f:r!lme Bound.aI~1[.~ - ~ ..••••. ~'.~~ """';::":::::';:;;:;:O::__~ _

T~e out your hOE¥r~o~rk~. ~ ~D~i~r~e~ct~ ~ _

Last tl.me we learned the past introductory Inform

tense and the past participle information

form of' regular and irrigular

.Yl?J'Jl. . ._~ _

Cleat-? ell Check

.o:;l..;:;e"o=iIs.:, ...~~ ~~<{l~s reply

a1O.K 0 who can tell me the past

tense of the word miss.

Yes. nominate

missed. p-reply

m.i.jlsed. __ ~__ . _ •.•...•..•... ~. ..,.~:..:;'V•••ao.::::l.:;u~at~e _

And past participle or verb e1

three?

Elicit

1!ilicit

olass reply

;C;\;. is the same._~.nRs_~s~_d~.~ ~_e.vM:u.a;>o!•.•t~e _

O.Ie 0 What is the word? 01

(pointing to a 'VIOrd. on the

blackboard). It it regular

or regular verb or irregular?

ll.Ilaudi ble re~)1.s.a~U_. .~,~_C{l.assreply

Is it regular or irrigularl

missed missedo

Elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

irregular.

Elicit.

olass reply

L~re - <1.. o,l<.:!... . ~qv.gel~'Ua,iii.t::..:ie:.._ .•~ __ ~_

a.-.d.
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_____ T.¢. ..... ~ Ac:t.slJi'unctions

rlho can give me another example e1

of regular ver~

Yos.

St"i+oh , p-reply
~itche swit~t--,. ~.e:v..aJ.:u.~a.~to;,;e""_ . _

And. past? e1

svli tchedo

oro"j.tched.

Exchange '~ .

Elicit

nominate

Elicit

p-reply
___________ "~~.~uwa_t_e _

e1 ElicitAnd past participle?

S'"Ji tched. olass reply

aw.i tched, miiigh~A __< .e;:.aJ-_o::::u~a.::.te:.:.. _

Q...1C"'1 (NR) ..m. ..::.dhol.j,;e"-lck~_

Now who csn give me e:rample of e1 Elioi t

irrigula.'J,· ver1:!l This are regular

verbs( pointing to the word.s on

the bb) and irrigular?

Yes.

sleep p-rep1y

~."tE?~ good !ll~fm.< ~. ~ _2y.J))::;.:ua~t~e _

Verb two or past. form? el

Yes.

nominate

Elioit

nominate

slept p-rep1y

Ae•.•p:..;;t~ r •••••.•. ,~v~,o:;;u~at_e;..... _

And past parti oip1e7 01

Yes. nominate

Elioit

sleep. p-reply

slept. It is tEe same..~pJ._~u ••••at.::.e~ _

Another example of irrigular verb? 01 Elicit-

~eply
~~. eyp1uate

el

ran.

runii'l Ah? What is the P'ast

tense of run run?

ran. p-reply

~. . _ _ '. £3.'[.a.J.:ua:li4t.::.e~ _

And past participle Or verb three? 01

(Inpudible !'eSIfo.tl$te) ._. :rer.c~p::..lyr....- _

Elioit

---------
Elioit'
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_" ' Al~JCti- " ~_Ant.s.,b!:unctions _lfx:ohaJl.@ . Typ~

Spell it. prompt Re-elicit

Ulli.Jr,udible rem?p.n,.s.el_.~ ~~+.:.ep;l..L __ .

Say it& What is tho spelling prDTi'lpt Re-elioit

of I'lID.?

;:~o.:.. ._.~_,~.. :~~.r~e~p;:.;:l,"y ,_,

Spell it. prompt Re-elioit

l\.4a--n. p-reply

~CJtD. is the l?A~~ ,j;~..u.~C?!.. ,~ .9.v~,a;~1~u2at.:;.e;::::... ~ • ~_,

Please I asked. you the past el

participle or verb three ~orm.

Yes. nominate

(Inaudible response)

Re-elioit

p-ropJl.y

~Jk"~'n=.::••:..- __ ,__".. _ .... ~ Q.va.I11A~r.::t_~e•....... =••..•~> _

____ ...•.•.__ f;r:.am.o<-_. ~B;:.;o:::.:und=:::;;ailiil:r;r..z___

summarizatiou Infonn

'O•.K..::.- _

How this are irrigular verbs.

Etx:amples of irrigular verbs.

\fe change or we fonn the past

tense or past partioiple by

a.d.ding or changing the spelling

by ohanging the spollingc Here

the regular verbs are past

tense and past partioiple fonned

.lu_,§.d.ding d oy-2:,!!.§.. ~_._"~~u _ ========_==..--:':--_'__,------_._--- ,.~------._. -- ..

Let us go to our homework
.Q.Q.r,Loction. .._..... ~.~ .'~......• _

Yes what is the instruction?

Give the opposite of the
L<?U·owingwo:r9J3-!....• ~., "'~'_.L •. __ ._. ~ __

Bo loud. LOud.

Yes.

Give the opposi to of the

follOWing words.

Q~'! ...Bjv.e t1).~ o:cmo.site of. the
i9..~lowing WO~i*_"--.~__•.• , ~, ~ _

Now framG Boundary

focus

01
p--oreply

Elicit

d Direot

nominate

p--oreply

--------....-,-- -



1C;:J1....~~t

happy.

haPpy·

_____ ~ ~~.j!.o:t.s/Functions Exchange Typoo ...

el Elicit

notrLinate

:p-reply

_______ .__ ,!3val,lliite

e1 Elioit

Now number one number one.

You.

Opoosite-?

Yes

sad 0

nominate

:p-rep1ynQad~. . .~_.~v~~~a6t~e~ _

e1Or another word? Re-elioit

Yes nominate

unhappy 0 p-roply

unhappy. haPP;y"-u.nhappy. vie can oval us te
.s.aY._i.:!L..aJ..~;a.d..•....__.__ __~ _•.•._4 .. ~~·_
TvlO number ttoJ'o. 01 Elicit

Yes.
ll.ng,ug.i bl.e~<m.9~o:.) ~_ .k:r:.elilll. . ~._._

.SaY it. prompt

ornol. I>-l'CPly
p~~l cruel Q~b~ _~~~Uf~~.~t~e _

Opposite? e1

:tos you.

kind~

nominate

Re-elicit

Elicit

nominate

p-I'Oply
lriv.A. 1 t~~~~~~ ~_~ ~~QY~~u~a~e~ _

01Throe.

Yes.

Elicit

nominate

hi'gh high.

high·
opposite?

Yos you

low.

l>"'reply
__________ - __~ .. _,eYA:}..·,t::ua~t.;;:.e ~_.

el Elicit

nominate

p-reply
19JoJ'.:.:.:...- --.;oy.a.lA?.::.t.;;:.e ~..•._

el

I>-reply

_ _~ .,_eya..luato

Four~ Elicit

rich

,;r..i..cm

tWoeii:&?
You~

l?,oor

01

~lllinate
______ ~J2J..Y. ~__ • __

prompt

p-reply

evaluate

Elioit

Say it

poor

Re-elici t



~ ;:;Te~xt~~ ._.A.qt¥Functions

al

~ ~r:e.pJ::.y,-- ~._

d

p--rcply

~{;.::;. •... __ .__.__ .' ,eYa1ll..a••.t".,e _

Landlord? el

Yes nominate
lIl],p,ud,ible re§J2(m.s.~~) -.t::.~r~l¥),.I,Y _

Be loud please. d,
~.~t. __~ ._~ ~_P~p~~ly~ _

Say it. prompt

tenant :p-reply
:t~ant. ._.__ 4e.YJ3.l1;,l@.;,""t.,e _

Six~ aL

(Inaudi ble response) :p-rcpIy
LIpaudible reSDo~~e.) .__~e_~v~a~lu~at_e~ . _

O.K. the opposite of vlar is? 01
Oppposite?

LI}lA,udible resp()p.s.~~J..I~__ ~ ..t~re.oly

Say it (I prompt

l!Age.. . • ~ ~ ..It'']:,€ply

It it pace? What is the corect el

pronunciation

,Upaudi ble re spgE.§.e'J,) , 9hG.s_~l21Y.

Yes? loop

:p-reply
~~~9~'~Q~e~e ~ ~~~R~e _

el
nominate

------. -_ ..
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~TV
J.#J,om 1 a.ndl ord

Be loud(pause) landlord.

landlord.

peacea

Seven.

Yes.

!'I.e.
Say it again.

:p-reply--------~-.-------------~~.~
Re-elicitpromp~

__ --- __ .~.~G:v:.a}..~;,og..:.t""'e •.~~ _

el

olass reply

,!3valuate

Gl

J.!!.?lle 0 ok •

Men or man?

men.

~Jl. Good. me~_.

Men opposite?

Yes nominate
~~_... ... ~*§U;:R~lyol._ _•Jiomen"

ExMange'TY.P?s·

Elicit

Direot

----.--
Elioit

Direct

Re-elioit

Elicit

Elicit

Re-elioit

Elicit

--------....------~----
Re-elici t

Elioit

Elicit

Elicit



_.J.oxh~_. , _.lo.t.sLFWotions

e1
'fI~_o-.m;.;;e_n•••.•. ,. ...~__ -:-..,...,..,.__ .,~l.iJ.p~.I...~_, ..._

The ol

n(mina,te

p-r 3ply

N.Sllilen. men.-wam..e.n';JII.,.•...• .•. O:V:~Jl~a.o..;:t;.:.f3'-- ,, _

L~o cl

old • ~rej)ly
.Ql.Q, ." ~ ,~y..a.l,ilate

O.K. opposite? 01

Women Or what.?

Sat it oorreot~ please.

oorrec~ pronunoiation.

You.

women••

nomiJtate

Exohange TJ1roo _

Re-e1icit

Re-elicit

Elicit

Elicit

~~;.;;ew~. ~~o.~~~y~ _
new or? prompt

l?:'".r.:e.£1.,'. _iLoung young 6

Another"

Re-elioit

Re-e1;i}oit

;x:.o)Wg. It c~_~_..:rJ&w or young.

NY

ol.ass ro)ly

.~~~----------------------
nO:1ine.te

rn_<?ther. __ ~ , ._,._:P::_.;P~p~J.~y.l____ •. _

SaY it again. prc.npt

mo therr, p-J'8ply

m,.other mother _._ey...et::o:!Ja:;:;;_.t.•.e _

L_arKe~ k;~'if;..;o;.;;rm;,;;;.. I;;;;:n;.:;,;f_o;.;:rm:.:.::..._

O.K. What is number nine? el .l:!ilicit

1-.JlJ:,Qg~e=-. _olR'ss reply

Large? e1

small. class reply
~~oan sgy sma1~ qyalRate

N~~rt~. cl

.~~~~E~bV~ _

prompt

p-reply
~ ~,22aluate

Enen:\j'"oppo si t e? 01

( Ina:.:udi ble re<:rnl\..n._s.",',; ,_, "-""'renly~ ::::.r:'.- ,,~ •.. _;S;;,;;;IL- _

young young -

Yoso nominate

enemy.

.QJlemv"

Elicit

Re-elicit

Elicit

]!Licit

Re-elicit

Elicit
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......•. --'T~, -Aots/Funotions

d

Exohange ~~~.~ ...

DireotLoud"
L~naudible re~~Q~o~n~s~eu) ~~~~~u~l~y~ _

9..aJ1 you hearl ..p~"y.Q.1Lhear?( NR) _r;J1 --:::G_h_e_ok~ _

Yes be loud. d Direct

Jil:.iend. _.It'''r.e:P.;.::;l•.•.y- . .~.__

Say it.. prompt

/Jraind/ krcply

jfrairrlj or jfrendj ? 01

jfrendj p-roply
l.L~n4I.-..__.~ ~_,~.~_Y.eJ,}l~a~t~e ~

01

Re-elicit

Re-elici t

Eleven. Elicit

Yeso nominate
~mQ~t~~~~:··~. ~~Gply

I oan1 t. hear. Yes? 01
~~he~r________ __ ~!?p~ly~ _

NV nominate

R e---e li ci t

Re-elici t

mother~ :P""reply
ffi9ther ~v~~ua~t_e _

__O~.K•.•..•" _op~p;.;;o;..;;;s;.;;;i_t_e?~.(Io.,;NR;.-.:..)'-- *__eJ , E=:;l_~;;;.;·o;;,;;i_t=- _

Simuly rai se Y0..1lr. hand.. (NVR) _d. --o:D::..::i::,;:r8;.;;;.::c:,.:t:...__

Yes? nominate Re-elici t

father" :p-reply
~~~~~y__i_t-"f~a_th_e_·_r_." ey~~~a~t_e _

Number tweleveo el Elicit

Yos.

{Inaudible response)

Say it.

(Inaudible response)

nominate

~1ere<> there ••

Oppoe i.t e?

I?::roply

prompt

:p-reply
_______________ .~ey~~u~a~t~e:..._ _

01

Re-elici t

Elicit
.~ll~e~r~. ~ ~~~eQly

e1Her or what? Who can pronounce

it correotly?

(Inaudible response)

liere. There-Here~

Re-elioit

:P""reply
_OV,aJ.y.ate

Yes" • nOli1inate Elioit

(Inaudible resRonaol ____ ~~l:::;.y~ _
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Text. Aots/Funotions

prompt

,ExchanB'§..:~Q[2L: .

Re-elioitYes saY it.
(L~audible re§Q~~~~)~ ~Leply

Dead? clue

.,

Re-elioit

Diede

~ea.d not died.

Dead? Dead?

Yes at the back.
L~ll.~_~~sp.Q..!1S.Q.) _

What?

j::-reply
_______ -.-..9Y,g.luate .

el Elioit

nominate-

alive.

Akive.

Yes?

,~_ ~J,~.~e~p~IYw;... _

Loop

:p-reply

Re-elioit

..QYaJuate

nominate Elicit
~~~.~uP~b ~rcply

Say i t ~ prompt~~~p~~_______________ ~~~~re~p~lY~ ~

LoUde d

j::-reply
~~P~J . ~~~l~u~a~t~e _

el

Re-elioit

Direct

Up opposite? Up? Elioit

Yes.
~naudible respopse) ~£~~:~Iyw;... _

Be 1000.0 d

davm" :p-rcply
_.;:;d~own.:=.;;.. pva'}..;,;;;u;.:;::a:..;.t.;;.e_· .__

NV. nominate
{Inaudible re~~o~E~e~) ~~!~~ly~ _

Say it again. prompt

(Jnaudi~le rosp~n~~L pwrcply

(Inaudible response) loop

(Inaudi ble response) ~,...:p,;:;lu..Y .

I didn~ t hear. loop

lJnaudible response) -I!::,r8ply

Is it? SaY it againo prompt

(Inaudible response) ~-rcply

.~iR.good.. ,JV:aluate

nominate

Direcrli

Elioit

Re-elicit

Re-elioit

Re-elioit

Re-elicit
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____ -..:TlioIoo:•••v+. •••' .•_ ...A.o.ts,/B\lIlctions

Big? Op~osite of big? 01
Yes.

Small •

.§P1p.ll or YOU call sa.y little

Yos number sixteen.

Ncar.
Noard

Exchang§ ';l'ypeB

Elicit

nominate

:p-roply

2,.valuate

el

:p-roply

ox,aluate

Elicit

Near apposite?
~~. ~~~~ply

Loud. d

:p-reply

q."'[aluate

el

~Hpa~e~yY~~(~/_r&~~~~'/~'~) ~~e~p~l~y _

SaY it again. el
B~2_avY~/~h~a~~_'~/? ~LOP~hY~ _
Is it /havi/ ? 01
li.O•.••' ..Q1,ass reply

So who can make it correct? el

Yes noCinate

Heavy/hevi/ p-reply

Heayy/hevi/ Hogy'u ev..A1uate

So heavy opposi tG? llliat is 01
the opposite of heaVY?

.1.a7\f' __... .. P."-]'e~_:..:;p;,;;:l••.y _

Say it. prompt

kzw- *~...reply

Heavy-lazy, it it? e1

O.K. nominate

(Inaudible response)

O.Ko light is correcto Good.
!leavY-light. __ ~ ~..__..,._. _

Yes. nominate

Daughter daughter. p-reply
D__a~u~g_h_t_er__• .~ ~e~~_~~a~t~e _

Far_
K,ar.

Seventeen.

Yes.

el Elicit

Direct

Elicit

nominate

Re-elicit

Ro-e Li.cd.f

Re-elicit

....•
Elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit,

p-reply

evaluate

Elicit
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_____ ...•T~.e'p_~ Ao.l~F\mctions

Daughter daughter opposite? e1

Yes.

p-reply
§_~_n~. ~ py?luate

nominate

p-reply

evaluate

el

Son.

NV
After After A:f";er.

!.tter.

O.K. after opposite?

Yese

Bofore.

Betore. Very good••

Excha,nge1'nes.

Elicit

nominate

Elicit·

Elicit

nominate

:p-rep1y

evaluate

The las:t one.

Right Right.

Righ t~ Good.

Right cpposite.?

O..K<J yo'Q.

Left·.

Left.

Elici1t0.1
~rep1y

_______________ .9YpJuate

e1

nominate

:p-reply
________________ ~e~~ua~t~e~ _

01
YOSt

Wrong.

Yes you can say 2.eft:·1 mean

right-left or 1-1rong.

l.~ft-wrong wro!};g.'t... ~O.K. _

Right-.Righthand, Lefthand you

oan saY; and right means

oorrect. Wrong means which is

not correct. So it can be
~ght or left ?~~w£r~o~ng~& _

Q~, ?(NR) ~~~. ...•C_h_e_~ _

This are th(~r.£.Y..t opposites. f~ Bounda:ry

Or another?

And check your work pleasee

r-1akeit corrcct(pause).-the

spelling and the correct"

oppcs i test Yes look at your

worlca Look at your work and

Elicit

Re-elicit

nominate

p-rep1y

ovaluate

definition Inform

d Direct
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______ ~~ .A,.qts/Functig!lp Exchange Typ~ .. ..,.

arid check your mistakes. If'

t.here is any mi.srbakeyou can

.qliI,oolc and. correSl.tL. ~_ . -_

.....--.- --_.-.....•..... _.,--- .... -- .... -
frame Boundar,y

11,eoe.J1 make sentences Hi.th this foous

~ords usin~ th~9Pposite.

OeK. for example, we can say, exemplification Inform

t landlord Gu.J. tie landlord

Gultie War rich but Tenant BeIer!

Was poor'. So the opposites of'

this rich and poor arc used.

Rioh-Poor. So just like this

you can make sentenoes of your

Yos who can make his own sentenoe? c1

Useepause) happy happy 0. Abebe

i~?

happy.

happy but Kebede is unhappy

Elicit

class reply

evaluate

~u oan say.

1rlhocan mako his own sentence?

Please come on tr,y.

Gultie is a rioh landlord.

Be101''i'is a ten~t
~s is the sa.IIle'- 9~v"'ailo*l.:.::u.a,~t,:;;G _

AnothGr? prompt-

(Inaudible re~ponse) a poor man p-rcply

~t (Inaudible peponse) was king.

Another. Use happy tho word

happy happy.

Abcbe is happy but .Alma.zis

unhappy. Just like this you

~---..--------------
01 Elicit

~rcply

Re.-elicit

01 Re-c1icit

olue

Oan make your own sentence.

~trfather is(Inaudible response)

nv monher is happy.

It's good. Exactly correct.

But I aksed you to use the word
;Q.s;mW' .__~.~ . --...__•..• _

p-roply

evaluate



Text Acts!Functions Exchange Types
Re-elici tUse the word happy very good again.

My father is happy but my mother is unhappy
Very good. Excellent. My father is unhappy
(pause) I mean happy s My mother is
unhappy; Good"

!

prompt
p-reply
evaluate

~? cl
Kebede is stand up. Almaz is(interrupted) p-reply
No. evaluate

Elicit

Use happy happy please. ¥appy come on. prompt
My father is hippy but my sister is unhappy. p-reply
Good. I t is the same • evaluate

Re-elici t

O.K. Use again cruel the word cruel come on. prompt
Yes. nominate
Abebe is cruel but (interrupted) p=reply

Elicit

Abebe is a ? prompt
cruel boy p=Teply

Re-elici t

cruel boy ? prompt
and Kebede is kind. p-reply
Kebede is kind. Good. evaluate

Re-elici t

Another. (pause)cruel.. prompt
Samson is a cruel man , p=reply

Re-elici t

Samson is a cruel man good? prompt
Adane is a kind man. p-reply
Adane is kind. Good. evaluate

Re-elici t

Another use olde Use the word oldo Elicit
Yes.
My mother is old but my bro~her is young.
Good. My mother is old but my brother is
young. Good. He used the opposite. O.K8

prompt
nominate
p-reply
evaluate

Another use old. Using old.
Samson.
Ato Kebede is old but Bekele is young ••
Ato kebede is old but Bekele is young.
Good.
END OF RECORDING 0

prompt
nominate
p-reply
evaluate

Elicit
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Appendix - IG
Teacher---7

Transcription and ~nalysis of the Recorded
Lesson

.•. ~.~ __ . ._~~/Functions

Good morning class. 01
.Cl<>o g morning tea~cp.j3L- .o:.lJ..lfl-..:;.r;::.ep~l:::.y,-- _

§~:t down pleC1.:§.e~~~.• _~ P-•.. -======D:::i:rc:c::.t:::=-:-.:_=_::::.:.:======-=.-~ ...-..~
Exeroise three, four, and
~!~i~~~e~.~.~.=f.o;::.u~r~,f~i~v~~~~.~s~i~x~.~* •• ~ , _

All right. O.K. a direot

O.K.

Exchange. Types

Elicit

framo
foous

Boundary

oxplanation Inform

~estion has i~~~~9t answer.

NO\-T turn the follQ\.Ting questions d

or give the indireot answer ah
~el3tion number. :t!-TO:.;o.-;t_of_i.•.v_e_. ~_.•.. , ~

O.K. Why is Abraham sad? \-thy

is Abraham sad?

O.K.

I don't I don't ar~ Abraham

Direot

01 Elicit

nominate

~.::.------.. --- --••...------.-.~•..-..- -.-----------------
p--oreply

.~i Shi Si t a...0i0••.•...•_~ *.A__•. -=n~i;;;.re~ct,l(.· _

vlhy is ,llbraham sad? Again 01 Re-elioi t

llg"(j,in

;I:....Q.ont t know.Jl8Y iI:P.;;;.r,lo;a.h:.:;a.m••••••• ~ •..•...••~_.roply

Is it right? el
Ro~•• ~ .._o}..a.s.§...;;.re_p"'"l••.y'__ _

nominateYou

I don't know w:b.y Abraham is

sad.
Rig...'1t0 I don't know vlhy

llbraham is sad

Re-elicit

Re-elioit

~roply

evaluate

O.K. Numbez-three. l-frlY is

BaYissa laughing?

Yes.

01 Elioit

nominate

I don't know why Beyissa
is laughing.

Laughing. Right. I don't
!.P~vwhy Bayi~~~~~~,~.~.__.•... ~ _

I>--I'oply

evaluate



I dont t kno« why Goleta is~~~~·e~t~.•~ ~ ~ _

Is it right?
li..9.,l!:' _

Say it again pleasee Say it

_ ..T~it...
O.K. ~lby i.s Goleta SO quiet?

YOSa
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AQ.ts/Functions
i

01
Exchg.nge Types

Elicit

nominate

]?-reply

Re-elicit01
_______________.~SU~~~~s~s~r~ep~l~y~ _

cl

I don't know why why is Goleta

80 quiet.

No, It is not r:i:(:;ht.

Re-olici t

r;-rop1y

cv"aJuate

Jili1 Ro-e Li.ci.t
I;~,~d~on~o~". ~ ~~~o~p~l~y _

Shi 5hi keep quiet. Let him

~~---
I dono Geleta I dona Goleta is

d Direct

. ,..~_~_.~_.._-----------_.<0-,. _
Re-elicit]?-reply

_____ .~._oy...e..:j.J.lA:;IO~t:.loe~ _

01
p-roply

evaluate

Ro~.;... _
( Inaudible: ro sponse )

I don't know Geleta is

I don! t know why Geleta is SO

.rl}-uet.. Right-:i.~s~ quiet.

O.I(o The last quos't i.on, Why

are Beyene and Mariam Why are

Beyene and Mariam whispering

together::'

l.ou 0 eke (NR ._.l_-~ ~.~inate

Shi Shio Now shi there is nc- d

Shi Stand up. Just stand up or

si-Ii th'Jre.

O.K. Number fivo.

Re-elicit

.~~-- ------
01 Elicit

Direct

01 Re-elicit

I don't- know why Beyene and ]?-roply

Mariam are wmispering.

llhispering. Yos he is right. evaluate

I don't know why Beyene and Mariam

f1.hi.spering tog:et~I..



Text Aots/Functions Exchange Types
ElicitvTbat is the meaning of whispering?(NR) e1
Re-elici tDo you know the meaning of whispering?

An ? v~spering? Whispering? To
whisper? Whispering? Ah ? For example
some of you are whispering now. Ah ?
Shi Shi Bhi , vlhat does it mean
whiapering?
(Inaudible response)
mawrat(talldng), no.

el

p-reply
evaluate

Ah ?

(Inaudible response)
mansnokashok(whispering). She is right.
Wluspering means manshoka~hok. Shi Shi
Shi whi.sper ah, Host of you are
whis]2ering now.

prompt
p-reply
evaluate

Re-elici t

O.K. Boundary
Now you will turn the follovr.l.ng
auestions.-- ,

floame
focus

They are direct questions. They are
diree~9~estions.

explanation Inform

You will turn them into indirect ? Elici t
questions.
indirect questions.

el
class reply
evaluate

Now when we are turning sentences into
indirect questions we start with what?
wi th what? Ah ?
Do you.

el

class repl;y

Elicit

Re-elici tDo you Ah ?
know.
know.

prompt
class reply
evaluate

E1ici te1



~~ ~o;rt~__~ ~A~·tfi/Functions ExchangeTyp~s

~ber twoo N~$.r tvlO. _~l.a.ss reply Inform

Number one is done in cl ass Jln?

r~§·
O.K. Number two. t-1h<:,1l~dll

lihmed come back? vThenwill

khmed come baclCZ

O.K. You
Do you know when flhmed como
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oh Check

a,lass reply

el Elicit

p-roply
~ck_?_______ _~ _

Do you know whon ~hmed come back?

Is it right?

ROe
\'fuat is wrong l:h-?
Do you know when will bhemd

come back?

Do you know when will /lnmed come

Re-elicit

••o1~s reply

el

:p-reply

Re-elicit

lla,ok come .Qacl<:-!:.... __ '__ ~'~_" , ~__

O.K. Number threo. Hhen vJill

Idris come home? tlhen will Idris

oome home?

01 Elicit

D~ you know when-ldris come homo? ;p:-.rc:ply

Again. 01
Do you know when will Idris como

_.... , ...------
O.K. Do you know when? when?

will \-Till

Ro-elicit

,~,...~ .-...•.•..----------------
Re-elicit

_______ ..ala.ss reply

Ro-e Li, ci t
1{iJ-l be will 1?9 91PJ3_sreply

1r1hon?

YLi.ll will be

When Idris -?

1-Till come

will como home. Hill come

home. Will como home. Do you

know when Idris will come

home? Will como homo question

m,ark.

No••• ?

Re-elicit

olass reply

evaluate
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_____ Tpx,l; AcisJ.Funotions

Yes. You are put question mark
At~ the end ,of _,ii~ .•s_e,p,~t__e_n_o_e_. ~._•. _

Isn't it?

explanation

Exchange ~~_ .,
Inform

01 Elicit

Number four. 'tlhen will

__ .•_'..•.. "'_,.9).~:;;<...;r;;.;e;;.lp~l;..ly ,

01 Elicit

Hailu go to Jimma? tfuen will

Hailu go to Jimma?

OaK. All. nominate

Do you know when v,ill Hailu go r-reply

jiP Jimma __ ~ _.~.. _

Is it right? rif,ht? e1

1.0;3. __ ,___ ~o.~$13~re..;;:.a;:p;.;:;lo.1.y _

Righ t Or not? 01

------_•...,_ •......• -
Elicit

.~licit

Yos. olass reply
fACA. it is r.liQlj;~.r.~..__~ . -9~;.:;:ua.a.::.t~o . _

O.K. Number five. vilien will 01

the rains stop? VThonwill the

rains stop?

Do you know when vTill the rain

Elioit

p-roply

j3j;op?

Do you know when - 1
L~ ...~_:r.~;~p.on~.ol _.._.~1.a.s.3;t...;:;;re-=pl"""y'-- _

Ilh-? loop

(Jnaud~ble ~~SPo~Rc}.~h~ ~a!n olass reply

~op. ._.. _.~__..~ .__._... A_." • _

The rain stop? prompt

LIp-Audible resp.o;n.s~L. "'__ .. ~l.a~s.s~r~e;.&;p:.;;:;liILY ._. ~

Again. Read it again. 01
Do you know when will the rain p-roply
~_rain st012~.__ _ _~ .__

Do you know when --? prompt
jip.S3 rain s~ .• A J?-.r'Ol?+Y'"- ~_.~_

Is she right? l.h? Is she right? e1

.-------.-~...._--------------
Re-elioit

Re-elicit

Re-elicit

Re-elioit

Re-elioit

Re-elioit

1..9439 ~'~ _ __ _. _ ~ _o;L.asJ?:....o:;.r.-,ep:;:.;l::oY'-- _

No, She says do you whcmthe 01
rains stop. I s it right?

Re-elici t
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_______ ,o:;,Te~p~_.~ ..A9.ts/Functions Exchange Types •. :

Something is missing.

Do you know when the rain

rain stop?
~N~o~.__~~~g~a~i_n__i_t__i~~.~_~~~o~t__r~iQgh__t~t ~o~~Alu~te

~~- ? nominate

Do you know "1hen '\1ill the rain

stop?

No.-- Do you know when will the

ABinS stop? __="_~_=.=.===========_=_.~~=_~_===========================
O.K. Now.
Now yOU will an.~ __i~nd=-i~r_e_ct~. Nf~·~~cu~s~ _

(Inaudible response) and 01
indirect?

Question.

Q.,uestion. I!ld~e.cj; question

So you will give tv.ro answers.

First you will turn the

sentence into indirect answcr

and then into indirect

questions. So for onecqueat ton

!l,sJlill give ..:hLo~>l<Sj:.:.:;l.;;:;e..:.r~s.:.._

Now first turn into indirect

answer. When did the rain stop?

Now you have to be careful with

the verbs. OaK. Indirect answer

will be vlhat1

.I•..£.ont t know 1frh.£.n~jh.crain stop __ .J2:':r..e~~Dt.:::l;::;,.:y:t..... _

I don't know when -- ?

O.K. nominate

l">-rCl)ly

Re-elicit

p-roply

evaluate

frame BOundaT,Y'

Elici t

class reply
r_2~~~~t~e~ _

d Direct

----------------------------
01 Elicit

Re-olicit
~h.e rain stop ,, ~oL?.:;tS_rc;.;:·;;.aD.:,;:l;.,ly _

tho rains -1

stop ••

Aiooped yes.
You must change the vorb into

past tense because the question
~;:t~sked past ~.n~e~,.::.f;,;::o;;:;r.::.m:.z,,_~.._. • _

Ro-elicit

class reply
______________ ~~u~a~t~e _

explanation Inform



T~ AW/Funotions

So stop when it is ohanged into el

verb two or past tense -- ?

stopped. alass reply

double p. Stopped yes. stop- evaluation

Stopped. So do you(pause) I
wn't mOW when hUo rain stoPlled,- __ ,__~ •••* _

O•.iC.. vlhat will Do the indireot 01

g:uostion. What will be the

indireot question?

Do you know when B10 rain p-~eply

Do you know when the rains evaluate

.§.topped.? stopped . .§.~f.-lo;aa;:i:,;;n:.::.~_

o .K • Nurnber iit-1O. Hhcn the 01

Lsmara plane arrive?

Yes.

I don't knOVlwhen tho J.smara

plane arrived.

I don't know when the "~smara

~~ane arrived arrived.

O.K. l-lhat will tho indireot

question?

Yos.
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Exohange _T~,,"_

Elioit

Elioit

nominate

:p-rcply

evaluate

Elioit

01 Elicit

nominate

Do you know when tho i; smcra p-roply

plano arrives?

Do you know when the i1smara plane evaluation
~rived. Right,___ _~ .~, ._~ _

O.K. Number three. t~hen did 01
Idris come home? N'hat will be

the indirect answer?

nominate

p-roply

O.K.

I don't know I donft know when

Rid Idris oomoh•.~~~? _

in:aU:"5al! it again SaY it again. loop

Let him SaY again.

I don't know when did Idris come

Elioit

p-reply

Re-elicit

_.CO ~ ~_' J'" • ~_, _
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_________ T;.;;o;;;:x~..:t..A_ __=_:1. o..t.,s/FUnotionsExchange 'J)'p€i:s. .u..

I don1t:know when did Idris el
come home

01
class reply

lio~.~ ~ ~eY9luate

0.1(.. viliatis "V,rong? Uhat is 01
wrong'? ,ijgain.
I dono I don't know when Idris

Is it right? l.h-1

No •.

.Q.Olllehome a

I don't know when Idris --- ?

~e home.
\'Tellwhat is the spelling now?
You said come nh-?

Re-elioi t

Re-elioit

p-reply

Re-elicitprompt
~ . cJ~§ reply

e1

~

C - llh?
o

Re-elici t

class reply
Re-elici t

~s..s reply
Re-elioitel

_______________ ~~r~~~~l~y ~ _

loop
:p-roply
evaluate

Camec So you arc to change
the form of the verb into past
tense. So I don't know when
]~is came hom~~ __ ~ _

O.K. Number four. When did-
~h-?Indirect question?
Indirect question? form?
O.K. O.K 0 nominate
I_don't know wh_e~-Ahmed ~~r_e~n_l~y ~ _
Change it into indirect question. 01

Indireot? p-01
1,h ye s e i;..roply

Is i t right.?
~o
lill-?

C-a-m-e
Yes. C-a-m-eo I don't know
~ Idris came homee
Now this is present tenseo
tvlo form is what?
Came

Re-olioi t

-'~'-~'-------------
el Elicit

class reply
eValuate

01 Elioi t

Ro-clioit
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__________ ~Te~xt~ ~A~'a~~/Functions

Do you know when .Lihmed p-reply
~ ~ ~~ua~tc~ _

Koep quiet d.

ExchaB8'<l~p()S

Direct

Number three. Question number el

three. Now1'10 said now which

question has two answers? Now

the indire ct answer is already

given. Nowthe indirect

question form of question ~ ~h?

I don't know when Ldz-Ls osme
h,.ome.

Elicit

p-reply

Rc-elicit

Do you know when Idris came home? p-rcply

Yes, Do you know when Idris came evaluate

h..<?i!1Q? .. _ • _ _ ..••• '~ •._. _

OaK. Number f'our , Hhen did el

nhmed pass the grade eieht exam

Yes. nominate

I dontt know when ~hmed passed

the grade eight exam.

Ycs , I don't la.10\-J when .Ahmed

passed the grade eight exam.

FAssed. Right

O.K. How about the indirec~

Re-elicit

p-rcply

evaluate

------- ..~~--.--------------
question

~y~. M~na~

Do you know when llhmed (Inaudible p-rcply

response) the grade eight exam.

No. It has been already answered. evaluate

;I:-tJ).i nk"

Is it? Isn't it? .Ah- ? oh

.LllB. )
Question number four four.

O.K. SaY it again.

Do you know when llhmed passed.

the gr-ade eight exam?

e1 Elici t

Cheok

el Re-elici t

nominate

:p-rcply
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_________ ~'l\;At_~ .~tuFunctions

ovaluat oShe is right!! Do ~rouknow

whon ilhmedpassed tho erade

.eip'..htexam"
Elicit04K. Numberfive. 1rlhendid

Hailu go to Jimma.?
O.K.

L..£:,Smttknowwjl.en•••• Jimma•••

Ok- say it again. Let him

say it againQ

;r...JJ.0n't k~~!l.Q.n_lfhon Hailu ~

O.Ko Isit right?

No.

.~r9~p~ly~ _

prompt Re-elici t

~r~~~~h~Y _

01
class reply

loop

class reply
~Qy~~~a~t~e •.••. _

nominate

Re-elicit

No.

;lli is not right. Jeah.
O.Kc

I don't kn~~ when Hailu go
!.<? Jimma __ ...._. .~. ~_. _

I don't knowwhen Hailu go

to Jimma. Nowwhat is'wrong
with it? There is something

vlrong. 1,h - ?

I dorJ.~'It knowwhen Hail u gone

to Jimma

Re-e1ioit
p--reply

Re-elici te1

p-rcp1y

Ro...!'-- ~. . G'Valuate
Tl.1.isword go~ NOVI gone is

verb what?
0m ) (IMudJ_¥-e 5)..responsel
I sn! tit t..h - ?

Elicit01

----._----------------------------
Re-elicit01

_________ ._...c.l~~s~r.;;:.o;.t:p.::;lyw... _

loop
y q.s,u.!...- • .~_..Q1as.~replY

NOVI what is the verb two form el
of go?

Nowverb three or past

participle he said gonoo 1ili

wh~t is tha.t verb tvJ'oform of

Re-elioit

Elici t
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gt;..? f.h-1

I don! t know when Ha,ilu
Unaudible resp.o}1.f?~j •.•...... _

~gain

I don't know when Hailu ,-,ront

Hailu went to_jr}.mm~. ~

G~ent-Gone. Tllis is the explain

past participle form of the

verb to go. Tho verb to or

the past tense fonn of verb

go.-went~ Go-l'lent-Goneo So

the oorrect answer is I don't

!ql.O}:L!!penHai.lu.J:{9p.t to Jimrnao

O.K. ~fuat will the indirect 01

question form of this sentence?

O.le. You try. nominate

P.£.. you know rrp..,.Slp.:..1iailu went to ~r:e·.t;<t.,:;1r4;Y ._ .•• _

1,gain

Do you know when Hailu wont p-reply

to Jimma.

Right. Do you know when Hailu ovaluate
,

!i9nt to' Ji~·t_G~~. __. "__ ~_•._ u ~'_

In exeroise fi~ question p-cl '-Elicit

number threeo

Exeroise five question number

three.

1f11.enwill Idris .Y0l!l.Q.. ••..h;;.;:o_m;,,;;:e_?~ ...• "_. _

Is it the question?

Yes.

O.K. Exercise five question

number three tho question

sa.Ys, 'ltThen1'1'ill Idris come

home?' O.Ko !his the

to' Jimma.

Yese Yes. I don! t know when

1?-'reply

01
r roply

Re-elicit

evaluate

Inform

--------.-
Elicit

Re-elicit

'll---roply

01
J)-reply

evaluate

Elicit

Quostion •.:.I.-=-~~~..:....--.""-.-,.-----_~ ~_
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Text ~~t»LFunctions

01So what is your answer your

question What do you want?

V1hat do you want to saY? vlhat

is your question?

In the second question the

~'lswer is (InaudJ:.b1-S3.response)

Hhat? loop
Lk~udible resporp~l ~~plX

Nowyou turn this into what? oxplain

Indirect question. Change then

into indirect question. O.K.

Now. Do you know when -. llfter

when comes what? a .lifter when come

Exchange ~t3S;~.;.~

Elici t

v-reply

-.~---------------------------~---
Re--e.l Lcd, t

Inform

comes the subjeot. The subject

must COmeafter when. v1henyou

-Gurn this sentence into indirect

question you beGin "dth, 1 Do

y ou knowt•. O.K. This is the
indire ct questi.oll !2..:rm--=- ~. ~---- __ ~_

Do you know what comes next?

1'1henwhen -?

Idris

Th.e subject comes first' when

Ic1.ris_will COI'!'lQ home'. T~e

auxiliary Verb and the main

ve rb comes together. Nil 1

oomo home. Now Do you know
~hen Idris will cQm~e_h~o~m~e~? _

The difference between --- ?
The difference between ?
(Inaudible responso)

U;naudi ble responR.o-:.,j)~ J:?:j~~.T21.y
Ah - ? t-eJ.

Question number ( Inaudible

01 Elicit

r-reply

evaluate

p-el

1'-01

ED.icit

Re-elicit

p-reply
.r~sponse) __ A. _~.-- •••••_••• W.A. _

QUestion number - ? 'i'-el
_(_In~a_u.d~i_b~l~e__re_SD~o_n~s~e.) ~£P~ly~ _

Re-olici t
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Text Acts/Functions Exchange Types

1 t must also be like t.:ns. Q,uestion number explanation Inform
two is the same also ,.1t is the same as this.
1t must be answered like this\,'Do you know exemplification
when Ahmed will come back?' Always when
you change into question into indirect explanation
question after when the subject comes.
The subject in a sentence comes after when.
Do you know when 1dris will come home? exemplification
Q,uestion number two,'Do you know when Ahmed
will come back;' You will answer like that.

Now frame B01Wda.ry

d Direct
introductory
information

el :Elicit
d Direct

ch Check
d Direct

Open your bo~age thirty eight unit five.
Now this is the continuation of the first
part of the passage. The result of hard
'vork is part tw~o~o _

1 snit it? (NR)
Now you read this passage at your home.
You read all of YOUQ
O.K. ?

After reading copy the following words
or vocabulary into your €XGrDisebook. B
page fort,y B question number 1,2,5,7,8110.

How many of how many words are there?
Sixo
Sixo

Elicitel
class reply
evaluate

Copy them in your vocabulary exercisbook&
(Inauclible) w~l~~~=i~n~g~t~h~e~pa~s~s~gg~e~&~~ _
O.K.

That's all for todayo

d Direct

frame
foous

Boundary

P-elicit(Ina udibl e ques tion )
Yes oomprehens3..on part A~ First we will
read it in the olasso Then you will do it
after reading the passage in the class.
You will do it again ••
END OF RECORDI NG •

p-elici t
T-reply
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iJ,Ppendix..•Ilr
Teacher---8

Transcription and Lnalysis of the Recorded
Lesson

_____ .:;.Te::::.::.J0i •.

Inaudible gree-!;ing.
~G~o~o~d~m~o~r~n~i~n~g~t~e~w~c~h~e~r~.~~Ass reply
Sit down please. d.
~Al~l~l~r~iggh~t~e ~cJ~s reply
No a:ny talking. Take your
place. No any talking any

more. (NVR)
~ __thank you~ ~ev~luate

~ts/Function§
e1

Exchange Typos .
Elicit

Direct

d l1irect

---------------.--- .....•..•.
!Jow
Take aut your books and
exercise-books and continue the .,...,
noxt topic on page thirty six.
k,o..:Lusremember, tho_last topio.
J..u~twhat WaS tp.Q..)~sttopic?( NR). .0).

There is some noise please. Be
.siJ,enoe. (NVR}

r.JJ1elast topio wp.s(pause). The

last topic was just you have
learned that direct statement
ohango into inlireot statement.
You have learned that topio.
Direct statement ohanged into
indirect statement. Direct
statement chanee into indireot
statement. (snid while writing
on blackboard)
Yoah
That what we have learned last

~,r last week ':'~_:':::=======:
TodaY's topic is two topics.

frame Boundary

Elicit
Direct

Lnt rccluctory
information

frame
focus

Boundary

focus Boundary
£lmost the same. That means ';
direot just we oan get(Inaudible
;t:o;monse)dirc Q:t•.,g],cstion. __ .•.._ .._. _



Direct question has what-?

(Inaudible response)

Indirect question. Indireot

al1St'ler. Indirect answer. NOVI

direct question has indirect
,anSWerindirect ~ .•.•:re~r_.~ _

The next one --TIl0 next one

177

________-=T~. ~ . .~~taLFunctions

el

class reply

evaluate

el

direct question direot question

becomes becomes indireot-?

answer., class reply

~rot answer • ...iJ2.<l¥:;.:;8:.:;:c.> --2YAluate

Look your books. Indireot d

question. Look YOur booy_

EXchangp m~~,,,'
Elioit

Elioi t

Direot

InformJust direct question bocorne s explanation

indirect question. Yes

indirect questions. Question

and questionso TI10 first one

question anSt'ter. Tho seoond

one question and question.

The first ono direot question

has indirect anSt'ter indire of

anmo1er. The next one direct

question becomes indirect
.~estion indiroo~.~gu__e_s_t_i_on__• ~ _

§.9_let us see l1,h.l?~,~_the answer. "U' 9-_, l?=-=i~r_o.:.:ct.::...._

You see indire at answe:r>-?"lhat oh

>1..e,mean by indire.ot ij£swer-1 eWB.)
Check

Just(pause). Starting of explanation

indire ct answer' is I dont t

know, I don't know, I don't

know. Then that means starting

of indire ot answer is I don!t

knOV1. While starting of

indirect question should be

t D0 you know? Do you know?

Do you knovll' Tb,e answer

Inform
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____________ =T~~~· ~jg/Funotions

~~ould be oontinued.
Exohange ~!?s.. .

Thon now the f'orrnul.a of this

one' why plus verb p.l.us--?

subje ct , olass reply
l..0.•.s.. ....•.G.Wuate

Subjeot and verb should change explanation

the plaoe. Subject and verb

should be ohange with eaoh other
.:lli,c place. __ .__~__ . _

Subjeot what-? el
~us .•ol~~s~re~D~l~y~ _

Plu~? loop

verb olass reply

Vorb. verb. verb. This is ovaluate

tho formula .•
_0

i.:r~irect anSit-le;r'~. _

rn1Y Was lllmaz late? This is the

direot question. l'Th;y was Illmaz

~te? This is .J.h.e~£l.irect ..£.~.Q11." .... ._~ ...._

The direot ~uostion has what? 01

Tho anSVler should be what?

Jpdirect answer....._" ~ola.sJL~~~T2~l:;.Jy~ _

Indireo't-? 01

N01i

Let Us see the question. Let

see the direot question and let

us try that to change into

answer.

answer. Indireot answer.

Y_e...ry good.

(Inaudible re~ponse) ohange

into indireot-

Yes~ointing at at a student)

I don't know why Llmaz was late.

I don't know why ~lmaz was late.

Ies.

01 Elioit

Inform

Elioit

Re-elici t

frame Boundary

exemplifioation Inform

Elici t

Re-elioi t

olass reply

evaluato

01 Elioi t

nominate

:p-reply

evaluate
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, ~ ~ ._~ -1;,QtW~Qti.Q.n..E_ Excha,n,g,e Tl}'6S _

Now change of tho place explanation Inform

(Inaudiblevlords). It was

Has before. No•.r in the answer

Was and ~lmaz change the place
:1;.2. each other. ,_~_~ ~ _

Then the answer should be

(Inaudible ~\1o!'ds"). Let us

start from there. I don't

kllaw--. Nowvlhat is there?

.l.lmaz.

Llmaz. Very good yes. Thats

the answer what why illmaz was

Was late. Very good. Late

late. Whylllmaz VIas late wby

Llmaz Was late. (said while
~iting on bla~S~Ard~)~ _

(Inaudible question)

Yoa--1 Ye9-?

(Inaudiblo respons~)

VOr'J good, Thank ;)TOU. Yos.

Good. NowI don't mow why

i£1.,!il~ was_!,Q•.-~.?._•• _.:,._====== ====:.:=.:"_=::.::'=='== ..="':....=._=_=
Now then

look your books nowo There

are five question~there and

lot us try to Givo the answer
P}~page thirty s-i~.~ ~ . •.•.

Yes number one. Now what is

said is now in exeroise four

el Elioi t

olass reply

p-clicit

t-elicit

p-rcply

evalUilte

Elioi t

frame Boundar,y

focus

e1 Elici t

yes in the same waY given the

I don't amswer to the following

question. Whyv,as Bekele was

angpr-? Why ••r~s~)?o.lceleangry?( NRl..- _

Yes there don't cha,tter like d

i:t4.ul grade stu~eJlj;.s."!"(NVR) ,~_._. _

Direct
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__________ ~T~~ wh~pisjFunctions

01Let us start from someone sideo

Yos you girl.

I don t t know w:b,yBekel e was

nomL'1a.te

p-roply

ar1grY.

Very excellent. I don't lcnow

'tV'by Bekele was aDo'TIJ. Bekole

and was change the place. I

don't know why Bekele was

angry. Very excellent. Very

good. Very nice. TOdaY's

this year student very some

very very nico ;jros than tho

~thers last yegf ,S-

lfby(pause). Number two. Vlhy is

.I.'..brahamsad? What is Ijbraham sad?

Yes. nominate

I don't know ,.ThyIlbraham is sad. p-o-cp Iy

Very excellent. Very excellent.

I don't know why 1.braham is sad.

Hho knows some pro.l2.l0m.

Number throoe Why is Beyene

laughing, i'Ihy is Beyono

laughing'?

Yes you. Good girl. You are

brave one.

I don't know why Beyene is

laughing.

I dontt know why Beyeno is

laughing. Very excellent. I

don't know why Beyeasa is

.l.Aut::hing.

Number four. 'i'fby is Geleta so

quite? Why is Geleta SO quiet?

I don't know why Goleta is sO

qu.iet.

Quite, yes. Very good •. I dono

why Goleta is SO quite. Very

good •.

evaluate

Exchang'e ~~;:L ....
Re-elicit

Elicit

el Elicit

nominat 0

p-reply

ove~uate

---------------------------------------------
el

p-reply

evaluate

Elicit

~--------,-~.$..~.---------------



_____ .;:;.;T~i; ~.o.t.sjFunctions

e1

Exchange mes

ElicitNumber five. 1-hy are Beyene

and Mariam whim>ering together-?

That is a boy and a girl

'VIhispering. 1r1hatWas that? It

Should be given for good purpose.

Yes I see you this girl yes nominate

now

I don1 t know(pauso) I don't

r~ow( pause)
Eh-?

I don't; know what bi ••• GBeyeSh

J2ll_~d__ • _

I>--roply
._~ .-0. _

loop

p-reply

Re-clicit

__ ,_.4 _

clue R&-elicitBoyono , Beyeno and Hariam-1
$nd Mariam wi ••~~~~i~sh~.~. ~~r~nly

Nhat about verb? Hhere is 011.1.0

vGrb? Now go baok to the verb.

are. class reply

Re-elicit

Y~ah. _~~~a~l~Ua~t~e~ ~ _

~gain. Read again from

beginning. I dono-I done--

start from I dono. Ah-?

I don't - Be••••• Beyene.&.and

loop Re-elicit

p-reply
Not that plea~e._.~ .~_~y~~~Ua~·~t~e _

a·arrect your answo.r and chango 0 01
l?,cyene••••~l@ri..~... __ ,._.~Le:.li:P..;•••l.•.~y _

"--'\,~ t down ple~'"\.s~~ .~a.. D;.,;;i••r""'e•••c;..;t _

Yes moru.bor-, Yes monitor. nominate Re-elicit

I don't know why Beyene and

~"""'i?ffi are~~~~~~~~----------------------..--------------------------
1.lariam are-?

are l'3hispering toeether.

together. Very good. I

dono •••• Yes you are monitor

but you should have to know

what they arc tall:;ing/ su-au-

fM-f5U/ • 'Ihey are boy and

girl. Yes let us theia talking.

Ro-elici t

:r>-reply

olue Re-elicit

p-reply

evaluate
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• .L.ot.s,/Funotions Exchange Typ~.TGx;t. •

1:Te dono thr reasO~1. I dono

1"hy Beyene and l\lariam are

whispering toguther. Good.

YELgood.

_l.s it olear nlea::s~~e1l1::~::l'::JR::)==== .. ,oh :"~:':'======C::h::o::, O::k===:.:"__

---------' .. ~.-',--------------

Now

Let us tr,y again SO that it will

bo CasY for you whon you write

down ah in your cxeroise-book.

So that it will be olear let us

just again more lot us read

frame

focus

zsxs one mOLe ••,,_, '~~'_' ~,~~" ,•.__~. _

Humber one number ono , \.Jhy

was Bekel,e ansTY? Why vias

:0okele angry?

Yes you.

I dona why BckaLe was an&,J:Y.

Vor,y good. Yes you ar~ good

and beoome brave and now you

are becoming quite stud~nt

l3uore you wore sQ!J.l~vJhatt RilBl1SH'• _

Number two. Why is llbraham sad? el

1rflW is ilbraham sacl?

Yes good boy good student. nominate

I doni t know lI~n.Au.9Jble response) _~:r..9;,t:p:.=l••.y • __

Yo~ ~h-? ( )hgain please. loop

I don't know 1r.hy ilbraham is sad. p-relily

sad yes. I don't know why flbraham evaluate

}:.::s.:....::s~alll:;d:.:.;••:........;V:..;e::.rY:..z.....•g,""'·o:;:.o;:;d~y.~e.:.:s~.• __.•, .•'~_. _

Number three. Hhy is Beyossa

laughing? Why is Beyes sa .

laughing'?

1 don't know Boyessa is

lAu~ •. ". _

lJ.h-? ( again

again).
J_don't know B.'?Jl..9~~U3~S:=,,-,-·..••• ._r__.~'_~.,. _

01 Elioit

nominate

p-reply

evaluate

Elioit

Re-elioit

01 Elicit

p-roply

loop Re-elicit
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____________ T~~~. ---,~~~~Functions

Uhat about 'why!? ~fuere is clue

'why' -?
I don! t know why Bcyessa is p-reply

laughing.

Yes. I dont t know "ThyBeyessa is

laughing. Yes. He has just

l1ri tten. He have done. He

He has done already. It is

£."Oodye s•

Number four. V~T is Galeta

SO quite? ~o qui to?

Yes you b ig boy_

;J:Jont t know l'1lu:....QeletasO -

;,lli-? Lh~? 1fIhere is verb?

ilgain correct it ah?

I don~t know Geleta •• oI don't",

know ,-ThyGeleta is so quite.

Yes Very good. Yesa Don't

be afraid.

Exchange Types

Re-elicit

01 Elicit

nominate

~r.c'Rly
cl.uo R~licit

p-reply

oValUate
______________ ~~.4 _

01 ElicitNumber five. Last. '!rIhy

Beyene is not (Inaudible

Words )

Yes good. the girl.

I don't know why Beyossa
(pause) __• • _

Boyenes Beyen~

Beyene and Maria~ are whoa--

~use)

vtr..isporing. vlhispering.

together.

j;.ogether.

O.Ko mow.

Let us try now. Let us go

doym. Nowthe se oond part.

yeah.

nominate

I>-'roply

prompt Re-elioit

Re-elioitprompt

P-rOl)ly

__,~e~:~~a=te==============::======::
fra;ne

focus

Boundary



____ .;:;.T~c;x;j;_
That means direot direot

question beoomes indirect

question. Question and question.

Direot question becomes indireot

~Qestion. Both e~e questions.

The direct question becomes the

indirect question. Nowthen let

us see the example nOrte 'lhis

also the same ohanging of the

p'Lace s , Verb and subjeot are

change the pLaoes s Now for

example, direot question now ah'

uhen will he finish? ~hth what?

Hith finish we don't know what

he is going to finish. When

will he finish? (said ,.•hile
~iting on bla~(~b~o~a~n~l~) " _

This is what kind of question?

Direot or indirect question?

Direot question.

Direot question. Very good •••
~Jyeot 8~estiot~ __. ~ _

Nowthis direct question becomes

what?
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• .l.,ctsLFul1ctions
explanation

Exchange 'Typ~~.._
Inform

exemplification

ei Elicit

olass reply

evaluate

e1 Elicit

Indireot question. class reply
6ndirect guestion.~. ~ ~e~_u_a.~t_e _

Nowwhen will he finish? Now d

let us see the formule.. Let us ~._.

.~.ee now. Dontt be in a hurry.

The formula is n01"1,'when' plus? el

..y,crb.. ._~_~ ~.q;L.i:lJtS,._,;;.re.;:;.:;;p,;;:;ly ~.>_

Verb plus-? e1

subjeot. class reply

Direct

E.J.icit

Re-elicit

~Jl~u~b~j~e~o~t~o__~¥~e~ry_Qg~o~od~._~su~b~je~ct~.~~~-v~~u~a~t~e~ _

Novl(Inaudib1e Words ) becoms e1

what-7

"Elioit

l~ul~en~.~ ~__~~~s reply



______ T.;.;..;oxt _l~~~/Functions Exchange T3I>e'a;· .•.~."--------..1 ,
Uhen plus-?

subject.

wbject, Very good.

Plus-?

verb.

Y!'l..rb. verb.

Nowwhich is the verb in the

sentence? ~lhioh is the verb?

Hhich is the ver1:1l tihich is the

subjeot?

Yes. Yes.

el Re-eli oi t

class reply

_~oWuation.

01 Rc-eli oi t

class reply

oi{Aluate

el ][icit

nominate
W~l~l~.~ ~~rpply

Yoah-? loop

jill. ~~en1y

Ro-e'l i ci,t

i"Thonah-? loop
{Inaudible res~~~~o) }~r_e~D~l~Y ~

vnlioh is the subject of the 01

sentence?

hOe

He yes. Very g'Ooel. Yes he

is the subject. and then will
1-~the vorb- main ~e~r~b__m~aJ~"_nNv__e_r~b_. ~ _

This also finish verb. Hill is

the main verb. Yes we talking

about will and ho yes. Now

in the first one verb and he is

the subje ct , Nowit becomes

\.•hen as it is when 1-Thenthe

starting. Whenplus subject

(Inaudible Words )that means

he he is the subject. Finish is

the first. T.hen'IFill be the

.1..PJ3t one.

So now when we answer or when

we change into indirect question

how can we start-.? l'li th what ;,.:,0..

shall we start-?

Re-elioit

Re-elici t

olass reply

eve,luate

exp l.anat Lcn Inform

el Elioit
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~ T_e=:;t... ~ ..u;"o;lt~Functiens

nominate

olass reply

evalUate

Yes.

(Inaudible respense)

YOSt Very good. Do you mow •••

that means subject now••• when

he v/ill finiRh •• yer;r good.

Right. That is question also •••

question again right. De you

know when he Hill finsih? Do

you knew when he Hill finish?

It Vias bofore 't-lhent ,,,ill he

finsih? De you know when will

he finish? He and •.ri.Ll, change

j;Jle place,

oxplar.ation

exomplification

Now

By this example novr let us read

th.e next five questiens.~~-~--------~--~~~~~-----------.-~-~---------------------------------
Change into gucsti.9ns.

Lgain question ohange intO'

q"<1estion. That means direot

question and change into

.i!¥lirect questien",

frame Beundary

focus

.._~~ •..••__•..•• ~D~i~re~c~t~ _

Infermexplanation

Exercise five in the same waY

g'iven the do you know question
!,or the fellewin« direct guestion

L

••••••• _

Number one , vIhenviII the Asmara 01

De yeu when •• .De you ~~ow when
Lrnaudi ble re§P.o~n~s<.:.e;,,(,) ~ __.•__.-~ _

Cloar (Make it audible)

plane arrive arrive-?

Yes.

Yes.

De you knew when the t.smara

l?J.anq. ~It'

...
d Direct

Elicit

nominate

p-reply

d Direct

nominate

p-oreply

Ra-elicitplane ... ol.uo

.,.~~l>1><an~e'_"a""r•.•r_=i'_'v:..:c"""eOL_. .•_"_~=r=_w~l:""y.•.. -- _



___.• ..••T:.:o;;:,:s.~~~ ~k.~.s/Functions Kltchange Tvoi3s.

cluo Re-elicit
.~r~~p~l~y _

loop

Do you lailow when•• ..Doyou mow
wppn tho ASillam w~~.~p~q.~u~s~e.) ~ _

plano hsmara plano.

,acrive ••

PL1.NE (vlhat

oemes after plano)
~{~I~AQ~ud~~~·b~l~e~r~e~s~p~on~~~~~)~~~ .. Ply

v.or./ go..Q~h ~ene is the vell.?l:I1 e1
~.lNR~)'-- ,_~ ~ __ . •__

NQ1:1_pleasotak.£..S,.V.e. Silence.

She tried but-••• smm-rhat•••

Yos.

Do you know when the hsmara tho

Awnara pleA will (p~u.pQ)

plane plane will

Hill.

>illl arrive. Yes. Very good.

Do you know when the .usmara plane

"Till arri va? That is. corlio ct,.
~Th~a~t~i~s_r~i~gh~t~j~u~s~t~.~ ~. _

Noxb number two.

Yos.

Do you know when ~hmed -oill come

~Q arrive ••

Again :glease. plane and Lsmara

Lsmara and tilano are the same

( )
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Re-elicit

:r;-reply

clue Re-elicit.
~~~OD~~bV~ _

01 Re-elicit.

Reo-elicit

d Direct...• , ~.......•-.--------.;:;;.;;---.-....---~--
~ He-olicit

nominate

p-reply

c uo Re-elicit

r>-reply

evaluate

01 Elicit

nominate

p-roply

~~~-----------------------~--------------------
l.gain pl"egc. One again.

Do you know - Do you know

when Lhmed will come baCk?

Very good yes. Do you know

when Ahemoo..will roms back?

Do you know when Zhmodwill
I.Q.s that is right.:."- .

••••

loop

p-roply

RG-olicit

ovaluate
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Number three. Hhe1llwill Idris

oome home? Idris oome home?

_______ T~ext:.;.;;;... -AqliJiJ'Functions Exchange ~ __

e1 Elicit

Yes.

Do you know when Idris will

nome home?

VO'r":/ exoellent. Yes good. Do you

kn~T when Idris will oome home?

~..L.A9od .yes.

Number four. When vrill Hailu go

to Jimma1 When will Hailu

go to Jiroma?

Kassedh, why dontt you try please.

I donlt know when Hai.Lu s s 0

Oh , Oh where are (Inaudible response)

!J.rc you thinking of about

( or. cr sse e-Jih?

nominuto

J.>-roply

ovaluate

el Elicit

nominate

p~reply

ovaluate

Re-elioitloop

~o~ know when H~~~_~.~.~. ~~P&Y

Aha Lha again please. loop

Do you know when Hailu go to p-roply

JiJDIna?

~~----------------------------------------------------------------
Number last. Number five.. vlhen

vrill the rains stop?

( o.k.) rlondoseno

Do you know when tho rains

will stop?

.~_~ --,Ar=..:e~Y2J}.si.;;;cJa;;-... _

~sh please slop.'t clisturb.

Yes you back boy.

Do you know - Do you know vlhen

Hailu 'vill go to Jimma?

Jimma yes. Yas thats right. Do

you know when Hailu will go to

Jimma? Yea somewhat yes. If

you think it it will be eagy

but somewhat also be difficult.

Re-elicit

~ ~D_i_r_e_o_t ~ _

nominate Re-elicit

p-roply

° evaluate

ol Elioi t;

nominate

lJo-'l"'ePly



stOI' It Go •••",,&s"top

Now
~~-:.-:::::::::::::::::~:::::::-:-:-:::::.:-~,~~~~.-:--::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=

Boundary

Pleasou".,just slowly Ie"!; us

rGl)oat once to -:ha"~it will easy
wheAyou Pl2....~r.....PplT!..ew.cz.r~;~~ ._~ _

NevI let us star't- from thi.sHovlhatoe

thip side ••

Number one again<) Please one"

Number one.

Yos.

frame

foous

d Direct:

01 Elicit

nominate

~ zou. know.vlh£3~~9- will "_".'" _. ~r:!;..:_o:(.l:p~l:oL.Y__

Asmara pLane [.smara plane cluo

~po and ivil.l.,..:';he...Q.r:r.:i ve" ~<>

Aha ~rLa again ploasettho'/in

Amharic- ~ !.eyet ~tta/
(vThero did i tho' como from?)
Ita you Ipow wh.gn..j'&.~.3..•...9'~_. ll:'"..Lm)l",y _

'ilie: Asma,ra lan11..~i/,,000 r,." (both cluo

tOt,J'Qther)

Re-elict
~~~_.-. -.--rro _
loop Re-elicit

plcM

p'Lano will

:l1.h_o.Jl~arah· ;?,__.~~ .•••...•.•.__ • , .••_. _~~...1?-:::::r:"",o:l:p:..-.l~y- • _

prompt

p-reply

Re-elicit

arri vo arrive. ~; »d yos" Tnas

right. Do you kr•.ovl when the

11smara plane vlill arri7o? T!1ats

;tie;,h.t..!. Yos "

Number woo

ovaluo.te

Number twoe Elicit

Yes.

:Q.o.:y:ou~ wh~!L~ .•como''>O". .~.J'_o.l?.l","yt.-__ .••• _

1Jh...? l:n-? Loop
~1~~9~_~ ~ ~~~~~m~lv~ . _
Ag~ please" Loop

Do you knovr when .tlhmodwill come••0 p-I'oply

back bat k, Yes, ques+.j on mark as evaluate

:;t t· rt~~~ quos J.,Qtl • ..vuOd. ;y:QF4- ~

01

nominate

Re-elicit

Re-elicit
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________ .:.T.::o::cxt:::;.,_: __ ~~.~ .• •.• .t.c:t~s/Functions

Number three e 01

will come home. Very g'Ood",

Very ni.co , Yes~ Do you know

liJ].cn,I.dris "Ti.ll.-..Q.orn.c,ppI£!..c?Good"

Yes yes Kibru.

Do you lnow when Hail u vlill-

(Inaudible responsc)

Very oxcal.Lerrb, Good Kibruo Very

ni.oo , Do you know when Hailu will
~o__tp~]imm~~__Y~e~s~. ~ ~_

Number last·" Number last.,

Yes.
Do you know "1hen the rain will

stop?

Very good yes 0 Do you know whcn the
r~ll stOp ston Aton~o~ ~~ _

Will it be difficu1 t to work now? oh

Number three.

Yeah.

Do you know Idris will oome home?

Elioit

nominate

p-rcply

evaluate

.~~--------------------------------
nominate Elicit

evaluate

01 Elicit

nominate

r>-reply

Check

Is it easy? &":?/He then said this

in Amharic/
n'a.ss answered j.D Amba.ri C (Yos) ••• cJ..A§.S~..,;re~-~p~l:~y _

Go on. /He then instrucred them in d

Amhario saying that they should

corrbi.nue writing the exercisesj

Direct

If there is (Inaudiblo response)

you ask me./He the said. in Amharic,

'I f there is any pr-ob.l em, ask me,

Those of you who don't bring books

po careful ~!/

Ask me questiono/in Amharic) 'Don't

be bored. t/
km..2l R~BDJ--!C!t-_=-.__....-",---=,- . ..,.,.,..-,--. --- _



Elcchange Type

1. Elicit

2. Elicit

3 • Elicit
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Appendix - II A
Teacher - 1

Erroneous utterances

The Uttorances Having Errors(Samples from lesson)

ltHlatyou have in the dash?

Spell it the word that you use in tho dash.

Your answer is correct but your reading is not
t.his much.



Exchange Type

1. Boundary

2. Inform

3. Direct

4. Inform

5. Elicit

6. Direct

7. Elicit

8. Elicit

9. Boundary

10. Elicit

11. Elicit

12. Inform

13. Boundary

14. Boundary

15. Elicit

16. Elicit

170 Elicit

18. Elicit

19. Elicit
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Appendix - II B
Teacher - 2

Erroneous Utterances

The Utterances Having Errors(Samples from lesson)

Our today's topic is the past participles.

I n the past parti cip.l es we have two wa:ys.It is

the first one is verb to have and the second one

is verb to be .•

Let us look the first one.

When we say verb to be am,iis, are,.1fa.s,and were

This are verb to have and this are verb to be.

F1.rst let us give example to verb to have.

Can anybody give me example using verb to have?

v-lhatis the present form of written? Let us start

from present.

We can give more example about verb to have.

This verb to be not verb to have.

I want example with verb to have.

The past form of tell is the present form tell.

The examples are enough for present for verb to have.

Let us try another examples of other examples of

verb to be.

Who can give an example on verb to be?

This is the correct examples of verb to be.

It is good example of verb to be.

The story is told by the grandfather.

Any questions please on verb to be or this past

participles?



Exchange Type

20. Direct

21. Direct

22. Elicit

23. Dire.o1!

24. Direct

25. Boundary

26. Elicit
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The Utterances Having Errcrs(Sarnples from lesson)

Now let us change this example into as the same

form.

Please on page fifty look the examples.

Now how to change to the same form please?

Please open page sixty.

Please look another example.

Substitute into as - as form.

Let us change into as the same form.



Exchange Type

1. Direct

2. Direct

3. Elicit

4. Elicit

5. Elicit

6. Inform

7. Inform

8. Inform

9. Inform
10. Direct

11. Elicit

12. Check

13 • Elicit

14. Inform

15. Inform

16. Inform

17. Inform
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Appendix - II C
Teacher - 3

Erroneous utterances

The utterances Having Errors(Samples from lesso~

Open your book to page eighteen.

This is B you will find on page ninet~on .•

rlho can change this sentence into using

used to please?

vlhich will it be the answer now?

You know what countryside means?

When we say you see what you have to understood

is this pronouns.

All take this do.

I do not do any longer means that something you

are accustomed to it but you do not do now.

Ato Mengesha never used tc spoke but he does now.

Complete each sentences using never used to

plus the verb written in brackets.

All this are newspaper.

You understand newspaper means?

Reach on time means what?

vlhen you come exactly on time it is you come to .

school not late that means.
HhBn we say you see I am accustomed let see

exercise two, substi tute(pause)you write the 'You

see tie just from the book this one.

•••now this means you know more about it ths one.

~Jhenyou say I am drinking tea without sugar

means what?



Exchange Type

18. Inform

19. Inform

20. Check

21. Elicit

22. Direct

23. Check

24. Elicit

25. Elicit

26. Elicit

21. Elicit

28. Boundary

29. Inform

30. Inform

31. Inform

32. Elicit

33. Inform

34. Check
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The utterances Having Errors(Samples from lesson)

You have already practised that means.

This is on your exercising on your learning

on your knowing about it.

You understand the difference between the

two sentences?

Whocan change in the same Wa:! number-two?

Don't write twice please. I used only once.

A and B was given to you before, isn't it?

Look to the exact answer of A.
Let do write the exact answers.

Just this is A anS'lr1eI'S.

Qu cion number two who can answer?

This are the exercises with never used to,

Rememberthat when vJe use •Our parents never

~ed to read and write but they do now' now you

begin never usod to means that you will not do

something.

But you Sa:! I we do now, they do now means what?

They are accustomed to it that means now.

So remember if the first statement is negative,

it is finished with what?

The third person he, she, take what?

So you have undarstood I hope, isn't it?



Elcchange Type

1. Inform

2. Elicit

3. Elicit

4. Elicit

5. Inform

6. Inform

7.:1;liGit

8. Boundary

9. Inform

10. Inform

11. Inform

120 Inform

13. Inform

14. Boundary

15. Inform

16. Inform

17. Inform

18. Inform
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Appendix - IID
Teacher - 4

Erroneous Utterance~

The utterances Having Errors~a.m~es from lesson)

Yesterday 111edid passage and homeworkwas gi. Velil.

The word which match the meaning•••• ?

The word which match the meaning with that word

with that sentence is reactionary.

VIha. tis your answer questi on six?

••• and blank space ar e €S-iven in the sentence.

This are the answers.

Any doubt you raise question,

Lets go through our today's lesson.

Hith this one 'to buy a new dress' it is

infinitive phrase.

'To' here 'buy' infinitive something can be

taken as 'a new dresst•

You ask question, 'Why did he took the money?

This all are can be taken as what we can say

to infinitive and can ue answered the question 'why'

This what we can find infini ti ve phrase.

Howwe can join using this or this conjunction

two sentences.

Nowthis is all what we use and.

That how vie can join by using not only but also.

To give more emphasize ••••

Whenyou take as in meaning wise, that this one

is give more emphasize.



Excr..a.ngeType

19. Inform

20. Inform

21. Inform

22. Elicit

23. Inform

24. Direct

25. Direct

26. Elicit
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The Utterances I~ving Errors(Samples from lesson)

He ha$ done well or she has done well the

meaning wi.Ll be to you she has done well.

The verb arc different.

Look the position of the caught verb.

vlho can join this sentence?

This is the same verb and the same subject.

Yes it is this sentence. (The teacher is

referring to five sentences)

Donlt use and not only but also.

Where you are?



Ex:change Type

1. Inform

2. Boundary

3. Elicit

4. Elicit

5. Inform

6. Inform

7. Inform

8. Boundary

9. Elicit

10. Inform

11. Inform
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Appendix - II E
Teacher - 5

Erroneous Utterances

The Utterances Having Errors(Saroples from lesson)

Yesterday we llave seen about countable and

uncountable noun and we have seen about also about

the ,too-to' structure and I have given homework

on the 'too-to' structure.

Les•• a.(to mean let us)

The coffee is very sweet for us to drink it.

Nowyesterday I have told you in stead of

very you put what?

You know 'I"lbat' is used for asking question to

get personal(pause). No, the things the subject

of the thing and •.10 can also get object when we

ask with 'What'. We can get object and the subject

of the name of things. ~nth 'Which! we are going

to choose things.

'\'lhose' is used to ask for possessive adjective.

'Because' is connector of two sentences.

In this structure one .vith because six structures.

vlhich one is tho answer f'or- this question?

You see when you are asked with 'why' the answer

you give is because. The answer must be because.

So 'go' is irregular and 'call' is regular verb.



Exchange T;y)?e

2. Elicit

3. Inform

4. Inform

5. Elicit

6. Elicit

7. Elicit

8. Elicit

9. Direct

10. Direct

11. Inform

12. Elicit
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Appendix - II F
Teacher - 6

Erroneous utterances

The Utterances Having Errors(Samples from lesson)

because the past tense and the past participle

is formed by adding what?

Tt>is are regular verbs

11eform the past tense and the past participle

by adding or changing the spelling.

The regular verbs are past tense and past

participle formed by adding ••••

Givo the opposi te of the following wor-ds ,

He can say it also sad.

You can say left I mean right left or wrong.

Righthand lefthand you can say.

l<lakeit correct the spellings and tho correct

opposites.

If there is mistake you can check and correct.

So the opposites of this rich and poor are used.

'Kebedeis unhappy you can saY_



Elcchange TYI?e

1. Inform

2. Direct

3. Elicit

4. Elicit

5. Elicit

6. Inform

7. Direct

8. Inform

9. Elici.t
10. Elicit

11. Elicit

12. Elicit

13. Inform

14. Direct

15. Elicit

16. Elicit

17. Check
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Appendix - II G
Teacher - 7

~roneous utterances

The Utterances Having Errors(Samples from lesson)

A direct question has indirect answer.

Turn the following questions or give the indirect

answer.

vfha.t does it mean whi.sperd.ng?

Whenwe are turning sentences into indirect

question ••••

Do you know when In.ll A.bmedcomoback?

You are put question mark at the end of the

sentence.

First you will turn -I:;hesentence into indirect

answer and into indirect question.

You must change the verb into past tense

because the question is asked past tense form.

WQsaid how which question has two answers?

Now 'gone' is verb what?

Hhat will the inclirect form of tIns sentence,?

The auxiliary verb and the main verb comes together.

Always when you change into question into

indirect question after when the subject comes.

Open your book page thirty eight unit five.

'stop' when it is changed into verb two or past •• ?

Hhat will the indirect question?

I t has already been answered, I think, isn f tit?



Ex:ohange Type

1. Direct

2. Inform

1. Boundary

4. Boundary

5. Elicit

6. Direct

1- Inf'orm

8. Check

9. Inform

10. Inf'orm

11. Boundary

12. Inf'orm

13. Elicit
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Appendix - II H
Toocher - 8

Erroneous utterances

The utterances Ha,~~rors(Samples f'rom lessonl

No any talking. No any talking any more.

The last topic was just you have learned that

direct statement change into indirect statement

direct statement change into indirect statement.

That what we have learned last week.

Today's topic is two topics, almost the same.

Direct question has what?

Look your books.

Just diroct question become indirect question.

Yos indirect question. The first one question

answer. The second one question and question.

The first one direct question has indirect

answer. Tho next one direct question becomes

indirect qucst~on.

You see indirect answer? i'Jhatwe mean by indirect

answor?

starting of'indirect answer' is I don t t know.

Subject and verb should change place.

Let see the diroct question a~d let us try that

to change into indirect answer-s

Now in the answer !~ and ~ change the place
to eacho+her-,

I n the same way given the I don't know answer

to the f'ollovrl.ngquestion.



14. Elici. t

15. Elicit

16. Elicit

17• Elicit

18. Elicit

19. Elicit

20. Elicit

21. Elicit

22. Boundary

23. Elicit

24. Elicit

25. Inform

26. Inform

27. Inform

28. Inform

29. Elioi t

30. Elicit

31, Elicit

32. Elicit
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The Utterances Havin~ Errors(Samples from lesson.l

Let us start from someone side.

Bclcele and was change the place.

Very excellent, very good; very nice.

Todayfs this year student very some very very

nice yes than the others last year's.

That is a boy and a girl whispering. Hhat was

that1 I t should be given for good purpose.

ifhat about verb? w~ere is verb?

Read again from begi.nni.ng,

You are monitor but you should have to Imow

what they are talking. They are boy and girl,

Let us them talking we dona the reason.

So that it will be olear let us just again more

let us read one more.

Yes you are good, and become brave and now you are

beooming quite student. Before you were somewhat

RAB4§!!(moaningnaughty).

Yes good boy, good students(referring to one boy)

This also the same changing of the place.

Verb and subject are change the plaoe.

This also finish verb.

Nowin the first one verb and he is subjeot. Now

it becomes when as it :DS when starting.

••• Asmara and plane are the same.

Again please, one again.

rfhere are you thinkinG of about crosses?

I f you think it ,i t will be easy but somewhat also

be difficult.
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Appendix - III
Samples of Pronunciation Errors

"(tlronglyPronounced I'

vJord
Teacher's Pronunciation

Transcribed According to
01~~nnorts S stem----------------------~--~Polishes

Sui table
Cold
These/This
Here/Hear
Sometimes
Let's/Less
Too/To
\fuose
Four/For
Peace/Piece
Th.tlrt
Thank/Tank
Know/Now
Question
Qui et/Qui te
Hhispering
Sentence
Someone
Run/Ran

O'Connoris(1988)
Pronunciation

As mentioned earlier, these pronunciation errors have been
fOlmd to be errors that could affect the comprehension of the lesson
Quite a lot of mispronlllOiations which have occurred wore found to
be the result of first language interference and this did not so
much hamper the classroom discourso.
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